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LIONEL VOICE CONTROL

VOICE STREAMING  & Recording

The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned  
by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Lionel, LLC is under license.  
Other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners.

Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple 
Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. 
Mac App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc.

Google Play and the Google Play logo are trademarks of Google Inc.

This button activates the Lionel Voice Control (LVC) 
feature! Tap the button, speak a command and watch 
as your engine follows your lead!

 Tapping this opens the Voice Streaming and Recording menu. 
Engines with this feature allow you to record and play custom 

announcements OR live-stream your voice to your engine! 
Download the FREE 

LionChief APP on 
the Apple App Store 

& Google Play 
*Look for the VSR logo on the bottom of your engine to know if it is equipped with the Voice Streaming & Recording feature.

LIONEL’S LIONCHIEF 

BLUETOOTH APP  

PUTS YOU IN CONTROL!

Connect wirelessly with 
LEGACY, O-Gauge, HO and S-Gauge Trains

CONTROL ALL YOUR LOCOMOTIVES
FROM THE SAME DEVICE



The ever-growing lineup of trains offered by Lionel has allowed for user 

flexibility from the most basic of operating controls in the LionChief category to 

the legendary advanced features of a Legacy locomotive. This broad range of 

engine control types has left a gap when it comes to having a single hand-held 

controller to operate a model railroad. That is until now.

Symbolically modeled after the Hell Gate Bridge in New York City, the new Lionel 

Base3 bridges the gap between LEGACY, TMCC, LionChief+2.0 and now LionChief, 

LionChief+, FlyerChief and of course conventional locomotives 

from a single controller. The Base3 is compatible 

with the Legacy Cab2 or Cab-1L 

hardware remotes as 

well as the new Cab3 APP 

for Android or Apple 

smart devices. The Cab3 

App will open doors for 

brand new features like 

our 4 digit addressing 

feature – available for 

the first time on our new 

Vision Class A.

The Base3 and Cab3 APP features many new innovations that allow you to 

fully connect with your world of Lionel model trains.

Introducing the 

Lionel Base3 
& Cab3 APP



TM



Lionel Base3
2208010 $499.99
This revolutionary command base brings control of all Lionel engine command types to a single controller of your choosing. 

FEATURES:
• Your choice of controller:

• Built-in Wi-Fi for full Base3 functionality with the Cab3 APP (see next page for details!)
• Compatible with the Cab2 or Cab-1L remotes

• Control the new VISION LINE Class A with 4-digit addressing using the Base3’s Destiny radio and the Cab3 APP!
• VISION Class A also includes the Legacy radio for control with a Cab-1L or Cab2 remote.
• Control Lionel Legacy, TMCC, and LionChief+2.0 engines through the Base3’s Legacy radio
• Control Lionel Bluetooth LionChief+, LionChief, and FlyerChief engines through the Base3’s Bluetooth radio
• Control Lionel RF LionChief+, LionChief, and FlyerChief engines through the Base3’s RF radio
• Layout Control System: 3 PDI ports for expanded LCS use. Built-in circuit monitoring to protect the Base3 from PDI short circuits
• Memory module support

• Included writable module to easily transfer your engine roster from your Base2 to your new Base3
• Reads older Legacy engine orange modules

• Wi-Fi Base3 firmware updates using the Cab3 APP
• Dimensions: 10.3” wide X 5.4” deep X 2.6” tall

• WPS Connect (Wi-Fi)
• TMCC Channel Select for Cab2 and Cab-1L remotes
• Base3 firmware update mode

Each light indicates a command sent over 
a certain communication channel.
•  Green: Wi-Fi activity
•  Yellow: Cab2/Cab-1L activity
•  Blue: LionChief Bluetooth activity
•  Red: LionChief RF activity

Orange glow light to indicate a Wi-Fi Connection

Lionel Base3
One base. One wire. A complete control system. 

• Wi-Fi AP/Network
• BLE Pair
• RF Pair

Circle “L” Logo Light
Slide Switches

Push Buttons

Indication Lights



Blue glowing “breath” lights. Intensity 
of glow increases as Base3 activity is 
increased

BASE3 CAN SUPPORT UP TO 10 CONTROLLERS SIMULTANEOUSLY!  
ANY COMBINATION OF CAB-1L, CAB2, OR CAB3 APP!

The Base3 includes 3X PDI connectors for the 
Layout Control System. No longer will you be 
limited to connecting all LCS modules on a 
single daisy-chain. The Y-cable will also no 
longer be needed!  
See page 240 for LCS product!

Included USB cable allows for 
communications connection to a PC. 
Use 3rd party control software such 
as the eTrain Command Console. Also 
use the Legacy System Utility when 
needed. 

Connect a single wire to your track’s 
outer rail for Legacy and TMCC train 
control

Transfer engine roster from Base2 to 
Base3. Also compatible with older 
orange engine modules.

LEGACY Cab-1L Remote Control
•  Works with new Lionel Base3!
•  Also works with Legacy Base2 and Base-1L

637155 $164.99

Slide Switches

LIONEL Blue Lights TMCC Binding Post Memory Module Support

Master ON/OFF Switch LCS Control USB Connection



Lionel Cab3 APP 
Lionel is no stranger to the world of smart device applications. The iCab
and LCS APPs gave users smart device control of Legacy and TMCC products 
using the LCS Wi-Fi module and a Legacy Base2. The LionChief APP has given 
direct Bluetooth control to users, allowing basic controls of everything from a 
LionChief locomotive up to a Bluetooth-equipped Legacy locomotive. We 
thought, why not combine them?

Operate up to 3 Bluetooth-
equipped locomotives at once. 
Cycle through using left/right 
arrows

Lionel Voice Control lets you 
take charge using your voice! 
Compatible with any Lionel 
Bluetooth-equipped locomotive.

Use the throttle handle to change 
speeds. Watch the speed step 
ticker animate as the speed 
changes!

This button will stop all running 
locomotives at once. This includes 
locomotives running on both the 
Bluetooth and Command Base 
tabs.

The APP automatically populates 
the locomotive’s road number and 
image!

Cab3B 
Bluetooth

Engine Information

Throttle Animation

Emergency Halt!

Operate More at Once!

LVC



for Android and iOS  
smart devices

Introducing the Cab3 APP for iOS and Android smart devices. This APP offers
two modes that can operate concurrently. The Bluetooth tab will feel familiar
to the LionChief APP, with all-new features being included. The Command
Base tab connects to the new Base3 and gives full control of all Lionel
command types and products. Full control of your railroad empire is now in
the palm of your hand.

Cab3L 
Command Base

ID number, engine name and road 
number, and engine image are 
displayed!

All of the controls of the Cab-2 
remote and more!

For Legacy locomotives, the 
whistle/horn slider is position 
sensitive, allowing you to choose 
intensity!

Connection settings for Base3 Wi-Fi 
connection or connect to a Base2 
using a LCS Wi-Fi module.

Control accessories, switches, 
routes, trains, and more!

Locomotive Information

Comprehensive Control

Wi-Fi Connection

Quilling Whistle/Horn

Not Just Engines!



Lionel’s O Scale products are of the most premium 
products in model railroading. With superior mech-
anisms, high-end features, and stunning, life-like de-
tails; these engines and complementary rolling stock 
resemble their true-to-life counterparts in 1:48 scale. 
You’ll find some of our most advanced features here 
like locomotives equipped with both Bluetooth and 
LEGACY control, advanced smoke and sound features, 
and intricate details.



LEGACY® Control System This revolutionary control 
system allows you to run your LEGACY® Control 
System-equipped locomotive just like a real 
engineer runs his trains. With its enhanced sounds 
and 200 speed steps, this system allows properly 
equipped engines to function with unparalleled 
options. 

ODYSSEY II Speed Control Slow speed and 
start-up operation are smooth and steady with 
ODYSSEY II Speed Control. Watch your locomotive 
as it creeps through the yard or fights up a grade 
without hesitation. Odyssey II also maintains your 
train’s constant speed through curves and up and 
down grades.

ElectroCouplers™ (LEGACY®, LionChief® Plus, TMCC® 
required) Open these couplers anywhere on the 
layout without uncoupling track sections. The CAB-1 
Remote, Universal Remote, or App activates the 
ElectroCouplers™.

Wireless Tether™ Looking to enhance the 
appearance of Lionel steam locomotives, we 
developed the exclusive infrared Wireless Tether 
connection so that the locomotive and tender can 
communicate without cumbersome wiring between 
the units. LEGACY® equipped steam locomotives 
have a new small profile housing that mounts to the 
top of the drawbar!

RailSounds® Widely regarded as the industry 
standard, the impressive RailSounds® sound 
system brings the real sounds of the railroad to 
your layout. From the mechanical symphony of the 
locomotives, to the commotion of the station, 
you will be impressed by the digitally recorded 
samples of these special and authentic sounds.

Bluetooth® These engines have Bluetooth on 
board, allowing them to connect with a compatible 
smart device. 

Lionel Voice Control (LVC) Gives users the ability to 
speak commands into their phone via the Lionel 
LionChief® App and control their train with voice 
commands.



From our earliest days, Lionel has been 
celebrated for its ability to create the most 
innovative, ground-breaking model train 
products in the world. In 2009, we proudly 
introduced a line of the most authentic, 
technically advanced trains and rolling 
stock ever made. A line of products that 
enable you to fulfill the promise and vision 
of LEGACY—VisionLine. 



In this collection of breathtaking products, you’ll 
find scale steam and diesel engines with more 
mechanical and operational realism than any you’ve 
ever seen or run; and that demonstrate the same 
detailing and characteristics found in their “real 
life” counterparts. Offered alongside these finely 
engineered locomotives are operating rolling 
stock cars that enhance the model train experience 
to new heights. With each VisionLine release, Lionel 

fans will experience the “gold standard” in model train 
engineering, manufacturing, and most of all, VISION, as 
we unveil a selection of products that will elevate our 
line to levels never before reached in our industry. The 
VisionLine is what Joshua Lionel Cowen always envisioned 
Lionel would be – the ultimate destination for the very 
best in model railroading. This year we are thrilled to 
introduce our newest addition to our VisionLine roster, 
Norfolk and Western’s Class A.



WHISTLE STEAM!

SPECIAL 4 DIGIT ADDRESSING!

SAFETY STEAM!

O-SCALE

VISION locomotives represent the 
best and latest innovations in model 
trains. It is fitting that we’ve selected 
the Norfolk & Western’s A Class as the 
next member of this elite line. 
The A stood tall even among a 
class of distinguished steam on the 
N&W roster. Modern, efficient, fast, 
powerful, and versatile, the A made 
its reputation in being not only the 
benchmark for steam, but often the 
new diesels competing for their 
place on the roster. Although best 
known for speeding priority manifest 
freights, the A’s could handle any job 
required and often found them-
selves in other roles. But perhaps 
most impressive of all their stats was 
the daily reliability - a testament 
to not only the engineers but the 
hard-working army in the N&W’s shops 

and “lubritoriums.”
Lionel is proud to bring the A 
back in an all-new model worthy 
of its prototype and the Vision 
name. Built from all new tooling, the 
Vision A will be available in multiple 
road numbers with different detail 
configurations to match the changes 
in the A’s careers from the prototype 
locomotive to 1218’s final excursions. 
High end features include stereo 
RailSounds effects from a trio of 
speakers, stack, whistle and safety 
valve smoke, a force coupler and 
kinematic drawbar and for the first 
time, 4-digit addressing for your 
LEGACY locomotive using the new 
Base3 and Cab3! Bring one of the 
finest examples of steam and model 
train technology home to your layout 
and see the difference.

 ▶ Standard Legacy steam features 
on pg. 22-23

 ▶ 4-digit address with  
Base3/Cab3

 ▶ Legacy Control
 ▶ Bluetooth Control
 ▶ Stereophonic LEGACY RailSounds 

with speakers in locomotive and 
tender

 ▶ Fan-driven smoke
 ▶ Whistle steam
 ▶ Safety valve steam
 ▶ Kinematic drawbar
 ▶ Force coupler
 ▶ LED lighting
 ▶ All new tooling
 ▶ Road number specific detailing
 ▶ Road name and number specific 

crewtalk 
 ▶ Length: 30 1/2"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O72

NORFOLK & WESTERN #1218 EXCURSION VERSION
2231460 $2099.99

 ▶ Pyle headlight
 ▶ Cast pilot 
 ▶ Gloss finish
 ▶ Standard bearing rods (polished)
 ▶ Class A tender with coal extensions

NORFOLK & SOUTHERN EXCURSION COACH 4-PACK
2227250 $899.99

NORFOLK & WESTERN CLASS A

STEREOPHONIC RAILSOUNDS!
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NORFOLK & SOUTHERN EXCURSION COACH 4-PACK

Ready for service behind the excursion version of 1218 or 
611, this four pack of coaches appears as the cars did fol-
lowing their rebuild in 1992 when Norfolk Southern made 
a major effort to upgrade their excursion consist both 
inside and out. These cars can be prototypically mixed 
with previous releases of Norfolk Southern, Southern 
and Private Owner cars to create any number of typical 
excursion consists. 

21" PASSENGER CARS FEATURE:
 ▶ Flicker-free LED lighting 
 ▶ Molded plastic interiors 
 ▶ Die-cast sprung trucks 
 ▶ Kinematic couplers for close coupling 
 ▶ Easy conversion to scale couplers 
 ▶ Length: 21" each
 ▶ Minimum curve: O54

NORFOLK & WESTERN #1200 - PROTOTYPE
2231480 $2099.99

 ▶ Slat pilot
 ▶ Standard rods (polished)
 ▶ Y3 style tender 
 ▶ Commonwealth tender trucks
 ▶ Multi-bearing cross-heads

NORFOLK & WESTERN #1238
2231470 $2099.99

 ▶ Cast pilot with after-cooler
 ▶ Roller bearing rods (blackened)
 ▶ Class A tender with extensions 

ALL
BUILT TO ORDER



O-SCALE

NORFOLK & WESTERN #1210 - WWII
2231490 $2099.99

 ▶ Slat pilot
 ▶ Standard rods (blackened)
 ▶ Y3 tender
 ▶ Commonwealth trucks

NORFOLK & WESTERN CLASS A

 ▶ Standard Legacy steam features on 
pg. 22-23

 ▶ 4-digit address with Base3/Cab3
 ▶ Legacy Control
 ▶ Bluetooth Control
 ▶ Stereophonic LEGACY RailSounds 

with speakers in locomotive and 
tender

 ▶ Fan-driven smoke
 ▶ Whistle steam

 ▶ Safety valve steam
 ▶ Kinematic drawbar
 ▶ Force coupler
 ▶ LED lighting
 ▶ All new tooling
 ▶ Road number specific detailing
 ▶ Road name and number specific 

crewtalk 
 ▶ Length: 30 1/2"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O54

ALL
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PILOT N&W #9999
2231520 $2099.99

 ▶ Cast pilot with after-cooler
 ▶ Standard rods (polished)
 ▶ Class A tender with Commonwealth trucks
 ▶ Fantasy passenger scheme

NORFOLK & WESTERN #1222 - LCCA EXCLUSIVE
2201290 $2099.99

 ▶ Cast pilot with after-cooler
 ▶ Roller bearing rods (blackened)
 ▶ Class A tender with extensions

NORFOLK & WESTERN #1201 - WHAT IF PASSENGER SCHEME
2231510 $2099.99

 ▶ Cast pilot with after-cooler
 ▶ Standard rods (polished)
 ▶ Class A tender with Commonwealth trucks
 ▶ Fantasy passenger scheme

NORFOLK & WESTERN #1211 - POST 1945
2231500 $2099.99

 ▶ Cast pilot without after-cooler
 ▶ Standard rods (blackened)
 ▶ Class A tender with Commonwealth trucks

BUILT TO ORDER



ALL

O-SCALE

Racehorses riding the rails? It was a bigger business than you’d expect! 
For over a century the railroads were the safest and fastest way to move 
these valuable thoroughbreds across the country to various racetracks 
and events. A commodity this valuable would never be trusted to 
standard stock cars and over a dozen railroads had specialized cars for 
this service. Cars were typically designed similar to express baggage 
cars for handling on passenger train schedules and consists. Opening 
end doors were another common feature which made the cars more 
versatile for carriages, stage props or other large objects. In many cas-
es, the horse stalls could be collapsed allowing a wide open interior 
for nearly any type of load which kept these cars in service year round. 
Unlike people, racehorses didn’t change cars if their journey took them 
across multiple rail lines, states or even international boundaries. So 
seeing a Pennsylvania horse car on a crack Santa Fe passenger train or 
vice versa was nothing unusual.   
Our new VISION Racehorse cars aren’t based on any specific prototype 
but carry common features from multiple roads including six wheel trucks 
and end doors. Although the majority of these cars were over 80’ in 
length, we’ve stayed with a 72’ version to make this fun car fit more layouts 
and consists. Like other VISION rollingstock, this car features realistic and 
fun sound sets which can be controlled in motion or at three differ-
ent stop scenarios: loading, watering, and unloading. (Despite the 
plush quarters and traveling attendants, the animals would still have to 
stop periodically to stretch while cars were restocked and cleaned.) 
You’ll also get realistic train sounds while in motion and of course the 
occasional neigh or whinnie from the occupants! These fun cars are the 
perfect addition to any passenger train to add to your operations and 
are sure to start a conversation! 

FEATURES:
 ▶ Plays dialog when stopped with three different stop scenarios 

(loading, watering, unloading)
 ▶ LED interior lighting
 ▶ Kinematic couplers
 ▶ Die-cast trucks
 ▶ Scale coupler compatible
 ▶ Legacy Control
 ▶ Volume control
 ▶ Max/Min switch
 ▶ Legacy RailSounds
 ▶ Length: 19"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O-54

VISION HORSE CARS

Rear Door View

PENNSYLVANIA #5024
2227550 $369.99

CANADIAN PACIFIC #4560
2227530 $369.99

LOUISVILLE & NASHVILLE #1507
2227540 $369.99



O-SCALE
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SANTA FE #1995
2227520 $369.99

Rear Door View

RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY #812
2227560 $369.99

SOUTHERN PACIFIC #7200
2227570 $369.99



ALL

NEW TOOLING ON DOORS! SOUNDS!

These new Vision Stock models give you everything but the smell! These 
cars play loading, unloading and cleaning sequences when stopped 
and railsounds when in motion. There’s even a quillable pig sound!

PACK INCLUDES:
 ▶ One sound equipped and two non-sound equipped cars

ALL CARS FEATURE:
 ▶ Die cast sprung trucks  
 ▶ Operating couplers with hidden tabs  
 ▶ Easy conversion to scale couplers  
 ▶ Opening bi-level doors  
 ▶ Separately applied detail parts 
 ▶ Length: 11 1/4” each 
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31

ADDITIONAL SOUND CAR FEATURES:
 ▶ Legacy Control  
 ▶ Legacy RailSounds including  

 ▶ 3 stop sequences (loading, unloading, cleaning) 
 ▶ Freight and pig sounds in motion 
 ▶ “Quilling” pig 

 ▶ ElectroCoupler on B end of car, operating coupler on A end
 ▶ Volume control  
 ▶ Max/Min switch

BALTIMORE & OHIO #110015, 11023, 11034
2226880 $449.99

NEW YORK CENTRAL #28343, 28349, 28361
2226890 $449.99

VISION STOCK CAR 3-PACKS

O-SCALE



O-SCALE
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SANTA FE #68745, 68750, 68762
2226870 $449.99

NORTHERN PACIFIC #84061, 84113, 84136
2226900 $449.99

SWIFT #71174, 71180, 71185
2226910 $449.99

UNION PACIFIC #48154D, 48198D, 48200D
2226920 $449.99



MAINTENANCE-FREE MOTORLEGACY® RAILSOUNDS®
TRACK IR

LEGACY® STEAM LOCOMOTIVES 
ON PAGES 24-33 ARE EQUIPPED WITH THESE GREAT FEATURES.

 ▶ LEGACY® Control System equipped – 
able to run in LEGACY® Control mode, 
in TrainMaster Command Control 
mode, or in Conventional mode with a 
standard transformer

 ▶ Bluetooth® Control - Operate with 
Universal Remote or LionChief® App

 ▶ Lionel Voice Control (LVC) - run your 
locomotive by speaking commands 
into your phone via LionChief® App

 ▶ Odyssey® II Speed Control

 ▶ LEGACY® RailSounds® sound system 
featuring:

 J CrewTalk™ dialog with different 
scenarios depending on whether the 
locomotive is in motion or stopped

 J TrainSounds that mimic operating 
dialog when the locomotive is in 
motion or stopped

 J Six official railroad speeds with 
CrewTalk dialog

 J DynaChuff™ synchronized with 32 
levels of intensity as the locomotive 
gains speed

 J LEGACY® “Real-Time Quilling Whistle” 
control with instant response for 
realistic signature “quilling” and 
correctly timed warning signals

 • 5 different whistles to choose from 
for a more customized experience

 J Single hit or continuous mechanical 
bell sounds

 • 5 levels of bell pitching for 
customized sounds

 J Sequence Control: plays the sound 
effects of an entire trip, including 
warning sounds and announcements, 
based on the movement and speed 
of the locomotive

 J Current speed and fuel dialog, coal 
or oil loading sound effects

LEGACY® STEAM



BLUETOOTH CONTROL LEGACY® CONTROL FAN-DRIVEN SMOKE

RUN YOUR TRAIN WITH LIONEL LIONCHIEF® APP

EQUIPPED WITH

 ▶ IR Transmitter that works with LCS 
SensorTrack™

 ▶ Powerful maintenance-free motor with 
momentum flywheel

 ▶ Wireless Tether™ connection between 
locomotive and tender 
(*Wireless tether not included on 
0-6-0 and A5 switchers for improved 
operation)

 ▶ ElectroCoupler™ on rear of tender
 ▶ Directional lighting including 
operating headlight and back-up 
light on rear of tender

 ▶ Bicolor illuminated classification lights 
on the front of locomotive where 
applicable. Using a Legacy controller, 
change the color of the classification 
lights between white or green

 ▶ Traction tires
 ▶ Interior illumination in cab
 ▶ Die-cast metal locomotive body, pilot, 
and trucks

 ▶ Die-cast metal tender body and trucks
 ▶ High level of separately applied metal 
details

 ▶ Separately applied builder’s plate
 ▶ Synchronized fan-driven smoke unit
 ▶ Adjustable smoke output
 ▶ Authentically detailed cab interior
 ▶ Cab “glass” windows
 ▶ Engineer and fireman figures

23



WHISTLE STEAM! FAN DRIVEN SMOKE!

LEGACY RAILSOUNDS!

NEW TOOLING!

Brand new to the Lionel catalog, the Santa Fe’s mighty 5011-class 2-10-4s will make 
an imposing sight on any railroad. Delivered in 1944, these 25 locomotives were 
among the last new Santa Fe steam power. Capable of moving heavy tonnage at 
high speeds, these brutes were right at home on freight trains all across the vast 
AT&SF system.
In 1956 the Pennsylvania leased 12 locomotives, including No. 5022, for service 
hauling coal from Columbus to Sandusky, Ohio alongside the Pennsylvania’s J1 class 
2-10-4s. We’ve presented a “what-if” Pennsylvania paint scheme here - exploring 
the possibility that the Pennsy decided to hang on to them a little longer. Also 
included in this release are two deco schemes based on the Kansas City Southern’s 
similar locomotives.
Available now for the first time with LEGACY and Bluetooth control, these models 
have also been upgraded with Whistle Steam, 3 interchangeable stacks, and all 
of the other enhancements of Lionel electronics including a wireless drawbar and 
track IR. Don’t miss this opportunity to add some of the biggest and best of the 
Santa Fe’s super steam fleet to your operation.

FEATURES:
 ▶ Standard Legacy steam 

features on pg. 22-23
 ▶ Whistle steam
 ▶ 3 position smokestack
 ▶ Length: 30 ½"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O72

SANTA FE #5011
2231141 $1749.99

SANTA FE #5022
2231142 $1749.99

O-SCALE

ALL

LEGACY 2-10-4
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KANSAS CITY SOUTHERN #902
2231160 $1749.99

KANSAS CITY SOUTHERN #905
2231170 $1749.99

SANTA FE BLACK BONNET #5001
2231150 $1749.99

PENNSYLVANIA #6510
2231180 $1749.99

BUILT TO ORDER



WHISTLE STEAM! FAN DRIVEN SMOKE! ROAD SPECIFIC DETAILS!

ALL

LEGACY RAILSOUNDS!

When Lima set out to build the 2-8-4, it needed to make the grade - literally! 
Designed for tonnage on the steep and curving grades of the Boston & Albany 
and Boston & Maine routes, the new design was named for the mountains which 
inspired it. But the success of these machines roamed far beyond the Berkshires. 
Locomotives of this type, indeed some of these original Berkshires themselves, 
found their way into mountains from coast to coast.   
Reintroduced in the Lionel roundhouse for the first time in nearly a decade, the A-1 
Berkshire is now available with the added features of Whistle Steam and Bluetooth 
control. So whether you’re favoring the mountains of New England, Appalachia, 
southern California or anywhere in between, we’re got the locomotive you need to 
make the grade.

FEATURES:
 ▶ Standard Legacy steam 

features on pg. 22-23
 ▶ Whistle steam
 ▶ Road-specific details
 ▶ Length: 26 ½"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O54

BOSTON & ALBANY #1401
2231340 $1599.99

BOSTON & MAINE #4019
2231350 $1599.99

O-SCALE

BERKSHIRE
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SANTA FE #4198
2231370 $1599.99

SOUTHERN PACIFIC #3506
2231380 $1599.99

CHICAGO & NORTHWESTERN #2803
2231360 $1599.99

TENNESSEE, ALABAMA & GEORGIA #602
2231390 $1599.99

BUILT TO ORDER



WHISTLE STEAM! FAN DRIVEN SMOKE! ROAD SPECIFIC DETAILS!

LEGACY RAILSOUNDS!

Atlantics ruled the rails in the first decade of the 20th Century as the premier examples 
of passenger power on railroads across the country. Retaining the large drivers and 
simple, compact designs of the century before, their balance and speed made 
them perfect for the passenger trains of the era. As passenger trains became longer 
and heavier with the conversion to steel car construction, many railroads bumped 
their Atlantics down to secondary trains as larger Pacifics rose up to meet the growing 
business.
Despite their smaller size, hundreds of these locomotives continued to serve to 
the final years of steam operation - a testimony to sound and efficient design. 
Some roads like the Missouri Pacific, Pennsylvania and Southern Pacific continued to 
refine their Atlantics into modern, albeit compact, steam power which could rival the 
performance of many larger locomotives. 
Inspired by a Southern Pacific prototype but typical of designs on many railroads 
at the time, these Atlantics will be right at home in passenger service on your layout. 
Limiteds, locals or milk runs, wood cars or steel - the Atlantic is a perfect choice. And 
with its smaller frame, the Atlantic will look great on tighter curves and smaller layouts. 
All the LEGACY power, features, and sounds you need and want in a locomotive that 
won’t break your curves or your budget!

FEATURES:
 ▶ Standard Legacy steam 

features on pg. 22-23
 ▶ Whistle steam
 ▶ Length: 18 1/2"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31

BOSTON & MAINE #3243
2231400 $899.99

MISSOURI PACIFIC #5521
2231410 $899.99

ALL

O-SCALE

ATLANTIC
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NEW YORK CENTRAL #4751
2231430 $899.99

SOUTHERN #1905
2231440 $899.99

NEW HAVEN #1111
2231420 $899.99

WABASH #606
2231450 $899.99

BUILT TO ORDER



There’s nothing like the sight of a fast freight highballing down the main - but toiling 
away in yards and mills, switch engines like the 0-6-0 do the hard work that makes all 
of those other trains possible. Yard switching can be a great addition to any model 
railroad as well - you don’t need a huge empire to spend hours making up new cuts 
of cars, spotting loads and grabbing the empties as you build up the next train.
Switch your layout with ease and reliability with the new USRA 0-6-0 from Lionel. A first 
in the Lionel catalog, this model has been upgraded with the slow-speed control 
and sounds you want in a switcher and that only LEGACY can provide. Based on the 
popular 1918 USRA design, switchers like this were found on railroads all across the 
country. Many served for decades in freight and passenger yards, industries and 
even on small freights and locals from time to time.
Perfectly sized for smaller layouts, the USRA 0-6-0 features electrical pick up from the 
locomotive and tender for even more reliable performance at slow speeds on 
switches.

FEATURES:
 ▶ Standard Legacy steam 

features on pg. 22-23
 ▶ Tethered drawbar to tender 

for additional electrical pickup
 ▶ Dual ElectroCouplers
 ▶ Slow speed operation
 ▶ Length: 17 1/8"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31

BETHLEHEM STEEL #60
2231530 $799.99

FRISCO #3801
2231540 $799.99

NEW YORK CENTRAL #222
2231550 $799.99

O-SCALE

0-6-0

ALL
NEW TOOLING!
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STRASBURG #31
2231570 $799.99

TERMINAL RAILROAD ASSOCIATION OF ST. LOUIS #160
2231580 $799.99

PENNSYLVANIA #7007
2231560 $799.99

WASHINGTON TERMINAL #32
2231590 $799.99

BUILT TO ORDER



BETHLEHEM STEEL #76
2232050 $699.99

BALTIMORE & OHIO #37
2232060 $699.99

FRONT AND REAR ELECTROCOUPLERS!

FAN DRIVEN SMOKE! WIRELESS DRAWBAR!

COMMAND CONTROL! SCALE IN PROPORTION!

For working really tight spaces there’s no better locomotive for the 
job than an 0-4-0. Commonly found in industrial areas or working 
around railroad shops, these mighty mites packed a mean punch 
for their size.  Navigating sharp curves and narrow spaces between 
towering buildings or even fighting traffic along city streets and 
docks, the 0-4-0 went to all the places bigger power couldn’t and 
were often the first and last link in the chain between customers.  
Whether you love the operations of industrial railroading, or just want 
a scale switcher that will navigate the tight curves of your own layout, 
these switchers are your answer.

FEATURES:
 ▶ Standard LEGACY Steam features on 

page 22-23
 ▶ Tethered connection between 

locomotive and tender for improved 
slow-speed operation

 ▶ Dual ElectroCouplers
 ▶ Length:  17”
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31

O-SCALE

0-4-0

ALL



ARMY #491
2232070 $699.99

PENNSYLVANIA #477
2232080 $699.99

LONG ISLAND RAILROAD #175
2232090 $699.99

33

BUILT TO ORDER



LEGACY® RAILSOUNDS®BLUETOOTH CONTROL
LEGACY® CONTROL

 ▶ LEGACY® Control System equipped – 
able to run in LEGACY® Control mode, 
in TrainMaster® Command Control 
mode, or in Conventional mode with a 
standard transformer

 ▶ Bluetooth® Control - Operate with 
Universal Remote or LionChief® App 

 ▶ Lionel Voice Control (LVC) - run your 
locomotive by speaking commands 
into your phone via LionChief® App

 ▶ Odyssey® II Speed Control 
 ▶ LEGACY® RailSounds® sound system 
featuring:

 J CrewTalk™ dialog with different 
scenarios depending on whether the 
locomotive is in motion or stopped

 J TrainSounds that mimic realistic radio 
chatter when the locomotive is in 
motion or stopped

 J Six official railroad speeds with  
CrewTalk dialog

 J Eight diesel RPM levels
 J LEGACY® “Real-Time Quilling Horn” 

control with instant response for realistic 
signature “quilling” and correctly timed 
warning signals

 J 5 different horns to choose from for a 
more customized experience

 J Single hit or continuous mechanical bell 
sounds

 J 5 levels of bell pitching for customized 
sounds

 J Sequence Control: Plays the sound 
effects of an entire trip, including 
warning sounds and announcements, 
based on the movement and speed of 
the locomotive

 J Current speed and fuel dialog, 
refueling sound effects

 ▶ IR Transmitter for SensorTrack™
 ▶ Dual powerful maintenance-free 
motors with momentum flywheels

 ▶ ElectorCoupler™ on front and rear
 ▶ Traction tires
 ▶ Refined Conventional Transformer 
Control mode with lower starting 
speeds

 ▶ Fan-driven smoke unit
 ▶ Adjustable smoke output
 ▶ Directional lighting including LED 
headlights

 ▶ Marker lights on front and rear
 ▶ Illuminated number boards
 ▶ Lighted cab interior
 ▶ Die-cast trucks, pilot  
and fuel tank

 ▶ Metal frame
 ▶ High levels of separately  
applied metal details

 ▶ Engineer and  
conductor figures

LEGACY® DIESEL LOCOMOTIVES 
ON PAGES 36-69 ARE EQUIPPED WITH THESE GREAT FEATURES.

MAINTENANCE-FREE 
MOTORS

LEGACY® DIESEL 



RUN YOUR TRAIN WITH LIONEL LIONCHIEF® APP

EQUIPPED WITH

FAN-DRIVEN SMOKE
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LEGACY/BLUETOOTH!NEW TOOLING!

Facing stiff competition from General Electric and EMD, Alco sold only 27 of the RS-27 
model. Over half, 15, went to the Pennsylvania. Historically, the locomotive might be 
completely forgettable were it not for the fact that it previewed many of what would 
become the new standard features of Alco’s Century series. 
With its unique look and distinctive Alco sound (and smoke), the RS-27 will make a 
novel addition to your layout. Whether it’s hauling a fast mainline freight or working 
on a small branch or shortline, these colorful diesels will be a delight for Alco-haulics 
everywhere.    
Available for the first time with Lionel’s LEGACY and Bluetooth control systems, these 
locomotives offer all of the features you’ve come to expect from a Lionel locomotive.

FEATURES:
 ▶ Standard Legacy diesel 

features on pg. 34-35
 ▶ Length: 14 7/8"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31

ALCO #640-2
2233321 $599.99 

ALCO #640-4 (not shown)
2233322 $599.99

CONRAIL #2412
2233341 $599.99 

CONRAIL #2414 (not shown)
2233342 $599.99

O-SCALE

RS-27

ALL
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PENN CENTRAL #2407
2233361 $599.99 

PENN CENTRAL #2409 (not shown)
2233362 $599.99

CHICAGO NORTHWESTERN #900
2233331 $599.99 

CHICAGO NORTHWESTERN #903 
(not shown) 
2233332 $599.99

GREEN BAY & WESTERN #316
2233351 $599.99 

GREEN BAY & WESTERN #318 
(not shown) 
2233352 $599.99

SOO #415
2233371 $599.99 

SOO #416 (not shown)
2233372 $599.99

BUILT TO ORDER



FIXED PILOTS!

ALL WHEELS POWERED!NEW TOOLING!

LEGACY RAILSOUNDS!

One of the first switchers offered by Electro-Motive Corporation, the SW-1 has 
enjoyed a history of long service and a reputation for reliability and simplicity. EMC/
EMD built 661 of this model between 1938 and 1953 with production interrupted 
during WWII. Dozens of railroads and industries purchased the model. On more than 
one occasion, an SW-1 would be the first diesel on the roster. Producing 600 hp, the 
SW1 remains a perfect option for light switching duties in industries, coach yards or 
even excursion trains.
Bringing the SW-1 into our line, Lionel has made extensive upgrades to offer this 
locomotive with many sought-after features. The SW-1 now features for the first time 
LEGACY and Bluetooth control, LEGACY RailSounds, fan-driven smoke and fixed pilots. 
A single-motor drive coupled with our Odyssey II speed control combine to give 
reliable slow-speed performance to help you spot those cars. With so many paint 
options available it was hard to settle on just these few, but this selection offers a 
good perspective on the prototype’s history with paint schemes from the 1930s to 
the present day on railroads and industries large and small.

FEATURES:
 ▶ Standard Legacy diesel 

features on pg. 34-35
 ▶ Slow speed operation
 ▶ Die-cast frame and trucks
 ▶ Fixed pilots
 ▶ Single motor - all wheels 

powered!
 ▶ Length: 12 1/4"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31

FLAMBEAU PAPER #1
2233410 $549.99

O-SCALE

SW1

ALL
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BALTIMORE & OHIO #8408
2233380 $549.99

CONRAIL #8408
2233400 $549.99

BURLINGTON NORTHERN #97
2233390 $549.99

SOUTHERN PACIFIC #1000
2233420 $549.99

TURTLE CREEK #462
2233430 $549.99

BUILT TO ORDER



KINEMATIC PILOTS!

POWERED/NON-POWERED!

The heritage units keep coming! This latest release of our ES44AC commemorates 
special locomotives on BNSF and Canadian National. Both railroads have long and 
proud histories that include some of the most famous names in railroading. It’s a win-
win as these roads honor their past and look to the future. 
The CN prototypes are painted on the newer ET44AC model, but we’ve received 
so many requests for these paint schemes we decided to release them now on the 
similar ES44AC. In addition to these heritage and anniversary units, we are proud to 
offer the CN Veterans locomotives as well as a pair of US Armed Forces locomotives of 
our own creation. Call your dealer and order your piece of history today!

FEATURES:
 ▶ Standard LEGACY Diesel 

features on pg. 34-35
 ▶ Kinematic pilot for closer 

coupling on curves
 ▶ Length: 19"
 ▶ Minimum curve: O54

NON-POWERED UNITS FEATURE:
 ▶ No electronics are included 

in the non-powered units

BNSF HERITAGE #6075 
2233441 $699.99

BNSF HERITAGE #6111 (not shown) 
2233442 $699.99

BNSF HERITAGE  
NON-PWD #6179 (not shown) 
2233449 $399.99

BC RAIL HERITAGE #3115 
2233451 $699.99

BC RAIL HERITAGE  
NON-PWD #3115 (not shown) 
2233459 $399.99

EJ&E HERITAGE #3023 
2233461 $699.99

EJ&E HERITAGE  
NON-PWD #3023 (not shown) 
2233469 $399.99

O-SCALE

ES44AC

ALL
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CANADIAN NATIONAL VETERANS #3015 
2233491 $699.99

CANADIAN NATIONAL VETERANS #3233 (not shown) 
2233492 $699.99

CANADIAN NATIONAL VETERANS  
NON-PWD #3015 (not shown) 
2233499 $399.99

US ARMED FORCES #1775 
2233501 $699.99

US ARMED FORCES #2022 (not shown) 
2233502 $699.99

ILLINOIS CENTRAL HERITAGE #3008 
2233471 $699.99

ILLINOIS CENTRAL HERITAGE  
NON-PWD #3008 (not shown) 
2233479 $399.99

WISCONSIN CENTRAL HERITAGE #3069 
2233481 $699.99

WISCONSIN CENTRAL HERITAGE  
NON-PWD #3069 (not shown) 
2233489 $399.99

BUILT TO ORDER



KINEMATIC PILOTS! ROAD SPECIFIC TRUCKS & DETAILS!

It seemed for years you couldn’t find a railroad or a train without an SD40-2. Yet even 
amongst the thousands of locomotives, there were a few unique standouts. This 
release captures some of those special units from the 1970s to the present day. From 
Burlington Northern comes the 1876 Bicentennial locomotive and the 8002 - the first 
unit to be painted in the experimental high-visibility “tiger stripe” scheme. Louisville 
and Indiana and Savage Leasing contribute two amazing contemporary tributes 
to our veterans. From Norfolk Southern, a special paint scheme to commemorate a 
shipping line that actually lasted for several years before fading to black. And last but 
certainly not least, Union Pacific’s “Desert Victory” tribute to it’s own employees serving 
the the Gulf War.
We’re offering these special locomotives in both full-featured powered and non-
powered units for those who may simply want a display piece for their collection. 
These locomotives have also been improved with our kinematic pilots and feature 
road specific details including correct trucks for the Norfolk Southern unit. Powered 
units include full LEGACY and Bluetooth control, RailSounds, smoke and all the other 
high-end features you’ve come to expect from a LEGACY diesel. Don’t miss this 
opportunity to add something truly unique and special to your roster! 

FEATURES:
 ▶ Standard LEGACY Diesel 

features on pg. 34-35
 ▶ Kinematic pilot for closer 

coupling on curves
 ▶ Length: 19"
 ▶ Minimum curve: O54 

NON-POWERED UNITS FEATURE:
 ▶ No electronics are included 

in the non-powered units

BURLINGTON NORTHERN #1876 
2233511 $649.99

BURLINGTON NORTHERN NON-PWD #1876  
(not shown) 
2233519 $349.99

BURLINGTON NORTHERN #8002 
2233521 $649.99

BURLINGTON NORTHERN NON-PWD #8002  
(not shown) 
2233529 $349.99

SD40-2

O-SCALE

ALL
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SAVAGE #8638 
2233551 $699.99

SAVAGE NON-PWD #8638 (not shown) 
2233559 $399.99

LOUISVILLE & INDIANA #3001 
2233531 $649.99

LOUISVILLE & INDIANA NON-PWD #3001  
(not shown) 
2233539 $349.99

UNION PACIFIC DESERT VICTORY #3593 
2233561 $699.99

UNION PACIFIC DESERT VICTORY NON-PWD #3593 
(not shown) 
2233569 $399.99

BUILT TO ORDER



CANADIAN PACIFIC VETERANS #7020 
2233601 $649.99

CANADIAN PACIFIC VETERANS  
NON-PWD #7020 (not shown) 
2233609 $399.99

CANADIAN PACIFIC VETERANS #7021 
2233611 $649.99

CANADIAN PACIFIC VETERANS  
NON-PWD #7021 (not shown) 
2233619 $399.99

O-SCALE

SD90MAC

Modern muscle with a touch of class! The SD90MAC has long been a favorite with its 
larger-than-life size and power. Although most of these 1990s-era brutes have been 
retired, many have been rebuilt and are serving new owners. Undoubtedly the 
most special of these are the five dedicated by Canadian Pacific to veterans in both 
Canada and the United States. 
Painted in a variety of military-inspired liveries, these locomotives are a must-have for 
anyone collecting the commemorative units of the major railroads. Equally impressive 
are CP’s Heritage locomotives as well as those of short line San Louis & Rio Grande 
- perfect power for your Ski Train! Despite their full-scale length, these locomotives 
will still navigate tight curves and offer plenty of power for your modern freights. 
Non-powered versions of the veterans units are also available for those building a 
representative roster on a budget! 

POWERED UNITS FEATURE:
 ▶ Standard Legacy diesel 

features on pg. 34-35
 ▶ Operating ditch lights

NON-POWERED UNITS FEATURE:
 ▶ No electronics are included in 

the non-powered units

ADDITIONAL FEATURES:
 ▶ Length: 21 1/4”
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O36
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ALL

CANADIAN PACIFIC VETERANS #7022 
2233621 $649.99

CANADIAN PACIFIC VETERANS  
NON-PWD #7022 (not shown) 
2233629 $399.99

CANADIAN PACIFIC VETERANS #7023 
2233631 $649.99

CANADIAN PACIFIC VETERANS  
NON-PWD #7023 (not shown) 
2233639 $399.99

CANADIAN PACIFIC VETERANS #6644 
2233641 $649.99

CANADIAN PACIFIC VETERANS  
NON-PWD #6644 (not shown) 
2233649 $399.99

BUILT TO ORDER



CANADIAN PACIFIC HERITAGE #7016 
2233652 $649.99

EMD #8204 
2233660 $649.99

POWERED UNITS FEATURE:
 ▶ Standard Legacy diesel 

features on pg. 34-35
 ▶ Operating ditch lights

ADDITIONAL FEATURES:
 ▶ Length: 21 1/4"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O36

O-SCALE

SD90MAC
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ALL

CANADIAN PACIFIC HERITAGE #7010 
2233651 $649.99

NORFOLK SOUTHERN (UP PATCH) #7240 
2233671 $649.99

NORFOLK SOUTHERN (UP PATCH) #7314 (not shown) 
2233672 $649.99

SAN LUIS & RIO GRANDE #115 
2233681 $649.99

SAN LUIS & RIO GRANDE #116 (not shown) 
2233682 $649.99

BUILT TO ORDER



F40PH

O-SCALE

Official licensee of Amtrak. Amtrak is a registered service mark of the  
National Railroad Passenger Corporation. 

One of the most iconic locomotives of the Amtrak era, the F40PH 
had a unique look that could be seen all across America as the 
new face of passenger travel. Even today, these locomotives 
have a very passionate fanbase. No modern passenger roster is 
complete without one!
Returning in new paint schemes and with multiple road-number 
specific detail options like fuel tank location, lighting and 
roof fan details, Lionel’s LEGACY F40PH is a fitting tribute to this 
locomotive. Kinematic pilots greatly enhance the look going 
through curves and now we’ve added Bluetooth control to the 
many options you have to get the most enjoyment out of your 
models. Don’t be left at the station as these pass by!

FEATURES:
 ▶ Standard Legacy diesel features on pg. 34-35
 ▶ Strobe, ditch and emergency lights as 

appropriate
 ▶ Road number specific body details
 ▶ Unit/Pair switch for operation with NPCU Units  

on page 56-57
 ▶ Kinematic pilots
 ▶ Length: 14 3/4"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O54

AMTRAK #206 PHASE III 
2233711 $629.99

AMTRAK #226 PHASE III (not shown) 
2233712 $629.99

ALL
KINEMATIC PILOTS! ROAD SPECIFIC DETAILS!

MATCHING AMTRAK PHASE III  
PASSENGER CARS ON NEXT SPREAD!



BUILT TO ORDER
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AMTRAK #401 PHASE IV 
2233721 $629.99

AMTRAK #404 PHASE IV (not shown) 
2233722 $629.99

AMTRAK #410 PHASE V 
2233730 $629.99

AMTRAK #208 VETERANS 
2233740 $629.99



Amtrak’s “Heritage Fleet” was comprised of rebuilt equipment inherited from preceding railroads. Although 
cars received complete mechanical upgrades and modernization, they retained most of the external spotting 
features of their ancestry making this part of the roster some of the most interesting and diverse. Predominately 
used on eastern long distance routes, these cars could be regularly found mixed in consists with newer Amfleet 
or Viewliner equipment. Many cars survived into the 1990s and beyond. 
This run is finished in the “Phase III” paint scheme. Introduced in 1976, nearly all of the Heritage Fleet cars wore 
this paint scheme at some point, even after Phase IV paint was introduced in 1993. So they’ll look right at home 
behind a variety of Amtrak locomotives. 

PASSENGER CAR FEATURES:
 ▶ Flicker-free LED lighting 
 ▶ Molded plastic interiors 
 ▶ Die-cast sprung trucks 
 ▶ Kinematic couplers for close coupling 
 ▶ Easy conversion to scale couplers 
 ▶ Flexible diaphragms 
 ▶ Length: 21" each
 ▶ Minimum curve: O54

ADDITIONAL STATIONSOUNDS DINER FEATURES:
 ▶ Accessible with LEGACY ™ Train Master 

Control system 
 ▶ Custom recordings featuring multiple 

characters allow you to recreate an entire 
rail journey - from departure to arrival at 
your final destination 

 ▶ Arrival/departure announcements, dining 
reservation calls and more in-route dialog 

 ▶  “Clickety Clack” sounds in motion

AMTRAK PHASE III 21" PASSENGER 4 PACK  
#1167, #7604, #9406, #2435 
2227260 $899.99

AMTRAK PHASE III 21" PASSENGER 2 PACK 
#4611, #2451 
2227270 $449.99

AMTRAK PHASE III STATIONSOUNDS DINER #8501 
2227280 $399.99

O-SCALE

ALL

AMTRAK PASSENGERS CARS
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Official licensee of Amtrak. Amtrak is a registered service mark of the  
National Railroad Passenger Corporation. 



INCLUDES GENERATOR SOUNDS!

CSX #CSX-1 
2233751 $629.99

CSX #CSX-2 (not shown) 
2233752 $629.99

CSX #CSX-3 (not shown) 
2233753 $629.99

CSX BUSINESS TRAIN 18" PASSENGER CAR 2-PACK 
2227360 $499.99

FEATURES:
 ▶ Standard Legacy diesel features on pg. 34-35
 ▶ Strobe, ditch and emergency lights as appropriate
 ▶ Road number specific body details
 ▶ Unit/Pair switch for operation with NPCU Units on page 56-57
 ▶ Kinematic pilots
 ▶ Length: 14 3/4"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O54

O-SCALE

CSX BUSINESS TRAIN

In 2020, CSX began repainting 
their executive train in an attractive 
B&O-inspired livery. Lionel is thrilled 
to offer this new-old look for your 
railroad.

BUILT TO ORDER
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CSX BUSINESS TRAIN 21" PASSENGER CAR 4-PACK 
2227350 $899.99

CSX BUSINESS TRAIN 21" STATIONSOUNDS DINER 
2227370 $399.99

ALL

21" PASSENGER CARS FEATURE:
 ▶ Flicker-free LED lighting 
 ▶ Molded plastic interiors 
 ▶ Die-cast sprung trucks 
 ▶ Kinematic couplers for  

close coupling 
 ▶ Easy conversion to scale couplers 
 ▶ Length: 21" each
 ▶ Minimum curve: O54

ADDITIONAL STATIONSOUNDS DINER FEATURES:
 ▶ Accessible with LEGACY ™ Train Master 

Control system 
 ▶ Custom recordings featuring multiple 

characters allow you to recreate an entire 
rail journey - from departure to arrival at 
your final destination 

 ▶ Arrival/departure announcements, dining 
reservation calls and more in-route dialog 

 ▶  “Clickety Clack” sounds in motion 

18" PASSENGER CARS FEATURE:
 ▶ Die-cast sprung 6 wheel trucks 
 ▶ Operating couplers with hidden 

uncoupling tabs 
 ▶ Flexible diaphragms between cars 
 ▶ Opening doors 
 ▶ Detailed interiors with figures 
 ▶ Flicker-free LED interior lighting 
 ▶ Length: 19" each
 ▶ Minimum curve: O54



RIO GRANDE SKI TRAIN 21" PASSENGER CAR 4-PACK 
2127110 $824.99

SKI TRAIN #242 
2233761 $629.99

SKI TRAIN #283 (not shown) 
2233762 $629.99

RIO GRANDE SKI TRAIN 21" PASSENGER CAR 2-PACK 
2127120 $409.99

FEATURES:
 ▶ Standard Legacy diesel features on pg. 34-35
 ▶ Strobe, ditch and emergency lights as 

appropriate
 ▶ Road number specific body details
 ▶ Unit/Pair switch for operation with NPCU Units on 

page 56-57
 ▶ Kinematic pilots
 ▶ Length: 14 3/4"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O54

O-SCALE

RIO GRANDE SKI TRAIN

Hauling skiing tourists to the slopes west of Denver became a regular 
service for the Rio Grande. Even after improved highways made the drive 
much easier, the train remained a popular and convenient alternative, 
with trains often running as long as 17 cars till its end in 2009. The train was 
modernized in 1988 with “new” equipment purchased from Canada - 
although these cars were 20 years old, they allowed retirement of other 
coaches dating back to 1915! Our consist is based off of those later years, 
including a power car and some of the premium “varnish” that frequently 
brought up the rear. Motive power could be just about anything from 
GP60s to Tunnel Motors. Amtrak and later, dedicated matching F40PH 
locomotives were also used.

BUILT TO ORDER
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INCLUDES GENERATOR SOUNDS!

RIO GRANDE SKI TRAIN 18" POWER CAR 
2127100 $369.99

RIO GRANDE SKI TRAIN 21" STATIONSOUNDS DINER 
2127130 $399.99

PASSENGER CARS FEATURE:
 ▶ Flicker-free LED lighting 
 ▶ Molded plastic interiors 
 ▶ Die-cast sprung trucks 
 ▶ Kinematic couplers for close 

coupling 
 ▶ Easy conversion to scale couplers 
 ▶ Flexible diaphragms 
 ▶ Minimum curve: O54

ADDITIONAL POWER CAR  
& STATIONSOUNDS DINER FEATURES:

 ▶ Accessible with LEGACY ™ Train Master Control system 
 ▶ Custom recordings featuring multiple characters allow 

you to recreate an entire rail journey - from departure to 
arrival at your final destination 

 ▶ Arrival/departure announcements, dining reservation 
calls and more in-route dialog 

 ▶  “Clickety Clack” sounds in motion 



CAB CAR SOUNDS/LIGHTS!

ROAD SPECIFIC DETAILS!

ALL

As the F40PH fleet aged, Amtrak gave many a new lease on life as cab control 
units for push-pull service trains. Officially known as “NPCU” or Non-Powered 
Cab Units, the combination cab+baggage compartments quickly gave them 
a more popular nickname, the “Cabbage.” Whatever you call them, these 
units provide a safe operating platform for train crews when the locomotive is 
pushing on the other end of the train as well as additional baggage storage 
for passengers.
Lionel’s NPCU’s are a perfect pair to your powered F40PH. Like the prototype, 
these aren’t powered, but have all of the other bells and whistles you want 
in a Legacy locomotive. When used in conjunction at either end of the train, 
you’ll get realistic sound and lighting functions in either direction. So get your 
orders in and put some Cabbage on your layout!

FEATURES:
 ▶ Non-powered, but includes all 

the other great standard LEGACY 
features on pg. 34-35

 ▶ Strobe, ditch and emergency lights 
as appropriate

 ▶ Road number specific body details
 ▶ Unit/Pair switch for operation with 

F40PH Units
 ▶ Kinematic pilots
 ▶ Length: 14 3/4"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O54

AMTRAK #90229 PHASE IV 
2233780 $499.99

O-SCALE

CABBAGE
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Official licensee of Amtrak. Amtrak is a registered service mark of the  
National Railroad Passenger Corporation. 

AMTRAK #90214 PHASE IV DOWNEASTER 
2233770 $499.99

AMTRAK #90413 PHASE V 
2233790 $499.99

AMTRAK #90208 VETERANS 
2233800 $499.99

BUILT TO ORDER



POWERED AA SETS!

ALL

SUPERBASS B!

POWERED B!ROAD SPECIFIC DETAILS!

One of the most iconic and beloved faces of railroading is back in some 
classic paint schemes! Santa Fe’s “Yellow Bonnet” and the Lehigh Valley and 
Soo locomotives all represent later paint scheme variations as railroads 
looked to simplify and modernize their image in the 1960s and 1970s. 
Meanwhile these dependable locomotives soldiered on. Union Pacific’s 
F7s changed little over their entire careers. The Daylight scheme... complete 
fantasy but too good to pass up! 
Locomotives are available as powered AA sets, with both units powered and 
with smoke and sounds in the lead unit. Additional powered and SuperBass B 
units are available separately for those who want more power and sound!

FEATURES:
 ▶ AA Sets include two  

Powered F7 A units 
 ▶ Legacy and Bluetooth Control 
 ▶ Smoke in both locomotives 
 ▶ LED Lighting 
 ▶ Road specific details 
 ▶ Sound in lead unit only 
 ▶ Front Electrocouplers
 ▶ Length: 13" each (26" AA Sets)
 ▶ Minimum curve: O31 

SANTA FE F7 AA SET (#341, #344) 
2233810 $1199.99

SANTA FE POWERED F7B #345A 
2233818 $599.99

SANTA FE NON-POWERED SUPERBASS F7B #348A 
(not shown) 
2233819 $549.99

O-SCALE

F7 AA SETS & B UNITS
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B-UNITS FEATURE:
 ▶ LEGACY, Bluetooth and conventional control
 ▶ Odyssey II speed control
 ▶ Fan-driven smoke
 ▶ Adjustable smoke output
 ▶ Directional back-up light
 ▶ Dual maintenance-free motors
 ▶ Non-operating couplers for closer 

coupling in consists
 ▶ Traction tires
 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks and fuel tank
 ▶ Length: 13”
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O36

NON-PWD SUPERBASS B-UNITS FEATURE:
 ▶ SuperBass LEGACY Railsounds
 ▶ Fan-driven smoke
 ▶ Directional back-up light
 ▶ Rear ElectroCoupler
 ▶ Length: 13”
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O36

LEHIGH VALLEY F7 AA SET (#562, #566) 
2233820 $1199.99

LEHIGH VALLEY POWERED F7B #519 
2233828 $599.99

LEHIGH VALLEY NON-POWERED SUPERBASS F7B #521 
(not shown) 
2233829 $549.99

BUILT TO ORDER



POWERED AA SETS!

ALL

SUPERBASS B!

POWERED B!ROAD SPECIFIC DETAILS!

O-SCALE

F7 AA SETS & B SETS

SOO LINE F7 AA SET (#2201A, #2201B) 
2233830 $1199.99

UNION PACIFIC F7 AA SET (#1468, #1469) 
2233850 $1199.99

SOO LINE POWERED F7B #2201C 
2233838 $599.99

SOO LINE NON-POWERED  
SUPERBASS F7B #2202C (not shown) 
2233839 $549.99
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SOUTHERN PACIFIC F7 AA SET (#6475, #6476) 
2233840 $1199.99

SOUTHERN PACIFIC DAYLIGHT F7B #8375 
2233848 $599.99

SOUTHERN PACIFIC DAYLIGHT NON-POWERED 
SUPERBASS F7B #8376 (not shown) 
2233849 $549.99

UNION PACIFIC POWERED F7B #1468B 
2233858 $599.99

UNION PACIFIC NON-POWERED  
SUPERBASS F7B #1468C (not shown) 
2233859 $549.99

BUILT TO ORDER



After rebuilding an ABBA set of F units for their own 
business train, Norfolk Southern sold their locomotives 
in 2019. One pair went to the Reading and Northern, 
the other to the Aberdeen Carolina and Western. 
Today all of the locomotives are adorned in colorful 
new paint schemes and can be seen hauling 
business trains and special public excursions. 
Each of these locomotive pairs includes a powered 
A unit with operating ditch lights and a SuperBass B 
unit to deliver the ultimate sound experience!

FEATURES:
 ▶ Powered A unit and SuperBass B unit
 ▶ Fan driven smoke (both units)
 ▶ Road specific roof and body details
 ▶ Electrocoupler on front of A-units and rear of B-units
 ▶ Dummy coupler on rear of A-units and front of B-units
 ▶ LEGACY RailSounds (A unit), Superbass sounds in B unit
 ▶ Ditch lights 
 ▶ Length: 13" each (26" set)
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31

ABERDEEN CAROLINA & WESTERN (#271, #276) 
2233580 $1149.99

READING & NORTHERN (#270, #275) 
2233590 $1149.99

O-SCALE

F9 AB SETS

POWERED A!

BUILT TO ORDER

BUILT TO ORDER

SUPERBASS B!
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ALL

ABERDEEN, CAROLINA & WESTERN 21" PASSENGER CAR 2-PACK 
2227380 $449.99

ABERDEEN, CAROLINA & WESTERN 18" PASSENGER CAR 2-PACK 
2227390 $499.99

21" PASSENGER CARS FEATURE:
 ▶ Flicker-free LED lighting 
 ▶ Molded plastic interiors 
 ▶ Die-cast sprung trucks 
 ▶ Kinematic couplers for close 

coupling 
 ▶ Easy conversion to scale couplers 
 ▶ Length: 21" each
 ▶ Minimum curve: O54

18" PASSENGER CARS FEATURE: 
 ▶ Die-cast sprung 6 wheel trucks 
 ▶ Operating couplers with hidden uncoupling tabs 
 ▶ Flexible diaphragms between cars 
 ▶ Opening doors 
 ▶ Detailed interiors with figures 
 ▶ Flicker-free LED interior lighting 
 ▶ Length: 19" each
 ▶ Minimum curve: O54



From the shores of Lake Erie to the industrial 
furnaces of Pennsylvania and Ohio, the Bessemer 
and Lake Erie was a critical link in America’s 
economy. A fleet of orange and black F7s kept 
this conveyer of coal, ore and finished materials 
moving for decades. In fact, the Bessemer kept 
several of its F’s in regular service into the 1980s 
and beyond. Many now survive in new paint 
schemes on railroads all across the country. But 
long before they were parading fancy dinner 
trains, these locomotives were gritty workhorses 
keeping the mills rolling. 
Recreate those scenes on your layout with one of 
Lionel’s most impressive sets - stretching 10 feet 
in length. Included are a powered A-B set of 
F7s, a dozen ore cars and bay window caboose. 
But if this train isn’t enough for you, we have two 
additional locomotives and 12 more ore cars 
available to stretch that consist even further! This is 
heavy industrial railroading at its best.

SET INCLUDES:
 ▶ Powered LEGACY F7A
 ▶ Powered LEGACY F7B
 ▶ 12 ore cars
 ▶ Bay window caboose

F7A FEATURES:
 ▶ Legacy and Bluetooth 

control
 ▶ Legacy RailSounds
 ▶ Fan-driven smoke
 ▶ Front ElectroCoupler
 ▶ Dummy rear coupler
 ▶ Crew figures
 ▶ Dual motors
 ▶ All other Standard Legacy 

diesel features on  
pg. 34-35

F7B FEATURES:
 ▶ Legacy and Bluetooth 

control
 ▶ Fan-driven smoke
 ▶ Rear ElectroCoupler
 ▶ Dummy front coupler
 ▶ Dual motors

ORE CAR FEATURES:
 ▶ Die-cast trucks
 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Removable ore load
 ▶ 12 non-sequential road 

numbers

ADDITIONAL SET FEATURES:
 ▶ Length: 120"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31

BAY WINDOW CABOOSE
FEATURES:

 ▶ LED Interior illumination and 
flashing rear end light

 ▶ Detailed interior with figure
 ▶ Die-cast trucks with rotating 

bearing caps
 ▶ Operating couplers with 

hidden tabs
 ▶ Easy conversion to scale 

wheels or couplers (not 
included)

 ▶ Separately applied details

BESSEMER & LAKE ERIE ORE TRAIN SET 
2222070 $1599.99

O-SCALE

BESSEMER & LAKE ERIE ORE TRAIN
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ORE CAR 6-PACK FEATURES:
 ▶ Die-cast trucks and operating couplers
 ▶ Removable ore load
 ▶ 6 unique numbers per pack
 ▶ Length: 7" each
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31

BESSEMER & LAKE ERIE LEGACY F7 AB SET (#722A, #722B) 
2233570 $1149.99

BESSEMER & LAKE ERIE ORE CAR 6-PACK #1 
2243160 $199.99

BESSEMER & LAKE ERIE ORE CAR 6-PACK #2 (not shown) 
2243170 $199.99

ALL

BUILT TO ORDER



Just a few short miles from the site where America celebrated the completion 
of the engineering marvel of the 19th Century, the rocket power for today’s 
exploration of new frontiers is taking shape. Starting on the Union Pacific’s original 
transcontinental line, rocket boosters are shipped in segments on heavy flatcars 
over multiple railroads to reach the assembly and launch points in Florida. Moved 
in dedicated trains with special “idler” cars for braking and weight distribution, 
these trips are carefully planned and quite an event of their own. After launch and 
recovery, the sections are returned to Utah to be prepped again. 
This set includes the complete train, and its payload, in one of the largest sets 
ever offered by Lionel. The train includes a Legacy ES44AC locomotive, 6 idler 
cars including the lead clearance car never before offered in O scale, 5 flatcars 
with protective covers over their payload and a private sleeping car often used 
as a rider for railroad and space program employees. Under the hoods, you’ll 
find all of the sections necessary to build your own model rocket securely tied 
down in prototypical bracing. You can remove these sections to assemble the 
rocket booster itself - a nearly 30" tall scale model impressive in its own right! The 
road numbers on the flat and idler cars are unique to this set. If you would like to 
expand the consist, or build up your own to operate with other power, these 
cars and the sleeper are available separately as well. This set is sure to be long 
remembered and sought after, don’t miss your opportunity! 

SET INCLUDES:
 ▶ LEGACY ES44AC - see ES44AC 

features on page 40-41. 
 ▶ 6 Standard O boxcars including 

one with special clearance bars 
 ▶ 5 Heavy duty flatcars with loads 

and protective covers 
 ▶ 21" sleeping car 
 ▶ Rocket section loads on each 

flatcar can be removed and 
assembled into 30" tall scale 
rocket booster model 

 ▶ Each product individually 
packaged.

 ▶ Minimum curve: O54 loco & pass. 
cars, O42 flatcars 

UNION PACIFIC ROCKET BOOSTER TRAIN

UNION PACIFIC ROCKET BOOSTER TRAIN 
2222020 $1699.99

ROCKET TRAIN RIDER CAR “HIALEAH” 
2227220 $224.99

UNION PACIFIC ROCKET BOOSTER  
FLATCAR 5-PACK WITH ROCKET 
2226430 $859.99

UNION PACIFIC ROCKET BOOSTER  
FLATCAR 5-PACK WITHOUT ROCKET 
2226440 $749.99

ALL

O-SCALE



IDLER CAR 6-PACK

Perfect for use with the Lionel rocket booster flatcars or 
previous versions, this set of idler cars matches prototypes 
used by Union Pacific to help provide additional braking 
power and weight distribution. The lead car features newly 
tooled door openings and clearance arms designed to 
protect the oversized loads. The six-car set features uniquely 
numbered cars, each one matched to a car used in buffer 
service on these special trains. When not needed for special 
duty, these cars could be returned to your general freight 
pool just like the prototypes.

FEATURES:
 ▶ Six individually numbered cars
 ▶ Replacement door panel and clearance  

bars for lead car (packaged separately  
for user installation)

 ▶ Opening doors on other cars
 ▶ Die-cast trucks with rotating bearing caps
 ▶ Die-cast operating couplers with hidden tabs
 ▶ Length: 13 ½" each
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31

Rocket section 
loads on each 
flatcar can be 
removed and 

assembled  
into 30" tall  

scale rocket 
booster model!
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UNION PACIFIC ROCKET IDLER CAR 6-PACK 
2243150 $374.99



NORFOLK SOUTHERN 40TH ANNIVERSARY SET

BLACK RIVER & WESTERN EXCURSION SET

With excursion operations extend-
ing back to 1965, the Black River 
and Western is one of New Jersey’s 
best known short lines. The rail-
road has rostered numerous steam 
and diesel locomotives over the 
decades and continues to offer 

regular passenger trips in addition 
to regular freight service.   
Bring the charm of this classic 
shortline home with Lionel’s new 
set including SW1 #400, a combine 
and two coaches. The locomotive 
comes equipped with full LEGACY 

and Bluetooth control and features. 
Coaches feature sprung four or six 
wheel trucks as appropriate, flick-
er-free LED lighting and detailed 
interiors with figures. 

Celebrating 40 years of 
Thoroughbred Railroading, this 
custom set pays tribute to today’s 
Norfolk Southern with a mix of rail 
cars representative of the carrier’s 
divers traffic base, heritage and 

community involvement. With so 
many special Norfolk Southern 
locomotives on the rails already, this 
train would be a fitting addition to 
any collection! 
Set includes a LEGACY ES44AC, 

Huskystack well car with two 
containers, coil car with removable 
hood and load, illuminated LED 
flag boxcar and heritage bay 
window caboose! Don’t let this 
important milepost pass you by. 

NORFOLK SOUTHERN 40TH ANNIVERSARY SET 
2222090 $1299.99

O-SCALE
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SET INCLUDES:
 ▶ LEGACY SW1 locomotive 
 ▶ 18" Combine 
 ▶ Two 18" Coaches 

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES:
 ▶ Standard Legacy Diesel features on 

pg. 34-35
 ▶ Die-cast frame and trucks
 ▶ Fixed pilots
 ▶ Single motor

PASSENGER CAR FEATURES:
 ▶ Flicker-free LED lighting 
 ▶ Molded plastic interiors 
 ▶ Die-cast sprung trucks 
 ▶ Hidden uncoupling 
 ▶ Easy conversion to scale couplers 
 ▶ Flexible diaphragms 

ADDITIONAL SET FEATURES:
 ▶ Length: 39 1/2"
 ▶ Minimum curve: O54 

SET INCLUDES:
 ▶ LEGACY ES44AC 
 ▶ Maxi-stack well car with two 

containers 
 ▶ Coil car 
 ▶ Boxcar with illuminated flag 
 ▶ Illuminated bay window 

caboose 
LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES:

 ▶ Standard LEGACY Diesel 
features on pg. 34-35

 ▶ Kinematic pilot for closer 
coupling on curves

MAXI-STACK WELL CAR FEATURES:
 ▶ Die-cast body
 ▶ Die-cast trucks with rotating bearing 

caps
 ▶ Die-cast operating couplers  

with hidden tabs
 ▶ 2 removable containers  

with opening doors 
COIL CAR FEATURES:

 ▶ Die-cast tucks with rotating bearing 
caps

 ▶ Removable hood

 ▶ Removable coil load
 ▶ Die-cast operating couplers  

with hidden tabs
BOXCAR FEATURES:

 ▶ Die-cast trucks with rotating bear-
ing caps

 ▶ Operating couplers with hidden 
tabs

 ▶ Illuminated flag stars
 ▶ Separately applied detail parts 

BAY WINDOW CABOOSE FEATURES: 
 ▶ LED Interior illumination and  

flashing rear end light
 ▶ Detailed interior with figure
 ▶ Die-cast trucks with rotating bear-

ing caps
 ▶ Operating couplers with hidden 

tabs
 ▶ Easy conversion to scale wheels or 

couplers (not included)
 ▶ Separately applied details 

BLACK RIVER & WESTERN EXCURSION SET 
2222080 $1099.99



Wood passenger cars possess an indisputable charm, beauty and craftsmanship 
which harkens to an era of both endless hard work and optimism. Craftsman 
displayed skill and pride from the most opulent private cars to “humble” 
coaches. Although quickly replaced by stronger, larger and safer steel cars in 
the 1910s, a precious few examples found their way into maintenance service on 
work trains and in rail yards. Today these afterthoughts have become prized 
candidates for restoration in museums around the country. 
Recreate this guilded era of rail travel on your layout with these new 64’ 
passenger car sets. Featuring flicker-free LED illumination, detailed interiors with 
figures and loaded with fine detail, these models are a fitting tribute to their 
era. For more modern eras, pairs of maintenance of way cars are also available - 
perfect for pairing with your wreck train or other MOW cars and equipment. 

FEATURES:
 ▶ Die-cast trucks and operating 

couplers 
 ▶ Flicker free LED interior lighting 
 ▶ Detailed interior with figures 
 ▶ Scale coupler compatible 
 ▶ Separately applied details 
 ▶ Length: 17 1/5"
 ▶ Minimum curve: O42

INTERIOR DETAILS!

INTERIOR FIGURES!

INTERIOR LIGHTING!

MOW BAGGAGE/COACH 
2227400 $449.99

MOW COMBINE/COACH 
2227410 $449.99

MOW COACH/OBSERVATION 
2227420 $449.99

ALL

O-SCALE

WOOD COACH 2-PACKS
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NYC&HR BAGGAGE/COACH 
2227430 $449.99

NYC&HR COMBINE/COACH 
2227440 $449.99

NYC&HR COACH/OBSERVATION 
2227450 $449.99



As the railroad built and carried civilization westward, it didn’t always bring civility with it! As new towns arose on the planes it 
was usually the saloon, not the church, which went up first. But there were some who thought the rails could be as much a part 
of the solution as the creation of this depravity. From the late 19th to middle 20th Century, several denominations built and 
operated small rosters of chapel cars which could travel from town to town to spread the gospel, provide baptism and 
other special services and serve the humanitarian good. Services were even conducted on board during travel with all 
passengers invited to attend. The railroad seemed to touch every aspect of life - even the spiritual. Based on one of the 
earliest in use from 1891 to 1925, this model promises to be a discussion point on any model railroad! 

*Same great features as the Wood Coaches! 

SOUTHERN BAGGAGE/COACH 
2227460 $449.99

SOUTHERN COMBINE/COACH 
2227470 $449.99

SOUTHERN COACH/OBSERVATION 
2227480 $449.99

ALL

O-SCALE

WOOD COACH 2-PACKS



WABASH BAGGAGE/COACH 
2227490 $449.99

WABASH COMBINE/COACH 
2227500 $449.99

WABASH COACH/OBSERVATION 
2227510 $449.99

CHAPEL CAR EVANGEL 
2227610 $224.99
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Based on two similar hopper designs of the 
early 20th Century, examples of these cars could 
be found on dozens of railroads into the 1960s. 
Models include correct end details for either the 
Pennsylvania’s GLa and the “1906 Common Design” 
built by multiple carbuilders. With tens of thousands 
of these cars roaming the country, no railroad 
should be without them!

FEATURES:
 ▶ Die-cast trucks 
 ▶ Operating couplers with hidden tabs 
 ▶ Separately applied detail parts 
 ▶ Easy conversion to scale wheels and couplers  

(available separately) 
 ▶ Removable coal load 
 ▶ GLA or 1906 Common Design end details per prototype
 ▶ Length: 8" each
 ▶ Minimum curve: O31 

2-BAY HOPPER 2-PACKS

GLA ENDS! 1906 ENDS!

NORFOLK & WESTERN 
2226930 $199.99

PENNSYLVANIA 
2226940 $199.99

PENNA. COAL AND COKE 
2226950 $199.99

ALL

O-SCALE



BUREAU OF MINES 18" PASSENGER CAR 2-PACK

Sometimes we find a prototype so obscure we have to take 
a look! The Bureau of Mines operated a small fleet of cars 
around the country to conduct inspections, accident relief 
and investigation and training. These steel cars were built 
to replace earlier wood cars in 1919 and served through the 
golden years of American Railroading, traveling anywhere 
needed. So now that you know about it, if you have a coal 
mine on your layout the scene isn’t complete without one! 

FEATURES:
 ▶ Die-cast sprung 6 wheel trucks 
 ▶ Operating couplers with hidden uncoupling tabs 
 ▶ Flexible diaphragms between cars 
 ▶ Opening doors 
 ▶ Detailed interiors with figures 
 ▶ Flicker-free LED interior lighting 
 ▶ Length: 19" each
 ▶ Minimum curve: O54
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VIRGINIAN 
2226960 $199.99

WESTMORELAND COAL 
2226970 $199.99

WEST PENN POWER 
2226980 $199.99

BUREAU OF MINES 18" PASSENGER CAR 2-PACK 
2227600 $499.99



These new coil cars will add some diversity to your modern rail 
car roster. Each includes a removable hood and a 4-pieces 
coil steel load inside. Also a must for modern modelers, we 
are offering several variations with realistic graffiti graphics. For 
even more variety, grab a couple and swap hoods like the 
prototypes!

FEATURES:
 ▶ Die-cast tucks with rotating bearing caps
 ▶ Removable hood
 ▶ Removable coil load
 ▶ Die-cast operating couplers w/ hidden tabs
 ▶ Length: 13"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31

COIL CARS

REMOVABLE COIL LOAD INSIDE!NEW TOOLING!

BETHLEHEM STEEL #216451 
2226451 $119.99

BETHLEHEM STEEL #216489 (not shown) 
2226452 $119.99

BNSF #534321 
2226461 $119.99

BNSF #534354 (not shown) 
2226462 $119.99

ALL

O-SCALE
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CONRAIL #623603 
2226471 $119.99

CONRAIL #623624 (not shown) 
2226472 $119.99

FERROMEX #918040 
2226481 $119.99

FERROMEX #918046 (not shown) 
2226482 $119.99

READING #99502 
2226491 $119.99

READING #99561 (not shown) 
2226492 $119.99

UNION PACIFIC #242081 
2226501 $119.99

UNION PACIFIC #242118 (not shown) 
2226502 $119.99



GRAFFITI COIL CARS

BETHLEHEM STEEL #216469 WITH GRAFFITI 
2226510 $129.99

BNSF #534370 WITH GRAFFITI 
2226520 $129.99

ALL

O-SCALE

SIDE B

SIDE A

SIDE B

SIDE A
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CONRAIL (NYC) #623684 WITH GRAFFITI 
2226530 $129.99

FERROMEX #918032 WITH GRAFFITI 
2226540 $129.99

NORFOLK SOUTHERN #167024 WITH GRAFFITI 
2226550 $129.99

SIDE B

SIDE B

SIDE B

SIDE A

SIDE A

SIDE A

SIDE A



HUSKY STACKS

Stack trains are the hottest things on rails today. 
Add colorful intermodal operations to your 
layout with these new cars - with and without 
graffiti for modern modelers! With a die-cast 
well body, these cars will track well despite 
their high payloads.

FEATURES:
 ▶ Die-cast body
 ▶ Die-cast trucks with rotating bearing caps
 ▶ Die-cast operating couplers with hidden tabs
 ▶ 2 removable containers with opening doors
 ▶ Length: 16 3/8"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31

BURLINGTON NORTHERN #63345 
2226571 $169.99

CRLE #5462 
2226581 $169.99

CSX #620360 
2226591 $169.99

ALL

O-SCALE
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TRAILER TRAIN #56218 
2226601 $169.99

TTX #56295 
2226611 $169.99

PACER #6301 
2226621 $169.99



BURLINGTON NORTHERN #63361 WITH GRAFFITI 
2226572 $189.99

CRLE #5496 WITH GRAFFITI 
2226582 $189.99

CSX #620365 WITH GRAFFITI 
2226592 $189.99

SIDE A

SIDE A

SIDE A

SIDE B

SIDE B

SIDE B

ALL

O-SCALE

GRAFFITI HUSKY STACKS
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TRAILER TRAIN #56317 WITH GRAFFITI 
2226602 $189.99

TTX #56363 WITH GRAFFITI 
2226612 $189.99

PACER #6325 WITH GRAFFITI 
2226622 $189.99

SIDE A

SIDE A

SIDE A

SIDE B

SIDE B

SIDE B

ALL



ILLUMINATED FLAG BOXCARS

CSX VETERANS 
2226840 $159.99

CSX FIRE 
2226820 $159.99

MONTANA RAIL LINK 
2226860 $159.99

These new illuminated boxcars are here 
to complement your locomotives or just to 
display your patriotic spirit! Each car features 
the United States flag on each side with stars 
illuminated by LED’s inside the car.

 ▶ Die-cast trucks with rotating bearing caps
 ▶ Operating couplers with hidden tabs
 ▶ Illuminated flag stars
 ▶ Separately applied detail parts
 ▶ Length: 16"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O36

BNSF 
2226810 $159.99

CONRAIL VETERANS 
2226850 $159.99

UP DESERT VICTORY 
2226991 $159.99

CSX POLICE 
2226830 $159.99

ALL

O-SCALE



END DOOR BOXCARS
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OPEN END DOORS!

Equipped for hauling automobiles or other 
large loads, end door boxcars offered a 
railroad’s customers more versatility in loading 
or unloading. Cars of this design were relatively 
common from the 1930s to the 1960s when 
larger cars and multi-level auto-racks came 
onto the scene. Cars only had doors at one 
end and often had to be turned for loading 
or unloading - an extra challenge for model 
railroad operations.

FEATURES:
 ▶ Die-cast trucks and operating 

couplers with hidden tabs 
 ▶ Opening side and end doors 
 ▶ Separately applied detail parts 
 ▶ Length: 14" 
 ▶ Minimum curve: O31

BNSF 
2226810 $159.99

CB&Q #48520 
2226640 $114.99

Detail

SOUTHERN #42000 
2226660 $114.99

SANTA FE #7176 
2226630 $114.99

UNION PACIFIC #161202 
2226670 $114.99

CONOCO #50014 
2226650 $114.99

WABASH #18023 
2226680 $114.99

ALL



BOBBER CABOOSES NEW TOOLING!

Common from the 1860s to the turn of the century, 
four wheel “bobber” cabooses took their name 
from their awkward and often uncomfortable 
ride. Some states began outlawing this style of 
caboose in the 20th Century but some remained 
in service into the 1960s. Many survive today on 
shortlines, museums or converted to hunting cabins 
and more. This model features interior LED lighting, 
figure, and separately applied details.

 ▶ Operating Die-cast couplers
 ▶ LED interior lighting
 ▶ Interior with figure 
 ▶ Length: 6 5/8"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

ALL

BALTIMORE & OHIO #1775 
2226690 $119.99

NORTHERN CENTRAL #200 
2226720 $119.99

LEHIGH VALLEY #2606 
2226700 $119.99

STRASBURG #1 
2226730 $119.99

MARYLAND & PENNSYLVANIA #2003 
2226710 $119.99

US MILITARY RR #65 
2226740 $119.99

O-SCALE



BAY WINDOW CABOOSES
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 ▶ LED Interior illumination and 
directional rear end flashing lights

 ▶ Detailed interior with figure
 ▶ Die-cast trucks with rotating 

bearing caps
 ▶ Operating couplers with  

hidden tabs
 ▶ Easy conversion to scale wheels  

or couplers (not included)
 ▶ Separately applied details
 ▶ Length: 10 1/8"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31

BNSF ANNIVERSARY 
2226750 $144.99

CSX VETERANS 
2226780 $144.99

CSX FIRE 
2226760 $144.99

CN VETERANS 
2226790 $144.99

CSX POLICE 
2226770 $144.99

CANADIAN PACIFIC VETERANS 
2226800 $144.99

ALL

BALTIMORE & OHIO #1775 
2226690 $119.99

STRASBURG #1 
2226730 $119.99



ROTARY GONDOLAS

 ▶ Die-cast metal sprung trucks 
and operating couplers

 ▶ Removable plastic coal loads
 ▶ Length: 11 3/4" each car
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31

PPLX 2-PACK 
684025 $154.99

PPLX 4-PACK (not shown) 
684020 $309.99

BNSF 2-PACK 
684033 $154.99

BNSF 4-PACK (not shown) 
684028 $309.99

DETX 4-PACK 
684000 $309.99

CSX 4-PACK 
684005 $309.99

UNION PACIFIC 4-PACK 
684010 $309.99

NORFOLK SOUTHERN 4-PACK 
684015 $309.99

STANDARD O

EACH CAR HAS A ROTATING COUPLER!



STANDARD O ORE CAR 6-PACKS
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 ▶ Die-cast trucks and 
operating couplers

 ▶ Removable ore load
 ▶ 6 unique numbers per 

pack - 12 numbers per road 
name!

 ▶ Length: 7" each
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

PPLX 2-PACK 
684025 $154.99

PPLX 4-PACK (not shown) 
684020 $309.99

BNSF 2-PACK 
684033 $154.99

BNSF 4-PACK (not shown) 
684028 $309.99 BURLINGTON NORTHERN #1 

2243180 $199.99

BURLINGTON NORTHERN #2 (not shown) 
2243190 $199.99

CHICAGO NORTHWESTERN #1 
2243200 $199.99

CHICAGO NORTHWESTERN #2 (not shown) 
2243210 $199.99

DM&IR #1 
2243220 $199.99

DM&IR #2 (not shown) 
2243230 $199.99

SOO LINE #1 
2243240 $199.99

SOO LINE #2 (not shown) 
2243250 $199.99

UNION PACIFIC #1 
2243260 $199.99

UNION PACIFIC #2 (not shown) 
2243270 $199.99

ALL
There’s nothing like the sight of a 
long string of ore jennies behind 
a large steam locomotive or brace 
of heavy diesels! With their short 
length and height, you can make 
an impressive train on even a small 
layout. Economically priced and 
packaged in 6-packs, these cars 
put a long train within easy reach. 
With 12 numbers available per road 
name, now you can have an ore train 
in minutes!



STANDARD O CENTERBEAM FLATCARS

STANDARD O BULKHEAD FLATCARS

 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks with 
operating couplers

 ▶ Removable load
 ▶ Dimensions: Length: 13 1/2”

 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks with 
operating couplers

 ▶ Removable coil covers
 ▶ Min Curve: O27
 ▶ Dimensions: Length: 11”

STANDARD O

TRAILER TRAIN #83729 
2043061 $49.99

TRAILER TRAIN #83741 (not shown) 
2043062 $49.99

TRAILER TRAIN #83754 (not shown) 
2043063 $49.99

TRAILER TRAIN #83773 (not shown) 
2043064 $49.99

UNION PACIFIC #217015 
2043071 $49.99

UNION PACIFIC #217031 (not shown) 
2043072 $49.99

UNION PACIFIC #217047 (not shown) 
2043073 $49.99

UNION PACIFIC #217063 (not shown) 
2043074 $49.99

MILWAUKEE ROAD #6300 
2043051 $49.99

MILWAUKEE ROAD #6318 (not shown) 
2043052 $49.99

MILWAUKEE ROAD #6336 (not shown) 
2043053 $49.99

MILWAUKEE ROAD #6354 (not shown) 
2043054 $49.99

WESTERN PACIFIC #1404 
2043081 $49.99

WESTERN PACIFIC #1412 (not shown) 
2043082 $49.99

WESTERN PACIFIC #1420 (not shown) 
2043083 $49.99

WESTERN PACIFIC #1428 (not shown) 
2043084 $49.99

BNSF #545475 
2043091 $49.99

BNSF #545512 (not shown) 
2043092 $49.99

BNSF #545587 (not shown) 
2043093 $49.99

BNSF #545628 (not shown) 
2043094 $49.99

GREAT NORTHERN #160325 
2043101 $49.99

GREAT NORTHERN #160331 (not shown) 
2043102 $49.99

GREAT NORTHERN #160350 (not shown) 
2043103 $49.99

GREAT NORTHERN #160374 (not shown) 
2043104 $49.99

NORFOLK SOUTHERN #118024 
2043111 $49.99

NORFOLK SOUTHERN #118033 (not shown) 
2043112 $49.99

NORFOLK SOUTHERN #118045 (not shown) 
2043113 $49.99

NORFOLK SOUTHERN #118068 (not shown) 
2043114 $49.99TRAILER TRAIN #81023 

2043121 $49.99

TRAILER TRAIN #81094 (not shown) 
2043122 $49.99

TRAILER TRAIN #81118 (not shown) 
2043123 $49.99

TRAILER TRAIN #81145 (not shown) 
2043124 $49.99
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STANDARD O FLATCARS WITH STAKES

STANDARD O INSULATED BOXCARS

 ▶ Die-cast trucks
 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ 24 side stakes included
 ▶ 6 Piece I beam load 
 ▶ Min Curve: O27
 ▶ Dimensions: Length: 11”

 ▶ Die-cast trucks
 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Opening side doors 
 ▶ Min Curve: O27
 ▶ Dimensions: Length: 11 1/8”

SANTA FE #90410 
2143011 $54.99

SANTA FE #90411 (not shown) 
2143012 $54.99

NORTHERN PACIFIC #69001 
2143031 $54.99

NORTHERN PACIFIC #69123 (not shown) 
2143032 $54.99

NORFOLK & WESTERN #32900 
2143021 $54.99

NORFOLK & WESTERN #32919 (not shown) 
2143022 $54.99

PENNSYLVANIA #497918 
2143041 $54.99

PENNSYLVANIA #491301 (not shown) 
2143042 $54.99

ADM #7014 
2143051 $54.99

ADM #7019 (not shown) 
2143052 $54.99

FGE #363454 
2143071 $54.99

FGE #363700 (not shown) 
2143072 $54.99

CANADIAN NATIONAL #290403 
2143061 $54.99

CANADIAN NATIONAL #290936 (not shown) 
2143062 $54.99

PENNSYLVANIA #19103 
2143081 $54.99

PENNSYLVANIA #19198 (not shown) 
2143082 $54.99

UNION PACIFIC #217015 
2043071 $49.99

UNION PACIFIC #217031 (not shown) 
2043072 $49.99

UNION PACIFIC #217047 (not shown) 
2043073 $49.99

UNION PACIFIC #217063 (not shown) 
2043074 $49.99

MILWAUKEE ROAD #6300 
2043051 $49.99

MILWAUKEE ROAD #6318 (not shown) 
2043052 $49.99

MILWAUKEE ROAD #6336 (not shown) 
2043053 $49.99

MILWAUKEE ROAD #6354 (not shown) 
2043054 $49.99

BNSF #545475 
2043091 $49.99

BNSF #545512 (not shown) 
2043092 $49.99

BNSF #545587 (not shown) 
2043093 $49.99

BNSF #545628 (not shown) 
2043094 $49.99

NORFOLK SOUTHERN #118024 
2043111 $49.99

NORFOLK SOUTHERN #118033 (not shown) 
2043112 $49.99

NORFOLK SOUTHERN #118045 (not shown) 
2043113 $49.99

NORFOLK SOUTHERN #118068 (not shown) 
2043114 $49.99



STANDARD O 50' BOXCARS

 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks with 
operating couplers

 ▶ Opening doors
 ▶ Min Curve: O27
 ▶ Dimensions: Length: 13 1/2"

BURLINGTON NORTHERN #217552 
2043011 $49.99

BURLINGTON NORTHERN #217618 (not shown) 
2043012 $49.99

BURLINGTON NORTHERN #217685 (not shown) 
2043013 $49.99

BURLINGTON NORTHERN #217741 (not shown) 
2043014 $49.99

GOLDEN WEST #767130 
2043021 $49.99

GOLDEN WEST #767150 (not shown) 
2043022 $49.99

GOLDEN WEST #767167 (not shown) 
2043023 $49.99

GOLDEN WEST #767193 (not shown) 
2043024 $49.99

KCS #117731 
2043031 $49.99

KCS #117756 (not shown) 
2043032 $49.99

KCS #117782 (not shown) 
2043033 $49.99

KCS #117790 (not shown) 
2043034 $49.99

RAILBOX #10051 
2043041 $49.99

RAILBOX #10189 (not shown) 
2043042 $49.99

RAILBOX #10524 (not shown) 
2043043 $49.99

RAILBOX #10582 (not shown) 
2043044 $49.99

STANDARD O



STANDARD O GONDOLAS
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 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks with 
operating couplers

 ▶ Removable coil covers
 ▶ Min Curve: O27
 ▶ Dimensions: Length: 11"

BETHLEHEM STEEL #3131 
2043131 $49.99

BETHLEHEM STEEL #3145 (not shown) 
2043132 $49.99

BETHLEHEM STEEL #3168 (not shown) 
2043133 $49.99

BETHLEHEM STEEL #3192 (not shown) 
2043134 $49.99

CHESSIE #305001 
2043141 $49.99

CHESSIE #305014 (not shown) 
2043142 $49.99

CHESSIE #305036 (not shown) 
2043143 $49.99

CHESSIE #305055 (not shown) 
2043144 $49.99

MKT #14025 
2043151 $49.99

MKT #14032 (not shown) 
2043152 $49.99

MKT #14041 (not shown) 
2043153 $49.99

MKT #14049 (not shown) 
2043154 $49.99

READING #29061 
2043161 $49.99

READING #29086 (not shown) 
2043162 $49.99

READING #29169 (not shown) 
2043163 $49.99

READING #29172 (not shown) 
2043164 $49.99



TRADITIONAL

Lionel’s line of Traditional O-Gauge products set the perfect 
tone for a beginner collector. Our Traditional O-Gauge 
products are made slightly smaller in size than our O Scale 
products, but run on the same 3 rail track system. This line is 
filled with an assortment of fun and imaginative products, 
from Disney to Angela Trotta Thomas and THE POLAR EXPRESS™; 
as well as LionChief® sets decked out in some of the most 
famous road names on the rails! Our extensive line of Tra-
ditional O-Gauge sets, rolling stock and accessories are a 
great fit for any layout, or even the perfect decorative touch 
for holidays! 



Rail Sounds Widely regarded as the industry
standard, the impressive RailSounds® sound
system brings the real sounds of the railroad 
to your layout. From the mechanical symphony 
of the locomotives, to the commotion of the 
station, you will be impressed by the digitally 
recorded samples of these special and 
authentic sounds.. 

LionChief® PLUS 2.0 A step-up from our 
traditional set locomotives, these locomotives 
include improved sounds, additional light 
and smoke features, speed control and the 
ability to be run via conventional transformer 
or TMCC Command Control in addition to 
Bluetooth.

Bluetooth® These engines have Bluetooth 
on board, allowing them to connect with a 
compatible smart device.

LionChief® Our LionChief® system was 
designed to make running your train set so 
simple! LionChief® remotes have an easy to 
use throttle, with forward and reverse, and 
user-activated buttons for bell, whistle/horn 
and announcements. Our LionChief® Ready-
to-Run sets include everything you need to 
get your train up and running!

Increase Your Model Railroad Empire
In each of our LionChief® sets, we give you 
everything you need to get started, but 
why stop there? This catalog offers a large 
assortment of separate sale FasTrack®, rolling 
stock and accessories to your set and layout 
grow. Choose from a variety of Plug-Expand-
Play accessories that connect to the Lock-on 
track piece in your set and help take your 
layout to the next level by adding animation 
and play-value!

Lionel Voice Control (LVC)
Gives users the ability to speak commands 
into their phone via the Lionel LionChief® 
App and control their train with voice 
commands.

Voice Streaming & Recording (VSR)
Gives users the ability to record their own 
voice via Lionel LionChief® App and use that 
recording as a custom train announcement on 
their engine/tender, OR stream their voice 
LIVE through the engine/tender!



•Control any Bluetooth equipped Legacy locomotive 
•Control any O-Gauge LionChief® Plus locomotive 
•Control any O-Gauge Ready-to-Run LionChief®
   set locomotives 

•Control any S-Gauge FlyerChief™ locomotive. 

•Control any Lionel HO LionChief® locomotive. 

•Load and operate up to three locomotives
 per remote at any one time 

•Choose between any one of the three engines 
 with the simple 3-button control

•LED Illumination on 1-2-3 buttons when pressed  

•On/Off Switch to preserve battery power 

•Remote “Train Memory” preserves current speed                   
and direction of engine when toggling operation  
between different locomotive  

•Even after power down and restarting remote 
retains memory of the specific engines 
•“Easy Clear” feature allows you to quickly remove 
and add new locomotives into remote memory 

•Forward and reverse speed control knob 

•Additional buttons for whistle sound, bell, special                                    
  announcements, and ElectroCoupler™ activation 

•Requires three AAA alkaline batteries 
(not included)

UNIVERSAL REMOTE

UNIVERSAL REMOTE

FEATURES

UPDATE YOUR REMOTE USING OUR UNIVERSAL 
REMOTE OVER-THE-AIR UPDATER APP

HOTSPOT
FEATURE!NEW

Control All Your 
Locomotives with 
One Remote

 SIMPLE AS 1-2-3

Lionchief® Engines on the track 
are identified and loaded into 
the universal remote memory. 

Push one of the three buttons on 
the remote dashbboard to run 

the engine of your choice.

LIONEL’s

6-83071       $54.99



The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned  
by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Lionel, LLC is under license.  
Other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners.

Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple 
Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. 
Mac App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc.

Google Play and the Google Play logo are trademarks of Google Inc.

Download the FREE 

LionChief APP on 
the Apple App Store 

& Google Play 

LIONEL’S LIONCHIEF 

BLUETOOTH APP  

PUTS YOU IN CONTROL!

Pitch Controls Master Volume

Individual Volume Controls

VOICE STREAMING  & Recording

 Tapping this opens the Voice Streaming and Recording menu. 
Engines with this feature allow you to record and play custom 

announcements OR live-stream your voice to your engine! 

*Look for the VSR logo on the bottom of your engine to know if it is equipped with the Voice Streaming & Recording feature.

Horn/Whistle Locomotive NumberBell

Announcements ElectroCoupler™ Direction

LIONEL VOICE CONTROL

This button activates the Lionel Voice Control (LVC) 
feature! Tap the button, speak a command and watch 
as your engine follows your lead!

Visual Engine Identification Engine Information

HotSpot Mode Link Search Unlink

Smoke

ThrottleSpeed LimitMomentum

Compatible with new
Lionel LEGACY, O-Gauge, HO

and S-Gauge Trains!
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Combining the best features of our LionChief® Plus locomotives 
with TMCC command control and additional sound and lighting 

enhancements, these new locomotives offer the value, simplicity and 
flexibility in operating modes you’ve been looking for. The ability 

to run via a Bluetooth® controller (Universal Remote or LionChief® 
App), Command Control cab or conventional transformer makes these 

locomotives perfect for any desired operating system. Enhanced 
sound and lighting features make these new LionChief® 2.0 models 

more realistic and fun than ever before! Take a look at the table to see 
all of the great features available and scan the pages ahead for the 

new locomotives and sets with this fantastic new innovation.

LionChief® Plus 2.0 engines can lash-up with LEGACY®engines with a LEGACY®Controller!

LionChief® Plus 2.0 engines do not come with their own remote.



LionChief® Plus 2.0 engines can lash-up with LEGACY®engines with a LEGACY®Controller!
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PACIFIC

No stranger to the Lionel steam engine line-up, 
this popular steam workhorse is now available 
in LionChief Plus 2.0! Equipped with the latest 
technology in a variety of road names and paint 
schemes, these 4-6-2 have amazing feature, power, 
and versatility for your layout!

 ▶ Electrocoupler on tender
 ▶ Powerful maintenance-free 

motors 
 ▶ Die-cast trucks 
 ▶ Die-cast boiler and frame 
 ▶ Operating headlight 
 ▶ Flickering firebox 
 ▶ Crew figures
 ▶ Length: 19 3/4"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31

 ▶ Command-control equipped - see pg. 99                   
for LionChief Plus 2.0 control options

 ▶ Railsounds equipped 
 ▶ Steam engine and background sounds 
 ▶ Whistle, Bell and Crewtalk / Towercom 

dialog 
 ▶ Lionel Voice Control (LVC)
 ▶ Fan-driven smoke 
 ▶ On/Off switch for smoke 

FAN-DRIVEN SMOKE!

8 PIN DRAWBAR! COMMAND CONTROL!

REAR ELECTROCOUPLER!

DENVER & RIO GRANDE #801
2232110 $649.99

ALL

O-TRADITIONAL



BALTIMORE & OHIO #5215
2232100 $649.99

LEHIGH VALLEY  #2101
2232120 $649.99

READING & NORTHERN #425
2232130 $649.99

ALL
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HUDSON

A staple on Lionel layouts for generations, the 
celebrated 4-6-4 Hudson is a favorite steam 
locomotive among rail fans throughout the country. 
Now equipped with the innovative LionChief 
Plus 2.0 technology and offered in four popular 
road names, the Hudson is a great addition to any 
established layout.

 ▶ ElectroCoupler ™ on tender
 ▶ Powerful maintenance-free motor
 ▶ Die-cast trucks
 ▶ Die-cast boiler and frame
 ▶ Crew figures
 ▶ Length: 19"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31

 ▶ Command-control equipped - see pg. 99 for 
LionChief Plus 2.0 control options

 ▶ Railsounds® equipped 
 ▶ Steam engine and background sounds
 ▶ Whistle, Bell and Crewtalk / Towercom dialog

 ▶ Lionel Voice Control (LVC)

FAN-DRIVEN SMOKE!

COMMAND CONTROL!

 FLICKERING FIREBOX!

REAR ELECTROCOUPLER!

NEW YORK CENTRAL #5314
2232010 $649.99

SANTA FE #3463
2232030 $649.99

UNION PACIFIC #675
2232020 $649.99

LIONEL LINES #773
2232040 $649.99

O-TRADITIONAL



GP20

Seen on the rails from 1959 through 1962, these 
turbocharged engines opened the door to a 
new generation of diesel locomotive. Available 
in four popular road names and equipped with 
our LionChief Plus 2.0 technology, these colorful 
engines are ready to take your layout to the next 
level of operation.

 ▶ Fan-driven smoke
 ▶ On/Off switch for smoke 
 ▶ Dual ElectroCouplers ™ 
 ▶ Dual-powerful maintenance  

free motors 
 ▶ Die-cast trucks, pilot  

and fuel tank
 ▶ Metal frame 
 ▶ Directional Headlights 
 ▶ Cab illumination
 ▶ Length: 14 1/2"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31

 ▶ Command-Control equipped – see pg. 99 for 
LionChief Plus 2.0 for control options 

 ▶ Railsounds equipped 
 ▶ Diesel engine and background sounds 
 ▶ Horn, Bell, Crewtalk / Towercom dialog 

 ▶ Lionel Voice Control (LVC) - run your locomotive 
by speaking commands into your phone via 
LionChief App 

FAN-DRIVEN SMOKE!

COMMAND CONTROL!

ELECTROCOUPLERS ON 
FRONT AND REAR!

DIRECTIONAL LIGHTING!

SANTA FE #3009
2234140 $499.99

CONRAIL  #2108
2234160 $499.99

MILWAUKEE RD  #962
2234150 $499.99

BURLINGTON NORTHERN #2054
2234170 $499.99

ALL
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EXHAUST EFFECTCOMMAND CONTROL!
ELECTROCOUPLERS ON 
FRONT AND REAR! DIRECTIONAL LIGHTING!

For the first time in Lionel’s history, we are 
excited to offer the unique and endeared, 
the Doodlebug.  Dating back to as early as 
1904, these gasoline engines where popular 
for light passenger and freight duty until 1960. 
Using all new tooling, our first run includes four 
popular road names and two highly decorated 
holiday inspired deco schemes (see pages 
128 and 192).  These Doodlebugs are feature 
rich and equipped with our LionChief Plus 2.0 
technology, making them a great addition to 
your layout.

 ▶ Command-control equipped - see pg. 99  
for LionChief Plus 2.0 control options 

 ▶ Railsounds equipped
 ▶ Gasoline engine and background sounds, Horn, Bell, 

Crewtalk / Towercom dialog 
 ▶ Lionel Voice Control (LVC) - run your locomotive by 

speaking commands into your phone via LionChief App 
 ▶ Fan-driven smoke
 ▶ On/Off switch for smoke 
 ▶ Dual ElectroCouplers ™ 
 ▶ Dual-powerful maintenance free motors 
 ▶ Die-cast trucks, pilot and fuel tank
 ▶ Metal frame 
 ▶ Directional Headlights 
 ▶ Cab illumination
 ▶ Length: 14 1/2"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31

ALL

O-TRADITIONAL

SANTA FE
2235040 $399.99

UNION PACIFIC
2235050 $399.99

MARYLAND & PENNSLYVANIA
2235070 $399.99

PENNSYLVANIA
2235060 $399.99

DOODLEBUG



GENESIS

FAN-DRIVEN SMOKE!COMMAND CONTROL!
ELECTROCOUPLERS ON 
FRONT AND REAR! DIRECTIONAL LIGHTING!

Lionel is excited to introduce a new, 
powerful passenger service Diesel to its 
line; the Amtrak Genesis! This locomotive 
is known for being aerodynamic, fuel-
efficient and having greater horsepower 
than its predecessors. The Amtrak 
locomotive will come equipped with 
Lionel LionChief Plus 2.0 innovation, giving 
you multiple ways to run your Genesis. 
Available in Amtrak deco Phases III, 
IV and V, and including five of the 
special 50th Anniversary schemes; these 
sophisticated Amtrak locomotives are the 
perfect addition to your modern diesel 
locomotive collection.

 ▶ Metal frame
 ▶ Directional Headlights
 ▶ Cab light 
 ▶ Marker Lights 
 ▶ Ditch Lights 
 ▶ Length: 14 ½"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31

 ▶ Command-control equipped - see 
pg. 99 for LionChief Plus 2.0 control 
options

 ▶ Railsounds® equipped - 
 ▶ Diesel engine and background sounds
 ▶ Horn, Bell, Crewtalk / Towercom dialog

 ▶ Lionel Voice Control (LVC) - run your 
locomotive by speaking commands 
into your phone via LionChief App

 ▶ Fan-driven smoke
 ▶ Dual ElectroCouplers™
 ▶ Dual motors
 ▶ Die-cast trucks
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ALL

Official licensee of Amtrak. Amtrak is a registered service mark of the 
National Railroad Passenger Corporation. 

UNION PACIFIC
2235050 $399.99

PENNSYLVANIA
2235060 $399.99

AMTRAK MIDNIGHT BLUE  
50TH ANNIVERSARY #100
2234010 $549.99

AMTRAK PHASE VI 50TH 
ANNIVERSARY #108
2234020 $549.99

AMTRAK DASH 8 PHASE III 
50TH ANNIVERSARY #160
2234030 $549.99

AMTRAK PHASE I 50TH 
ANNIVERSARY #161
2234040 $549.99



AMTRAK GENESIS LIONCHIEF PLUS 2.0

AMTRAK GENESIS LIONCHIEF PLUS 2.0 SET

SET INCLUDES:

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES:

COACHES FEATURE:
 ▶ Genesis Diesel locomotive
 ▶ Two Amfleet Coaches
 ▶ One Amfleet Cab Car

 ▶ Same great features are 
the Genesis separate sale 
locomotives!

 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks and 
operating couplers

 ▶ Flush fitting windows
 ▶ Flicker-free interior 

illumination
 ▶ Metal frames
 ▶ Detailed interiors

Amtrak Genesis LionChief Plus 2.0 Set
2222060 $999.99

Decorated in the Amtrak livery you see today, this Amtrak Genesis set is 
the perfect way to recreate passenger service on your layout! This sleek 
P42 locomotive, pulling three Amfleet passengers cars, is equipped 
with Lionel's LionChief Plus 2.0 technology, giving you both the simplicity 
of our Bluetooth™ control and the added features of TMCC. 

O-TRADITIONAL

Official licensee of Amtrak. Amtrak is a registered service mark of the 
National Railroad Passenger Corporation. 

AMTRAK NEC PHASE IV #111
2234060 $549.99

AMTRAK PHASE V 50TH 
ANNIVERSARY #46
2234080 $549.99



ELECTROCOUPLERS ON FRONT 
AND REAR OF ENGINE!

ILLUMINATED AND 
DETAILED INTERIORS!

CAB CAR FEATURES:COACHES FEATURE:

ADDITONAL SET FEATURES:

 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks and operating 
couplers

 ▶ Flush fitting windows
 ▶ Interior illumination
 ▶ Metal frames
 ▶ Detailed interiors
 ▶ Operating headlight
 ▶ Operating red marker lights

 ▶ Operating strobe light on roof
 ▶ Driver figure
 ▶ On/Off interior light switch
 ▶ On/Off strobe light switch

 ▶ Length: 70"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31

COMMAND CONTROL!

FAN DRIVEN SMOKE!
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MATCHING AMTRAK AMFLEET CARS 
ON THE NEXT 2 PAGES!

AMTRAK PHASE V #150
2234050 $549.99

AMTRAK PHASE III #40
2234070 $549.99



AMTRAK PASSENGER CARS

Since the mid-1970’s, Amtrak Amfleet coaches have been 
transferring passengers all over the United States and 
Canada. Available in multiple Phases, these Amfleet 
1 two-packs are perfect for replicating the short 
distance service behind your favorite Amtrak engine on 
your very own layout.

COACH AND CAB CAR FEATURES:

CAB CAR ADDITIONAL FEATURES:

 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks and 
operating couplers

 ▶ Flush fitting windows
 ▶ Interior illumination
 ▶ Metal frames
 ▶ Detailed interiors
 ▶ Length: 18 ½" per car
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O36

 ▶ Operating headlight
 ▶ Operating red marker lights
 ▶ Operating strobe light on roof
 ▶ Driver figure
 ▶ On/Off interior light switch
 ▶ On/Off strobe light switch

ALL

O-TRADITIONAL

ILLUMINATED AND DETAILED INTERIOR!

AUTHENIC AMFLEET DECORATION!

AMTRAK AMFLEET PHASE III COACH TWO-PACK
2227290 $399.99

AMTRAK AMFLEET PHASE V COACH TWO-PACK
2227300 $399.99

AMTRAK AMFLEET PHASE VI COACH TWO-PACK
2227310 $399.99
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Official licensee of Amtrak. Amtrak is a registered service mark of the 
National Railroad Passenger Corporation. 

AMTRAK AMFLEET PHASE V COACH TWO-PACK
2227330 $399.99

AMTRAK AMFLEET PHASE VI COACH/CAB CAR TWO-PACK
2227340 $399.99

AMTRAK AMFLEET PHASE III COACH/CAB CAR TWO-PACK
2227320 $399.99



PENNSYLVANIA S2 LIONCHIEF PLUS 2.0 SET

New to the Lionel traditional steam assortment, we are excited to introduce the Pennsylvania S2 
Turbine. Known as one of the largest, heaviest, this set includes the powerful diecast S2 locomotive, 
equipped with Lionel's LionChief Plus 2.0 technology, giving you both the simplicity of our 
Bluetooth™ control and the added features of TMCC. With the great assortment of rolling stock 
being pulled, this set is sure to bring some fun and excitement to your layout!

OPERATING HEADLIGHT!

OPENING DOORS ON BOXCAR!

REMOVABLE GIRDERS ON FLATCAR 
MAKE A GIRDER BRIDGE!

OPERATING SMOKE UNIT!

O-TRADITIONAL
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PENNSYLVANIA S2 LIONCHIEF PLUS 2.0 SET
2222100 $749.99 

SET INCLUDES: LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES:

FREIGHT CAR FEATURES:

ADDITIONAL SET FEATURES: ▶ Pennsylvania S2 Turbine Steam 
Locomotive and tender

 ▶ Pennsylvania boxcar
 ▶ Pennsylvania flatcar with girders
 ▶ Pennsylvania 2-bay hopper
 ▶ Pennsylvania caboose

 ▶ Command-control equipped - 
see pg. 99 for LionChief Plus 2.0 
control options

 ▶ Lionel Voice Control (LVC) - run 
your locomotive by speaking 
commands into your phone via 
LionChief App

 ▶ Fan-driven smoke
 ▶ On/Off switch for smoke and 

sound
 ▶ Powerful maintenance-free motor
 ▶ RailSounds equipped

 ▶ Steam engine and background 
sounds

 ▶ Whistle, Bell and Crewtalk/
Towercom dialog

 ▶ Die-cast trucks
 ▶ Die-cast boiler and frame
 ▶ Operating headlight

 ▶ Die-cast metal sprung truck with 
operating couplers

 ▶ Opening doors on boxcar
 ▶ Girders on Flatcar can be used 
to build a girder bridge, 
metal base and skrews 
included

 ▶ Interior illumination in caboose

 ▶ Length: 63 3/4"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31

Red
Pantone #

1797 c 

Red
Pantone #

1797 c 

Product # 2223100 Pennsylvania S2 Turbine LionChief Set

Product # 2223101
TITLE: Pennsylvania S2 Turbine LionChief Set

ARTIST  Rashad Russell
DATE October 4, 2021

White Blue
Pantone #

285c

Blue
Pantone #

285c

White

Made in China
Contains
P/N: BM832
FCC ID: X8WBM832
IC ID: 4100A-BM832 UNDER 

LOCOMOTIVEThis device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules and with 
Industry Canada license-exempt RSS standard(s). Operation is 
subject to the following two conditions: (1) This device may not 
cause harmful interference, and (2) This device must accept any 
interference received, including interference that may cause 
undesired operation.

UNDER 
LOCOMOTIVE

UNDER LOCOMOTIVE

NEW S2 
LOCOMOTIVE

TOOLING!



PENNSYLVANIA LIMITED LC2.0 BERKSHIRE SET

NICKEL PLATE LC2.0 BERKSHIRE FAST FREIGHT SET

ELECTROCOUPLER ON TENDER!

ELECTROCOUPLER 
ON TENDER!

ANNOUNCEMENT COACH PLAYS 
DIALOG WITH THE ENGINE!

COMMAND CONTROL!

INCLUDES A WALKING 
BRAKEMAN!

COMMAND CONTROL!

FAN-DRIVEN SMOKE!

FAN-DRIVEN SMOKE!

PENNSYLVANIA LIMITED LC2.0 BERKSHIRE SET
1922070 $879.99

The Pennsylvania outfitted its premier 
Pennsylvania Limited with new cars in 1898. 
Inspired by a private car for the President of 
Mexico, the train was decorated in a bright 
red, green and cream paint scheme quickly 
dubbed “The Yellow Kid.” The train hurried 
between New York and Chicago in style.    
The bright colors disappeared early in the 
20th Century with the introduction of new steel 
cars. But what if the color scheme stayed? This 

special set offers a look at what could have 
been with special features worthy of such a 
flamboyant paint scheme. The powerful die-
cast Berkshire locomotive is equipped with 
Lionel’s new LC+ 2.0 system, giving you both 
the simplicity of our Bluetooth™ control and the 
added features of TMCC. Adding to the fun, an 
announcement coach plays dialog sequences 
in concert with the locomotive.

The Nickel Plate was synonymous with Fast 
Freight. This new set is ready to race across the 
Midwest with loads of priority merchandise. The 
brakeman better be extra careful as he walks 
the roof of the boxcar!
This deluxe set includes a die-cast Berkshire 
locomotive which can be run by transformer, 

Universal Remote, Bluetooth™ App or TMCC. 
Freight cars include a boxcar with motorized 
walking brakeman figure, gondola with 
removable cable reel load, mechanical reefer 
and lighted bay-window caboose. A TOFC 
flatcar is available separately and is the perfect 
add-on to this set!

O-TRADITIONAL

PENNSYLVANIA LIMITED COACH “SUETONIUS”
1927660 $84.99
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SET FEATURES:

SET FEATURES:

SET INCLUDES: ROLLING STOCK FEATURES:

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES:

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES:

ANNOUNCEMENT COACH FEATURES:

ROLLING STOCK FEATURES::

SET INCLUDES:

 ▶ Length: 72"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31

 ▶ Length: 60" Set (approx)
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31

 ▶ LC+ 2.0 Berkshire and Tender
 ▶ Walking Brakeman Boxcar
 ▶ Gondola with Cable Reels
 ▶ Mechanical Reefer
 ▶ Bay Window Caboose

 ▶ Die-cast trucks and operating couplers
 ▶ Motorized walking brakeman figure on 

boxcar roof
 ▶ Opening doors on boxcar
 ▶ Removable cable reel loads in 

gondola
 ▶ Opening doors and refrigerator door 

on reefer
 ▶ LED interior illumination in caboose

 ▶ LC+ 2.0 Control - operate with 
Bluetooth™ using Universal Remote or 
LionChief® App on your smart device 
OR via your TMCC/LEGACY®Cab OR 
conventional transformer

 ▶ Die-cast boiler, frame, tender body
 ▶ Lionel Voice Control (LVC) - run your 

locomotive by speaking commands into 
your phone via LionChief App

 ▶ RailSounds® sound system
 ▶ Powerful maintenance-free motor
 ▶ Speed control
 ▶ Fan-driven smoke
 ▶ LED Headlight
 ▶ ElectroCoupler on tender
 ▶ Flickering Firebox
 ▶ Cab light
 ▶ Crew figures
 ▶ Window silhouettes

 ▶ LC+ 2.0 - operate with Bluetooth™ 
using Universal Remote or LionChief® 
App on your smart device OR via your 
TMCC/LEGACY®Cab OR conventional 
transformer

 ▶ Lionel Voice Control (LVC) - run your 
locomotive by speaking commands 
into your phone via LionChief App

 ▶ Die-cast boiler, frame, tender body
 ▶ RailSounds® sound system
 ▶ Powerful maintenance-free motor
 ▶ Speed Control
 ▶ Fan-driven smoke
 ▶ LED Headlight
 ▶ ElectroCoupler on tender
 ▶ Flickering Firebox
 ▶ Cab light
 ▶ Crew figures

 ▶ Additional train announcements 
activated with dialog button on 
Universal Remote or LionChief® App 

 ▶ Die-cast six wheel trucks and operating 
couplers

 ▶ LED interior illumination
 ▶ Window silhouettes

 ▶ LC+ 2.0 Berkshire and Tender
 ▶ Combine
 ▶ Announcement Coach
 ▶ Dining Car
 ▶ Observation

PENNSYLVANIA LIMITED LC2.0 BERKSHIRE SET
1922070 $879.99

Nickel Plate LC2.0 Berkshire Fast Freight Set
1922020 $879.99



 ▶ Includes Three Changeable Faces
 ▶ Removable Roofs on Annie and Clarabel.

SETS INLCUDE

SETS FEATURE

LOCOMOTIVES FEATURE

COACH CARS FEATURE

LIONCHIEF REMOTES FEATURE
 ▶ Thomas the Tank Engine
 ▶ Annie and Clarabel coaches
 ▶ Eight pieces of O36 curved FasTrack
 ▶ One 10" FasTrack Terminal section
 ▶ Wall-pack power supply
 ▶ LionChief remote for locomotive

 ▶ Sets Length: 21"
 ▶ Sets Minimum Curve: O31

 ▶ Electric locomotive controlled by included 
LionChief remote, LionChief Universal 
Remote (sold separately) or Bluetooth 
LionChief app

 ▶ Lionel Voice Control (LVC) - run your 
locomotive by speaking commands into 
your phone via LionChief® App

 ▶ RailSounds RC™ sound system with steam 
chuffing and background sounds, whistle, 
bell and user-activated announcements

 ▶ Maintenance-free motor
 ▶ Traction tire
 ▶ Three removable faces
 ▶ Removable Santa Hat on Thomas & Friends 
Christmas Set

 ▶ Removable roofs on  
Annie and Clarabel

 ▶ Removable presents included in the 
Thomas & Friends Christmas Set 

 ▶ Forward and reverse speed 
control knob

 ▶ Three buttons for whistle, bell, 
and announcements

 ▶ Requires three AAA alkaline 
batteries not included

ALL SETS ON THIS PAGE
Ready To Play Ready To Run

Authentic
Thomas & Friends™

Sounds!

THOMAS & FRIENDS™ PASSENGER LIONCHIEF SET
683510 $249.99

REMOVABLE 

ROOFS 
ON COACHES! 

3
REMOVABLE

FACES! 



 ▶ Includes Three Changeable Faces
 ▶ Removable Santa Hat
 ▶  Fun Holiday Deco
 ▶  Removable Presents in hopper

THOMAS & FRIENDS™ CHRISTMAS LIONCHIEF SET
685324 $249.99

© 2022 Gullane (Thomas) Limited
© 2022 HIT Entertainment Limited
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 ▶ Replaces one FasTrack 10" Straight
 ▶ Removable side girders allow placement 

on top or underneath platform
 ▶ *Compatible only with FasTrack

THOMAS & FRIENDS™ CHRISTMAS GIRDER BRIDGE
2230050 $34.99

THOMAS THE TANK ENGINE WITH LIONCHIEF REMOTE
683511 $159.99

REMOVABLE 

SANTA 
HAT! 

REMOVABLE 

TREES
PRESENTS! 

FUN
HOLIDAY 

DECO! 
&



SETS INLCUDE
LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES

LIONCHIEF® REMOTE FEATURES

SET FEATURES

 ▶ Prairie Pioneer General Locomotive 
and tender

 ▶ Buzz Lightyear boxcar
 ▶ Woody’s Round-up chasing gondola
 ▶ Toy Story caboose
 ▶ Eight pieces of O36 curved FasTrack®
 ▶ Two FasTrack® 10" straight track sections
 ▶ One LionChief FasTrack® Terminal 

section
 ▶ One Plug-Expand-Play® Power Lock-

on section
 ▶ Wall-pack power supply
 ▶ LionChief® remote for locomotive

 ▶ Electric locomotive controlled by included 
LionChief remote, LionChief Universal 
Remote (sold separately) or Bluetooth 
LionChief app

 ▶ Lionel Voice Control (LVC) - run your 
locomotive by speaking commands into 
your phone via LionChief® App

 ▶ On/Off switch for smoke and sound
 ▶ RailSounds RC™ sound system with steam 

chuffing and background sounds, whistle, 
bell, and user-activated announcements

 ▶ Operating headlight
 ▶ Powerful maintenance-free motor
 ▶ Operating couplers

 ▶ Forward and reverse speed 
control knob

 ▶ Three buttons to activate 
whistle, bell, and special 
announcements

 ▶ Requires three AAA alkaline 
batteries (not included)

 ▶ Set Length: 47"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31

 ▶ Freight Car Features
 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks
 ▶ Opening doors on boxcar
 ▶ Jessie chasing Bullseye around the 

gondola when the train is running
 ▶ Illuminated caboose

 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks and operating 
couplers

 ▶ Brakeman figure moves back and 
forth along roof walk, via track power

 ▶ Powerful maintenance-free motor 
with On/Off switch

 ▶ Metal frame
 ▶ Length: 10 ½"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

Lionel is excited to team up with Disney and Pixar for an amazing adventure on the 
rails with our line of Toy Story themed items. Each car in the Toy Story LionChief® set 
takes inspiration from the four Toy Story movies and is ready to come alive with you 
as the conductor! Keep adding to your Toy Story set with out new Woody Walking 
Brakeman Car, adding some out of this world animation to your layout!

ALL ABOARD,
TOY STORY FANS!

PUFFING SMOKEREMOVABLE 
WOODY FIGURE

AUTHENITC
 WOODY DIALOG

JESSIE AND BULLSEYE

TOY STORY LIONCHIEF® SET
2023110 $449.99

TOY STORY WOODY WALKING BRAKEMAN
2228370 $119.99



FEATURES

 ▶ Woody and Buzz Lightyear figures 
operate the handcar

 ▶ Powerful maintenance-free motor
 ▶ Traction tires
 ▶ Runs in one direction only

 ▶ Buzz Lightyear is being chased 
by The Claw inside the car when 
powered

 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks
 ▶ Maintenance-free motor 
 ▶ On/Off switch
 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Interior illumination
 ▶ Length: 10"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

© Disney/Pixar

TOY STORY PIZZA PLANET
 AQUARIUM CAR
2028570 $119.99

TOY STORY HAND CAR
2035030 $109.99

TOY STORY WOODY WALKING BRAKEMAN
2228370 $119.99
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 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Metal handrails, platform and ladders
 ▶ Red LED's illuminate when sound is 
made

 ▶ The Incredibles chase around 
inside the car when powered

 ▶ Die-cast metal truck with 
operating couplers

 ▶ Maintenance-free motor with 
On/Off switch

 ▶ Interior illumination
 ▶ Length: 10 ½"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

Add fun and imagination to your layout with our line of Pixar 
products featuring some of your favorite Disney and Pixar movies 
and characters! From Cars, Finding Nemo & the Inside Out Memory 
Balls, to Monsters. Inc.; you don't want to miss out on these iconic 
Disney and Pixar products.

Si
d

e
 B
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d

e
 A

 MONSTERS, INC. SCARE TANK 
CAR WITH LED’S
2228350 $119.99

THE INCREDIBLES AQUARIUM CAR
2228360 $119.99



 ▶ Mike and Sulley chase Boo around the 
gondola as the train is in motion

 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Length: 10" 
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks
 ▶ Maintenance-free motor with On/
Off switch

 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Interior illumination
 ▶ Length: 10 ½"
 ▶ Minimum curve: O27

 ▶ Die-cast metal sprung trucks and 
operating couplers 

 ▶ Metal frame 
 ▶ Simulated Memory balls in 
interior  

 ▶ Display windows
 ▶ Length: 8 ½"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

109
© Disney/Pixar
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 MONSTERS, INC. CHASING GONDOLA 
2128030 $89.99

CARS AQUARIUM CAR 
2128040 $119.99

INSIDE OUT MEMORY BALL TRANSPORT CAR  
2028100 $99.99
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SET INLCUDES LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES FREIGHT CAR FEATURES SET FEATURES

LIONCHIEF® REMOTE FEATURES

 ▶ Frozen General Locomotive and 
tender

 ▶ Frozen boxcar
 ▶ Olaf and Sven chasing gondola
 ▶ Frozen caboose
 ▶ Eight pieces of O36 curved 
FasTrack®

 ▶ Two FasTrack® 10" straight track 
sections

 ▶ One LionChief FasTrack® Terminal 
section

 ▶ One Plug-Expand-Play® Power 
Lock-on section

 ▶ Wall-pack power supply
 ▶ LionChief® remote for locomotive

 ▶ Die-cast metal sprung trucks and 
operating couplers

 ▶ Actual clear liquid and suspended 
flakes inside tank car

 ▶ Metal handrails, platform, and ladders
 ▶ Length: 10"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

 ▶ Electric locomotive controlled by 
included LionChief remote, LionChief 
Universal Remote (sold separately) or 
Bluetooth LionChief app

 ▶ On/Off switch for smoke and sound
 ▶ RailSounds RC™ sound system with steam 
chuffing and background sounds, 
whistle, bell, and user-activated 
announcements

 ▶ Operating headlight
 ▶ Powerful maintenance-free motor
 ▶ Operating couplers

 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks
 ▶ Opening doors on boxcar
 ▶ Olaf chases Sven around the gondola when 
the train is running

 ▶ Illuminated caboose

 ▶ Set Length: 47"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31

 ▶ Forward and reverse speed control knob
 ▶ Three buttons to activate whistle, bell, and 
special announcements

 ▶ Requires three AAA alkaline batteries (not 
included)

Anna, Elsa, Olaf, Kristoff and Sven are on quite a thrilling journey aboard The Disney Frozen 2 
LionChief® train set. This Disney Frozen 2 set is led by an icy general style steam locomotive 
and ice filled tender; pulling a chasing gondola with Sven and Olaf running around the car, a 
2-sided boxcar with scenes from the beloved Disney Frozen 2 movie and a caboose featuring 
the iconic Frozen gang. Keep Olaf extra cool with Olaf’s Personal Flurry Add-On Tank Car! 
Climb aboard for a frozen adventure! 

DISNEY FROZEN 2 LIONCHIEF® SET
2023040 $449.99

OLAF’S PERSONAL FLURRY TANK CAR 
2028130 $89.99



 ▶ Set Length: 47"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31

OLAF’S PERSONAL FLURRY TANK CAR 
2028130 $89.99

© Disney

DETAILED 
FIGURES

AUTHENTIC 
MOVIE
 DIALOG

PUFFING 
SMOKE

ILLUMINATED  
TENDER
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SET INLCUDES LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES

ROLLING STOCK FEATURES

SET FEATURES

LIONCHIEF® REMOTE FEATURES

 ▶ John Deere GP38 diesel 
locomotive

 ▶ John Deere Tank car
 ▶ John Deere Flatcar with tractors
 ▶ John Deere Caboose
 ▶ Eight pieces of O36 curved 
FasTrack®

 ▶ Two FasTrack® 10" straight track 
sections

 ▶ One LionChief FasTrack® Terminal 
section

 ▶ One Plug-Expand-Play® Power 
Lock-on section

 ▶ Wall-pack power supply 
 ▶ LionChief® remote for locomotive

 ▶ Lionel Voice Control (LVC)
 ▶ Run your locomotive by 

speaking commands into your 
phone via LionChief® App

 ▶ LionChief® App Voice Streaming & 
Recording 

 ▶ Record or live stream your own 
custom announcements via 
LionChief® App

 ▶ Electric locomotive controlled 
by included LionChief remote, 
LionChief Universal Remote (sold 
separately) or Bluetooth LionChief 
app 

 ▶ RailSounds RC sound system with 
diesel revving and background 
sounds, horn, bell, and user-
activated announcements

 ▶ On/Off switch for sounds
 ▶ Operating directional headlights
 ▶ Duel powerful maintenance-free 
motors

 ▶ Metal frame and handrails
 ▶ Operating couplers at both ends
 ▶ Illuminated cab interior
 ▶ Cab crew figures

 ▶ Die-cast metal sprung trucks with 
operating couplers

 ▶ Two removable tractors on flatcar
 ▶ Interior illumination in caboose

 ▶ Set Length: 46"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31

 ▶ Forward and reverse speed 
control knob

 ▶ Three buttons to activate whistle, 
bell, and special announcements

 ▶ Requires three AAA alkaline 
batteries (not included)

JOHN DEERE FREIGHT LIONCHIEF® BLUETOOTH 5.0 SET
2123040 $449.99

JOHN DEERE REEFERS FEATURE:
 ▶ Die-cast metal sprung trucks and 
operating couplers

 ▶ Opening doors
 ▶ Length: 10 1/2"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

OPERATING HEADLIGHT

JOHN DEERE TRACTOR CO REEFER
2228380 $89.99

JOHN DEERE VINTAGE REEFER
2128270 $89.99



 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play 
 ▶ Illuminated gas pumps
 ▶ Detailed interior
 ▶ John Deere Load Included
 ▶ Dimensions: 12" X 12" X 5"

 ▶ Die-cast sprung trucks and 
operating couplers

 ▶ Interior illumination
 ▶ Length: 9"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

TWO REMOVABLE 
TOMY TRACTORS

JOHN DEERE WORK CABOOSE
2228390 $84.99

JOHN DEERE SERVICE GARAGE
2129310 $179.99

JOHN DEERE TRACTOR CO REEFER
2228380 $89.99
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SET INLCUDES LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES
DEMENTORS COACH WITH 
SOUNDS FEATURES

LIONCHIEF® REMOTE FEATURES PASSENGER CAR FEATURES

 ▶ 4-6-0 locomotive
 ▶ One passenger coach
 ▶ Dementors coach with sounds
 ▶ One combination car
 ▶ Eight pieces of O36 curved 
FasTrack®

 ▶ Two FasTrack® 10" straight track 
sections

 ▶ One LionChief® FasTrack® Terminal 
section

 ▶ One Plug-Expand-Play® Power 
Lock-on section

 ▶ Wall-pack power supply
 ▶ LionChief® Remote for locomotive

 ▶ Electric locomotive controlled 
by included LionChief® remote, 
LionChief® Universal Remote 
(sold separately) or Bluetooth™ 
LionChief® app

 ▶ Lionel Voice Control (LVC) 
 ▶ Run your locomotive by 

speaking commands into your 
phone via LionChief® App

 ▶ Voice Streaming & Recording (VSR) 
 ▶ Record or live stream your own 

custom announcements via 
LionChief® App

 ▶ RailSounds RC™ sound system with 
steam chuffing and background 
sounds, whistle, bell and user-
activated announcements

 ▶ Powerful maintenance-free motor
 ▶ Operating headlight

 ▶ DEMENTORS silhouettes in windows
 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Interior illumination with flickering 
effect

 ▶ Soft molded diaphragms on ear 
ends

 ▶ Plays sounds of the DEMENTORS on 
the train

 ▶ On/Off switch for sound

 ▶ Puffing smoke
 ▶ On/Off switches for smoke and 
sound

 ▶ Chuffing sounds in sync with 
puffing smoke

 ▶ Operating coupler on rear of 
tender

 ▶ Cab window “glass”
 ▶ Traction tires
 ▶ Die-cast metal locomotive body 
 ▶ Die-cast metal frame on tender
 ▶ Separately-applied marker lamps, 
driver linkage, brake stands, 
coupler air lines, and buffers

 ▶ Forward and reverse speed 
control knob

 ▶ Three buttons to activate whistle, 
bell, and special announcements

 ▶ Requires three AAA alkaline 
batteries  (not included)

 ▶ Interior illumination
 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Soft molded diaphragms 
between cars

HOGWARTS EXPRESS LIONCHIEF BLUETOOTH 5.0 SET WITH DEMENTORS COACH 
2123140 $479.99

WIZARDING WORLD characters, names and related indicia are 
© & ™ Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. WB SHIELD: © & ™ WBEI.
Publishing Rights © JKR. (s22)

HOGWARTS ADD-ON COACH
685264 $84.99

 ▶ Same great features as the 
passenger cars in the Hogwarts 
Express Set!



SPECIAL
DETAILS

DEMENTORS 
COACH WITH 
SOUND

PUFFING 
SMOKE

AUTHENTIC 
MOVIE DIALOG

PLAYS SOUNDS OF THE 

DEMENTORS  
APPROACHING AND LURKING  
AROUND THE TRAIN CAR! 

DEMENTORS COACH WITH SOUNDS #99723
684767 $94.99

 ▶ Same great features as the Dementors Coach in 
the Hogwarts Express Set!
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SET INCLUDES:

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES:

FREIGHT CAR FEATURES:

 ▶ Hallow’s Eve Limited Steam 
Locomotive and tender

 ▶ Hallow’s Eve Illuminated boxcar
 ▶ Hallow’s Eve Triple-dome tank car
 ▶ Hallow’s Eve Caboose
 ▶ Eight pieces of O36 curved 

FasTrack®
 ▶ Two FasTrack® 10" straight track 

sections
 ▶ One LionChief® FasTrack® Terminal 

section
 ▶ One Plug-Expand-Play® Power 

Lock-on section

 ▶ Wall-pack power supply
 ▶ LionChief® remote for locomotive

 ▶ Electric locomotive controlled by 
included LionChief® remote, LionChief® 
Universal Remote (sold separately) or 
Bluetooth LionChief® app

 ▶ Lionel Voice Control (LVC) - run your 
locomotive by speaking commands into 
your phone via LionChief® App

 ▶ Voice Streaming & Recording (VSR) - 
record or live stream your own custom 
announcements via LionChief® App

 ▶ On/Off switch for smoke and sound
 ▶ RailSounds RC™ sound system with steam 

chuffing and background sounds, 
whistle, bell, and user-activated spooky 
announcements

 ▶ Operating headlight
 ▶ Powerful maintenance-free motor
 ▶ Operating couplers

 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Boxcar features LED’s flickering 

when on connected to track 
power

 ▶ Illuminated caboose

NEW TOOLING!

 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play
 ▶ Lighted Interior
 ▶ Operating Dock Workers
 ▶ Dimensions: 20" x 9" x 9 1/2"

 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Multi-colored LED interior 

illumination
 ▶ Length: 7 3/4" 
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

GRIM’S REPO DEPOT TRANSFER 
STATION
2229220 $299.99

HALLOW’S EVE ILLUMINATED CABOOSE
2228110 $89.99

HALLOW’S EVE LIMITED LIONCHIEF® BLUETOOTH 5.0 SET
2123060 $399.99

MULTI-COLOR ILLUMINATION!
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SET FEATURES:LIONCHIEF® REMOTE FEATURES:
 ▶ Set Length: 49"
 ▶ Minimum curve: O31

 ▶ Forward and reverse speed 
control knob

 ▶ Three buttons for whistle sound, 
bell, and special announcements

 ▶ Requires three AAA alkaline 
batteries (not included)

PUFFING SMOKE!

FLICKERING LED LIGHTS!

 ▶ Monsters parade around 
the gondola as the train is 
in motion

 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Length: 10" 
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

 ▶ Includes three billboard stands
 ▶ Includes six billboard images on three two-

sided inserts
 ▶ Dimensions: 5 ¾" L x 7/8" W x 3 ¼" H

HALLOW’S EVE MONSTER GONDOLA
2228100 $89.99

HALLOWEEN BILLBOARDS
2230160 $24.99

Hallow’s  eve
LimitedLimited



Halloween

LIONCHIEF® REMOTE FEATURES:

 ▶ Bluetooth™ equipped - control with included remote, 
Universal Remote (sold separately) or with the LionChief® App

 ▶ Lionel Voice Control (LVC) - run your locomotive by speaking 
commands into your phone via LionChief® App

 ▶ Voice Streaming & Recording (VSR) - record or live stream your 
own custom announcements via LionChief® App 

 ▶ RailSounds® RC sound system with steam chuffing and 
background sounds, whistle, bell and railroad dialog 

 ▶ Operating headlight 
 ▶ Puffing smoke 
 ▶ Powerful maintenance-free motor
 ▶ Operating coupler 
 ▶ On/Off switch for sound and smoke 
 ▶ Length: 16"
 ▶ Minimum curve: O31

 ▶ Forward and reverse speed control knob
 ▶ Three buttons for whistle sound, bell, and special 

spooky announcements
 ▶ Requires three AAA alkaline batteries (not included)

SPOOKY SOUNDS!

 ▶ See page 104 for features

HALLOWEEN LIONCHIEF BLUETOOTH 5.0 GENERAL
2132060 $274.99

HALLOW’S EVE LIMITED DOODLEBUG
2235080 $399.99
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GHOSTS WILL APPEAR ON 
THE LENTICULAR VIEW!

 ▶ Die-cast metal sprung trucks and 
operating couplers

 ▶ Illuminated searchlight
 ▶ Manually adjustable light position
 ▶ Length: 11" 
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

 ▶ Die-cast metal sprung trucks
 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ On/Off switch
 ▶ Length: 10 ½"
 ▶ Minimum curve: O27
 ▶ Plays spooky sounds and 

announcements powered by a 
9-volt battery (not included)

 ▶ TMCC control with CAB controller
 ▶ Directional lighting
 ▶ Powerful maintenance-free motor
 ▶ Traction tire
 ▶ Die-cast metal frame
 ▶ Separately applied metal 

handrails
 ▶ Operating strobe light
 ▶ Detailed cab interior
 ▶ Interior lighting
 ▶ Driver figure
 ▶ Length: 3 1/4"
 ▶ Minimum curve: O27

 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Lenticular insert changes 

between spooky scenes
 ▶ Interior LED illumination
 ▶ Metal frame
 ▶ Length: 10 1/4" 
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

HALLOWEEN LIONCHIEF BLUETOOTH 5.0 GENERAL
2132060 $274.99

GHOUL SEARCHLIGHT CAR
2228490 $84.99

HALLOWEEN SOUND CAR
2128170 $84.99

HALLOWEEN TMCC SPEEDER
2135060 $164.99

HALLOWEEN MINT CAR
2228480 $119.99



Halloween

 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play
 ▶ Metal platform and walkways
 ▶ Connects to multiple tanks for building 

large fields
 ▶ Dimensions: 4" L X 3 ½" W X 7" H

 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play Accessory
 ▶ Illuminated lights on base of flagpole
 ▶ Two flags on heavy string
 ▶ Dimensions: 7" L x 5 3/4" W x 4 3/4" H

 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play
 ▶ Illuminated
 ▶ Dimensions: 12 1/8"L x 8 1/4" W x 6 1/2"H

HALLOWEEN OIL TANK
2129380 $99.99

HALLOWEEN FLAGPOLE
2129230 $44.99

 ▶ Interior LED Lighting
 ▶ Sound & Light Effects
 ▶ Flying witch pylon
 ▶ Bobbing Ghost
 ▶ Plug Expand Play Control Box Included
 ▶ Dimensions: 10 7/8" x 6 7/8" x 11 1/2"

PLUG-EXPAND-PLAY HAUNTED HOUSE
1929170 $274.99

END OF THE LINE PASSENGER STATION
2029040 $109.99
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 ▶ 6 Hand Painted Plastic Figures
 ▶ Average height: 1 3/8"

 ▶ 5 Hand Painted Plastic Figures
 ▶ Average height: 1 3/8"

 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play
 ▶ Stamped metal construction
 ▶ Beacon light housing rotates
 ▶ Dimensions: 5"L x 5"W x 12"H

 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play
 ▶ Realistic blinking red light on top of tower
 ▶ Dimensions: 13 3/16" H

 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play
 ▶ Orange LED String Lighting around roof
 ▶ Strobe Light effect inside bridge
 ▶ Dimensions: 12" L X 7 ¼" W X 8" H

 ▶ Replaces a section of 10" FasTrack
 ▶ Removable side girders allow placement 

on top or underneath platform
 ▶ *Compatible only with FasTrack

HALLOWEEN ROTARY BEACON
2129130 $89.99

HALLOWEEN WATER TOWER
2129280 $59.99

HALLOWEEN LIGHTED HALF COVERED BRIDGE
2129330 $89.99

HALLOWEEN GIRDER BRIDGE
2125010 $34.99

HALLOWEEN LAWN FIGURE PACK
1930080 $29.99

TRICK OR TREATERS FIGURE PACK
1930070 $29.99

 ▶ Interior LED Lighting
 ▶ Sound & Light Effects
 ▶ Flying witch pylon
 ▶ Bobbing Ghost
 ▶ Plug Expand Play Control Box Included
 ▶ Dimensions: 10 7/8" x 6 7/8" x 11 1/2"

PLUG-EXPAND-PLAY HAUNTED HOUSE
1929170 $274.99
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OPERATING HEADLIGHT! OPENING BOXCAR DOORS!

 ▶ Figures move inside tower
 ▶ Anemometer rotates on roof
 ▶ Interior LED lighting
 ▶ Powerful maintenance-free motor
 ▶ Includes On/Off /momentary switch
 ▶ Dimensions: 5"x 5" x 11"

 ▶ Includes three billboard stands
 ▶ Includes six billboard images on 

three two-sided inserts
 ▶ Dimensions: 5 ¾" L x 7/8" W x 3 ¼" H

VINTAGE INSPIRED SPACE BILLBOARDS
2230010 $24.99

MISSION CONTROL TOWER
2229040 $129.99
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REALISTIC LAUNCH 
SEQUENCE ANNOUNCEMENTS!

LED LIGHTING & SMOKE!

SET INCLUDES:

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES:

ROLLING STOCK FEATURES:

LIONCHIEF® REMOTE FEATURES:

SET FEATURES:

 ▶ Space Launch GP38 diesel locomotive
 ▶ Fuel Tank car
 ▶ Space Launch Condenser car
 ▶ Space Equipment boxcar
 ▶ Eight pieces of O36 curved FasTrack®
 ▶ Two FasTrack® 10" straight track sections
 ▶ One LionChief FasTrack® Terminal section
 ▶ One Plug-Expand-Play® Power Lock-on section
 ▶ Wall-pack power supply
 ▶ LionChief® remote for locomotive

 ▶ Electric locomotive controlled by included 
LionChief remote, LionChief Universal Remote 
(sold separately) or Bluetooth LionChief app

 ▶ Lionel Voice Control (LVC) - run your locomotive 
by speaking commands into your phone via 
LionChief App

 ▶ Voice Streaming & Recording (VSR) - record or 
live stream your own custom announcements via 
LionChief® App

 ▶ Die-cast metal sprung trucks with operating 
couplers

 ▶ Opening doors on boxcar
 ▶ Metal ladders on tank car

As we enter a new era of space exploration, a classic Lionel 
accessory like the Rocket Launcher needs a face-lift as well. 
With new motorized gantry crane and updated sound 
sequences, Lenny Air is ready for lift off on your layout! 

 ▶ Legacy Command Control
 ▶ Realistic sound effects
 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play
 ▶ Stamped metal base
 ▶ Powerful maintenance-free motor for gantry crane 

movement
 ▶ New motorized gantry crane
 ▶ Lighted ignition illusion
 ▶ Smoke unit
 ▶ Launching rocket
 ▶ PEP control box included
 ▶ Dimensions: 11" x 11" x 17"

 ▶ Forward and reverse speed control knob
 ▶ Three buttons to activate horn, bell, and special 

announcements
 ▶ Requires three AAA alkaline batteries (not 

included)

 ▶ Set Length: 46"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31

 ▶ RailSounds RC sound system with diesel revving 
and background sounds, horn, bell, and user-
activated announcements

 ▶ On/Off switch for sounds
 ▶ Operating directional headlights
 ▶ Dual powerful maintenance-free motors
 ▶ Metal frame and handrails
 ▶ Operating couplers at both ends
 ▶ Illuminated cab interior
 ▶ Cab crew figures

SPACE LAUNCH LIONCHIEF® BLUETOOTH 5.0 FREIGHT SET
2123080 $449.99

ROCKET LAUNCH PAD
2229300 $429.99

VINTAGE INSPIRED SPACE BILLBOARDS
2230010 $24.99



SET INCLUDES: LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES:

FREIGHT CAR FEATURES:

 ▶ Anheuser Busch 0-8-0 Locomotive 
and tender

 ▶ Budweiser Reefer
 ▶ Anheuser Busch Vat car
 ▶ Anheuser Busch Caboose
 ▶ Eight pieces of O36 curved 

FasTrack®
 ▶ Two FasTrack® 10" straight track 

sections
 ▶ One LionChief FasTrack® Terminal 

section
 ▶ One Plug-Expand-Play® Power 

Lock-on section
 ▶ Wall-pack power supply
 ▶ LionChief® remote for locomotive

 ▶ Electric locomotive controlled by 
included LionChief remote, LionChief 
Universal Remote (sold separately) or 
Bluetooth LionChief app

 ▶ Lionel Voice Control (LVC) - run your 
locomotive by speaking commands into 
your phone via LionChief App

 ▶ Voice Streaming & Recording (VSR) - 
record or live stream your own custom 
announcements via LionChief App

 ▶ RailSounds RC™ sound system with steam 
chuffing and background sounds, 
whistle, bell, and user-activated 
announcements

 ▶ Operating headlight
 ▶ Powerful maintenance-free motor
 ▶ On/Off switch for smoke and sound
 ▶ Operating couplers

 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Opening door on reefer with  

Anheuser Busch crate insert
 ▶ Illuminated caboose

ANHEUSER BUSCH LIONCHIEF BLUETOOTH 5.0 SET
2223050 $399.99

PUFFING SMOKE!

HEADLIGHT!

REEFERS FEATURE
 ▶ Die-cast metal sprung trucks 

with operating couplers
 ▶ Opening doors
 ▶ Length: 10 1/2"
 ▶ Minimum curve: O27

ADULT COLLECTIBLE NOT INTENDED FOR SALE TO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 21 YEARS OF AGE
This product is intended for purchase by persons of legal alcohol purchase and drinking age. 
Budweiser®, Bud® are registered trademarks of Anheuser-Busch, Inc., used under license by Lionel®

BUDWEISER HOLIDAY STEIN REEFER
2228050 $89.99

VINTAGE ANHEUSER BUSCH CLYDESDALE REEFER
2228040 $89.99
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LIONCHIEF REMOTE FEATURES:

SET FEATURES:

 ▶ Forward and reverse speed control knob
 ▶ Three buttons for whistle sound, bell, and 

special announcements
 ▶ Requires three AAA alkaline batteries (not 

included)

 ▶ Length: 47 1/4"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31

OPENING DOOR OF REEFER!

ILLUMINATED CABOOSE!

CAN TAB DETAIL
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BUDWEISER TANK CAR
2228320 $84.99

 ▶ Die-cast metal sprung trucks and operating 
couplers with hidden uncoupling tabs

 ▶ Die-cast metal top platform, frame ends, and 
air cylinder

 ▶ Metal handrails, ladders, and warning 
placards

 ▶ Length: 11"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

BUDWEISER BREWERY
2229190 $219.99

 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play
 ▶ LED Lighted Interior & Budweiser Sign
 ▶ Dimensions: 19 3/8" x 8 5/16" x 6 5/8"

VINTAGE ANHEUSER BUSCH CLYDESDALE REEFER
2228040 $89.99



REEFERS FEATURE
 ▶ Die-cast metal sprung trucks 

with operating couplers
 ▶ Opening doors
 ▶ Length: 10 1/2"
 ▶ Minimum curve: O27

ANHEUSER-BUSCH COVERED 
BRIDGE
2130090 $64.99

 ▶ Compatible with FasTrack®, O, and 
027 track systems

 ▶ Metal base
 ▶ Assembly Required
 ▶ Dimensions: 12" L X 7 ¼" W X 8" H

ADULT COLLECTIBLE NOT INTENDED FOR SALE TO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 21 YEARS OF AGE
This product is intended for purchase by persons of legal alcohol purchase and drinking age. 
Budweiser®, Bud® are registered trademarks of Anheuser-Busch, Inc., used under license by Lionel®

“THOSE WHO KNOW” BUD REEFER
2128120 $89.99
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“ENJOY” BUDWEISER REEFER
2028230 $89.99
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BUDWEISER® BILLBOARD 3-PACK
1930150 $24.99

 ▶ Includes three billboard stands
 ▶ Includes three insert cards with images on both sides (six images total)
 ▶ Dimensions: 5 3/4" L x 7/8" W x 3 1/4" H

SIDE B

SIDE B
SIDE B

SIDE A

SIDE A SIDE A

MALT TONICS REEFER
1928210 $89.99

“THIS BUDS FOR YOU” REEFER
2128110 $89.99

ANHEUSER-BUSCH BARREL SHED
2030170 $24.99

 ▶ Realistic Decoration
 ▶ Opening Door
 ▶ Barrels
 ▶ Dimensions: 4" x 3 3/4" x 3 3/8"

“THOSE WHO KNOW” BUD REEFER
2128120 $89.99

ANHEUSER-BUSCH BREWING REEFER
2028220 $89.99



GREAT LOCOMOTIVE CHASE DELUXE LIONCHIEF BLUETOOTH 5.0 SET

O-TRADITIONAL

WESTERN & ATLANTIC FREIGHT EXPANSION PACK
2228510 $219.99

PACK INCLUDES:
 ▶ W&A R.R. Boxcar
 ▶ W&A R.R. Tank Car
 ▶ W&A R.R. Stock Car

FEATURES:
 ▶ Die-cast metal Archbar trucks and operating couplers
 ▶ Opening doors on Boxcar and Stock Car
 ▶ Length: 28 1/2"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

To help celebrate the 160th Anniversary of the historic Great Locomotive Chase, Lionel 
is excited to offer this deluxe set commemorating the event. This special set includes a 
pair of 4-4-0 locomotives authentically decorated in the paint schemes of the General 
and the Texas from 1862 and a special Universal Remote to control them both.

PUFFING SMOKE ON BOTH LOCOMOTIVES! OPERATING HEADLIGHT!

GOES GREAT WITH OUR 
NEW WESTERN MERCANTILE 
AND SHERIFFS BUILDINGS 
ON PAGE 208!

ALL



GREAT LOCOMOTIVE CHASE DELUXE LIONCHIEF BLUETOOTH 5.0 SET
2223070 $599.99 

SET INCLUDES:

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES:

LIONCHIEF® UNIVERSAL REMOTE FEATURES: ADDITIONAL SET FEATURES: ▶ The General 4-4-0 Steam Locomotive 
and tender

 ▶ The Texas 4-4-0 Steam Locomotive 
and tender

 ▶ LionChief Universal remote

 ▶ Electric locomotives controlled by 
included LionChief Universal Remote 
or Bluetooth LionChief App

 ▶ Lionel Voice Control (LVC) - run your 
locomotive by speaking commands 
into your phone via LionChief App

 ▶ See full Universal Remote feature 
listing on page 96!

 ▶ Forward and reverse speed 
control knob

 ▶ Three buttons to activate whistle, 
bell, and special announcements

 ▶ Requires three AAA alkaline 
batteries (not included)

 ▶ Volume Control

 ▶ Voice Streaming & Recording 
(VSR) - record or live stream your 
own custom announcements via 
LionChief App

 ▶ RailSounds RC™ sound system with 
steam chuffing and background 
sounds, whistle, bell, and user-
activated announcements

 ▶ Operating headlight
 ▶ Powerful maintenance-free motor
 ▶ Puffing smoke unit

 ▶ Length: 16" Each
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31
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LIONEL LINES MIXED FREIGHT LIONCHIEF BLUETOOTH 5.0 SET

O-TRADITIONAL

Lionel Lines Mixed Freight LionChief Bluetooth 5.0 Set
2223060 $359.99

FLATCAR FEATURES
 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks with operating 

couplers
 ▶ Length: 11"
 ▶ Minimum curve: O27

HANDCAR FEATURES
 ▶ Two figures operate the handcar
 ▶ Powerful maintenance-free motor
 ▶ Traction tires
 ▶ Runs in one direction only
 ▶ Length: 4"
 ▶ Minimum curve: O27

OPERATING HEADLIGHT!

OPENING DOORS ON BOXCAR!

TWO REMOVABLE TRAILERS!

PUFFING SMOKE!

Inspired by some of the original Lionel trains sets, this new Lionel Lines Mixed 
Freight set is the perfect way to begin your model railroad adventure. Led by 
a powerful 4-4-2 steam locomotive, this set has all you need to begin building 
your layout including three classic train cars, 40"x 60" oval of Fastrack® and an 
easy to plug in power supply. All you need to do is download the FREE Lionel 
LionChief App on your smart device and you will be up in running in no time!

ILLUMINATED STATION PLATFORM
684318 $54.99

 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play
 ▶ LED Illumination
 ▶ Includes uniquely decorated billboards on 

fencing
 ▶ Dimensions: 12" L X 3 3/8" W X 5" H

LIONEL LINES FLATCAR WITH HANDCAR
2128080 $134.99



SET INCLUDES: LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES: FREIGHT CAR FEATURES:

ADDITONAL SET FEATURES:

 ▶ Lionel Lines 4-4-2 Locomotive and tender
 ▶ Timken Boxcar
 ▶ Railway Express Agency Flatcar with Trailers
 ▶ Lionel Lines Caboose
 ▶ Eight pieces of O36 curved FasTrack®
 ▶ Two FasTrack® 10" straight track sections
 ▶ One LionChief FasTrack® Terminal section
 ▶ One Plug-Expand-Play® Power Lock-on 

section
 ▶ Wall-pack power supply

 ▶ Electric locomotive controlled by 
LionChief Universal Remote (sold 
separately) or Bluetooth LionChief App

 ▶ Lionel Voice Control (LVC) - run your 
locomotive by speaking commands 
into your phone via LionChief App

 ▶ Voice Streaming & Recording (VSR) - 
record or live stream your own custom 
announcements via LionChief App

 ▶ RailSounds RC™ sound system with 
steam chuffing and background 
sounds, whistle, bell, and user-
activated announcements

 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Opening door on boxcar
 ▶ Two removable trailers

 ▶ Length: 45"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31

 ▶ Gateman emerges from his shed to 
warn motorists of passing trains.

 ▶ Includes separate switch box to 
activate accessory 

 ▶ Let your moving train activate the 
accessory by adding a Track Activator 
Pack to your track layout (sold 
separately)

CONTROL THIS SET USING THE LIONCHIEF 
UNIVERSAL REMOTE (SOLD SEPARATELY) OR 
THE LIONCHIEF APP!
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LIONEL LINES FLATCAR WITH HANDCAR
2128080 $134.99

LIONELVILLE PLUG-EXPAND-PLAY AUTO GATEMAN
681063 $129.99



UNION PACIFIC FLYER LIONCHIEF SET

CHESAPEAKE & OHIO STEAM LIONCHIEF SET

From the rails of the famous Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad comes this amazing 
new C&O steam freight set! Now equipped with Lionel LionChief technology, this 
is the perfect set to help you begin your model railroad empire or add to your 
Chesapeake & Ohio railroad collection. 

Featuring a powerful 0-8-0 steam locomotive 
pulling a string of great Union Pacific train cars, 
this Ready-To-Run set has everything you need 
to get started. You will be ruling the rails in no 
time!

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES:SET INCLUDES:
 ▶ Electric locomotive controlled by 

included LionChief remote, LionChief 
Universal Remote (sold separately) or 
Bluetooth LionChief app

 ▶ Lionel Voice Control (LVC) - run your 
locomotive by speaking commands 
into your phone via LionChief App

 ▶ RailSounds RC™ sound system with 
steam chuffing and background 
sounds, whistle, bell, and user-
activated announcements

 ▶ 0-8-0 Steam Locomotive and tender
 ▶ Union Pacific boxcar
 ▶ Union Pacific tank car
 ▶ Union Pacific caboose
 ▶ Eight pieces of O36 curved FasTrack®
 ▶ Two FasTrack® 10" straight track sections
 ▶ One LionChief® FasTrack® Terminal section
 ▶ One Plug-Expand-Play® Power Lock-on 

section
 ▶ Wall-pack power supply
 ▶ LionChief® remote for locomotive

CHESAPEAKE & OHIO WALKING BRAKEMAN CAR
2128010 $109.99 

SET INCLUDES:

 ▶ C&O 2-8-4 steam locomotive 
and tender 

 ▶ C&O boxcar
 ▶ C&O tank car 
 ▶ C&O 2-bay coal 

hopper 
 ▶ C&O caboose 

PUFFING SMOKE

PUFFING SMOKE

 OPERATING HEADLIGHT!

 OPERATING HEADLIGHT!

Union Pacific Flyer LionChief® Set
1923040 $369.99

 ▶ Die-cast metal truck and operating 
couplers

 ▶ Brakeman figure moves back and forth 
along the roof walk via track power

 ▶ Powerful maintenance-free motor with 
On/Off switch

 ▶ Length: 10 ½"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

O-TRADITIONAL



CHESAPEAKE & OHIO STEAM LIONCHIEF SET

FREIGHT CAR FEATURES:

LIONCHIEF® REMOTE FEATURES:

 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Opening doors on boxcar

 ▶ Forward and reverse speed control knob
 ▶ Three buttons to activate whistle, bell, 

and special announcements
 ▶ Requires three AAA alkaline batteries 

(not included)

 ▶ Operating headlight
 ▶ Powerful maintenance-free motor
 ▶ On/Off switch for smoke, chuff and sound
 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Puffing smoke unit

CHESAPEAKE & OHIO STEAM LIONCHIEF SET
2123010 $449.99 

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES:

LIONCHIEF® UNIVERSAL REMOTE 
FEATURES:

FREIGHT CAR FEATURES:

 ▶ Eight pieces of O36 curved FasTrack®
 ▶ Two FasTrack® 10" straight track 

sections
 ▶ One LionChief FasTrack® Terminal 

section
 ▶ One Plug-Expand-Play® 

 Power Lock-on section
 ▶ Wall-pack power supply 
 ▶ LionChief® remote for locomotive

 ▶ Electric locomotive controlled by 
included LionChief remote, LionChief 
Universal Remote (sold separately) or 
Bluetooth LionChief app

 ▶ Lionel Voice Control (LVC) run your 
locomotive by speaking commands into 
your phone via LionChief App

 ▶ RailSounds RC™ sound system with steam 
chuffing and background sounds, 
whistle, bell, and user-activated 
announcements

 ▶ Operating headlight
 ▶ Powerful maintenance-free motor

 ▶ Forward and reverse speed 
control knob

 ▶ Three buttons to activate whistle, 
bell, and special announcements

 ▶ Requires three AAA alkaline 
batteries (not included)

 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Puffing smoke
 ▶ On/Off switch for smoke and sound
 ▶ Traction tires

 ▶ Freight Car Features
 ▶ Die-cast sprung trucks with 

operating couplers
 ▶ Metal handrails, platform and 

ladders on tank car 
 ▶ Interior LED illumination in the 

caboose
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PENNSYLVANIA KEYSTONE LIONCHIEF BLUETOOTH 5.0 SET

O-TRADITIONAL

OPERATING HEADLIGHT!

OPENING DOORS ON BOXCAR!

ILLUMINATED SEARCHLIGHT!

PUFFING SMOKE!

The Pennsylvania Keystone Special, a Ready-to-Run set favorite, is now upgraded! Dressed 
in realistic Brunswick green, this set is equipped with our LionChief® system and the enhanced 
Bluetooth 5.0 technology, allowing you to run this train set like never before.  All cars feature the 
popular Pennsylvania name and markings, and a searchlight car is included to add to the fun.

PRR GIRDER BRIDGE FLATCAR
2128200 $94.99

LIONELVILLE PASSENGER STATION
2229080 $149.99

 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks with operating 
couplers

 ▶ Two removable girders
 ▶ Girder can be used to build a 

girder bridge, metal base and 
screws included

 ▶ Length: 11"
 ▶ Minimum curve: O27

 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks with operating 
couplers

 ▶ Two removable girders
 ▶ Girder can be used to build a 

girder bridge, metal base and 
screws included

 ▶ Length: 11"
 ▶ Minimum curve: O27



SET INCLUDES:

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES:

FREIGHT CAR FEATURES:

LIONCHIEF® REMOTE FEATURES:

ADDITONAL SET FEATURES:
 ▶ Pennsylvania 0-8-0 Steam Locomotive 
 ▶ and tender
 ▶ Pennsylvania boxcar
 ▶ Pennsylvania searchlight car
 ▶ Pennsylvania Caboose
 ▶ Eight pieces of O36 curved FasTrack®
 ▶ Two FasTrack® 10" straight track sections
 ▶ One LionChief FasTrack® Terminal section
 ▶ One Plug-Expand-Play® Power Lock-on 

section
 ▶ Wall-pack power supply
 ▶ LionChief® remote for locomotive

 ▶ Electric locomotive controlled by 
included LionChief remote, LionChief 
Universal Remote (sold separately) 
or Bluetooth LionChief app

 ▶ Lionel Voice Control (LVC) - run your 
locomotive by speaking commands 
into your phone via LionChief® App

 ▶ Voice Streaming & Recording (VSR) 
- record or live stream your own 
custom announcements via LionChief® 
App

 ▶ RailSounds RC™ sound system with 
steam chuffing and background 
sounds, whistle, bell, and user-
activated announcements

 ▶ Puffing smoke unit
 ▶ On/Off switch for smoke, chuff and 

sound
 ▶ Operating headlight
 ▶ Powerful maintenance-free motor
 ▶ Operating couplers

 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Opening door on boxcar
 ▶ Illuminated searchlight

 ▶ Forward and reverse speed  
control knob

 ▶ Three buttons to activate whistle, 
bell, and special announcements

 ▶ Requires three AAA alkaline 
batteries (not included)

 ▶ Length: 45"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31

Pennsylvania Keystone LionChief Bluetooth 5.0 Set
2123200 $369.99
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PENNSYLVANIA WALKING BRAKEMAN 
2028040 $109.99LIONELVILLE PASSENGER STATION

2229080 $149.99
 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks and operating couplers
 ▶ Brakeman figure moves back and forth along 

the roof walk via track power
 ▶ Powerful maintenance-free motor with On/

Off switch
 ▶ Length: 10 ½"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27



GRAFFITI LIONCHIEF BLUETOOTH 5.0 SET

O-TRADITIONAL
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OPERATING HEADLIGHT!

OPENING DOORS ON HI-CUBE!

TWO REMOVABLE CONTAINERS!

DETAILED GRAPHICS!

One thing we have all seen as we’re stopped behind the crossing gates, 
watching a train pass by, is the creative and expressive graffiti painted on train 
cars. Artists have taken to the railroad to demonstrate their talents knowing that 
someone will see their work as these trains travel across the country. Give your 
layout another touch of realism with this Graffiti set that adds a fun pop of color 
and life to any layout.

GRAFFITI HI-CUBE BOXCAR
2228500 $79.99

 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks
 ▶ Opening doors
 ▶ Length: 10 ½" 
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27



SET INCLUDES: LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES:
FREIGHT CAR FEATURES:

LIONCHIEF® REMOTE FEATURES:

ADDITONAL SET FEATURES:

 ▶ Graffiti Dash 8 diesel locomotive
 ▶ Graffiti Hi-cube
 ▶ Graffiti Uni-body tank car
 ▶ Graffiti Maxi-stack
 ▶ Eight pieces of O36 curved FasTrack®
 ▶ Two FasTrack® 10" straight track sections
 ▶ One LionChief FasTrack® Terminal section
 ▶ One Plug-Expand-Play® Power Lock-on 

section
 ▶ Wall-pack power supply
 ▶ LionChief® remote for locomotive

 ▶ Electric locomotive controlled by included 
LionChief remote, LionChief Universal Remote 
(sold separately) or Bluetooth LionChief app

 ▶ Lionel Voice Control (LVC) - run your locomotive 
by speaking commands into your phone via 
LionChief App

 ▶ Voice Streaming & Recording (VSR) - record or 
live stream your own custom announcements 
via LionChief App

 ▶ RailSounds RC sound system with diesel 
revving and background sounds, horn, bell, 
and user-activated announcements

 ▶ Operating directional headlights
 ▶ Dual powerful maintenance-free motors
 ▶ Metal frame and handrails
 ▶ Operating couplers at both ends
 ▶ Illuminated interior

 ▶ Die-cast trucks with operating couplers
 ▶ Opening doors on Hi-cube boxcar
 ▶ Metal handrails, ladder, and warning 

placards on tank car
 ▶ Two removable containers on well car
 ▶ Different graffiti on each side

 ▶ Forward and reverse speed  
control knob

 ▶ Three buttons to activate horn, bell, 
and special announcements

 ▶ Requires three AAA alkaline batteries 
(not included)

 ▶ Length: 51 1/2"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31

Graffiti LionChief Bluetooth 5.0 Set
2223110 $499.99
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NEW DASH 8 LOCOMOTIVE TOOLING!

LOCOMOTIVE INCLUDES DIFFERENT 
GRAFFITI ON EACH SIDE!

GRAFFITI HI-CUBE BOXCAR
2228500 $79.99

 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks
 ▶ Opening doors
 ▶ Length: 10 ½" 
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27



EMERGENCY RESPONSE LIONCHIEF BLUETOOTH 5.0 SET

Emergency Response LionChief Bluetooth 5.0 Set
2223040 $499.99

 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play
 ▶ Lighted Interior & Blinking 

Exterior LEDs
 ▶ Motorized Fire Truck Pulls Out of 

Station
 ▶ Automatic Door Operation
 ▶ Sliding Fireman on Pole
 ▶ Digital Sound Effects
 ▶ Separate Control Box
 ▶ Dimension: 16 5/8" x 15 3/8" x 12 3/8"

FIRESTATION
2229150 $329.99

OPERATING HEADLIGHT!

ROTATING SEARCHLIGHT 
ON CABOOSE!

OPERATING EMERGENCY
 LIGHT & SOUNDS!

MANUALLY OPERATED LADDER!

NEW TOOLING!

Inspired by the heroic first responders who show up when we need them 
the most, our Emergency Response set is sure to add some excitement to 
your railroad.  For any scene on your layout where assistance is needed, this 
beautiful GP38 diesel train will make way with a Fire Rescue car, a Command Unit 
Boxcar and a Police searchlight caboose ready to take action.

O-TRADITIONAL

INCLUDES 
SOUNDS AND 

MOTION!



EMERGENCY RESPONSE LIONCHIEF BLUETOOTH 5.0 SET

 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play
 ▶ Flickering LEDs simulate hot 

embers on the ground 
 ▶ Firefighter figures
 ▶ Includes scale 1:48 8,000 gallon 

tank car permanently attached 
to the base

 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks on tank car
 ▶ Dimensions: 10" x 6" x 3 1/2"

FIRESTATION
2229150 $329.99

FIREFIGHTER TANK CAR
ACCIDENT TRAINING
2229260 $129.99

SET INCLUDES:
 ▶ Emergency Response GP38 diesel 

locomotive
 ▶ Fire Rescue car
 ▶ Command Unit Boxcar with lights 

and sounds
 ▶ Security Caboose
 ▶ Eight pieces of O36 curved 

FasTrack®
 ▶ Two FasTrack® 10" straight track 

sections
 ▶ One LionChief FasTrack® Terminal 

section
 ▶ One Plug-Expand-Play® Power 

Lock-on section
 ▶ Wall-pack power supply
 ▶ LionChief® remote for locomotive

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES:
 ▶ Electric locomotive controlled 

by included LionChief remote, 
LionChief Universal Remote (sold 
separately) or Bluetooth LionChief 
app

 ▶ Lionel Voice Control (LVC) - run your 
locomotive by speaking commands 
into your phone via LionChief App

 ▶ Voice Streaming & Recording 
(VSR) - record or live stream your 
own custom announcements via 
LionChief App

 ▶ RailSounds RC sound system with 
diesel revving and background 
sounds, horn, bell, and user-
activated announcements

 ▶ Operating directional headlights
 ▶ Two powerful maintenance-free 

motors
 ▶ Operating couplers at both ends
 ▶ Illuminated interior

FREIGHT CAR FEATURES:
 ▶ Die-cast metal sprung truck with 

operating couplers
 ▶ Fire rescue car includes metal 

ladders, nozzles, oscillating fireman 
and red LED on the end

 ▶ Command unit car features 
emergency siren, light and sounds

 ▶ Interior illumination in caboose with 
rotating searchlight

LIONCHIEF® REMOTE FEATURES:
 ▶ Forward and reverse speed 

control knob
 ▶ Three buttons to activate whistle, 

bell, and special announcements
 ▶ Requires three AAA alkaline 

batteries (not included)

ADDITIONAL FEATURES:
 ▶ Length: 46"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31
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SANTA FE SUPER CHIEF LIONCHIEF® SET

One of the most beautiful trains to grace the 
railway is back in our Ready-to-Run line-up and 
better than ever, the Santa Fe Super Chief! We 
have taken this iconic set and additional rolling 
stock to a new level by adding our LionChief® 
remote and Bluetooth™ technology giving you 
multiple ways to operate your set. You are not 
going to want to miss putting this beauty on 
your layout!

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES:SET INCLUDES:
 ▶ Electric locomotive controlled 

by included LionChief® remote, 
LionChief® Universal Remote 
(sold separately) or Bluetooth™ 
LionChief® app

 ▶ Lionel Voice Control (LVC) - run your 
locomotive by speaking commands 
into your phone via LionChief® App 

 ▶ On/Off switch for sound
 ▶ RailSounds RC™ sound system with 

diesel revving and background 

 ▶ Santa Fe FT diesel locomotive
 ▶ Two coach cars
 ▶ Observation car
 ▶ Eight pieces of O36 curved FasTrack®
 ▶ Two FasTrack® 10" straight track 

sections
 ▶ One LionChief® FasTrack® Terminal 

section
 ▶ One Plug-Expand-Play® Power 

Lock-on section
 ▶ Wall-pack power supply
 ▶ LionChief® remote

VISTA DOME CARS FEATURE
 ▶ Die-cast trucks and operating 

couplers
 ▶ Soft molded diaphragms 

between cars
 ▶ Interior illumination
 ▶ Length: 13"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

SPECIAL SILVER FINISH! OPERATING HEADLIGHT!

O-TRADITIONAL

SANTA FE VISTA DOME #500
684725 $99.99

SANTA FE VISTA DOME #501
2227240 $99.99



LIONCHIEF® REMOTE FEATURES:sounds, horn, bell, and user-activated 
announcements 

 ▶ Operating directional headlight
 ▶ Two powerful maintenance-free motor
 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Illuminated cab interior

 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks and operating 
couplers

 ▶ Illuminated and detail interior
 ▶ Flexible diaphragms between cars
 ▶ Opening doors

 ▶ Forward and reverse speed control knob
 ▶ Three buttons to activate whistle, bell, 

and special announcements
 ▶ Requires three AAA alkaline batteries 

(not included)

ADDITONAL SET FEATURES:PASSENGER CAR FEATURES:
 ▶ Set Length: 52 1/2"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31

Santa Fe Super Chief LionChief® Set
684719 $499.99
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 ▶ Die-cast trucks and 
operating couplers

 ▶ Soft molded diaphragms 
between cars

 ▶ Length: 13 1/4"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

 ▶ Die-cast trucks and 
operating couplers

 ▶ Soft molded diaphragms 
between cars

 ▶ Interior illumination
 ▶ Length: 13"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

SANTA FE BAGGAGE CAR #1386
684724 $94.99

SANTA FE VISTA DOME #500
684725 $99.99

SANTA FE COACH #3155
2227230 $99.99SANTA FE VISTA DOME #501

2227240 $99.99



ARMY FREIGHT LIONCHIEF BLUETOOTH 5.0 SET

Boots on the ground! It’s time to get this Army 
train loaded up and off to our soldiers! Lionel’s 
new Army LionChief train set comes complete 
with everything you need to get your train up 
and running and headed out to replenish the 
base. Run this set with the included remote or 
using our new Lionel Voice Control feature! 
Become the Commander by simply speaking 
a command into your phone via the LionChief 
App and watch as your Army train follows your 

lead! This set is also equipped with the new 
Voice Streaming & Recording feature that gives 
you the ability to record or live stream your own 
custom announcements using the LionChief App. 
Expand your set with our new Army Missile Flatcar 
and grow your layout with our assortment of 
new Army themed accessories! Your Army base 
will be stocked up and ready to protect and 
defend!

 ▶ Die-cast metal sprung trucks with 
operating couplers

 ▶ Two removable missiles
 ▶ Missiles compatible with missile 

launching cars
 ▶ Length: 11"
 ▶ Minimum curve: O27

 ▶ Die-cast metal sprung trucks and 
operating couplers

 ▶ Removable submarine load
 ▶ Length: 11" 
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

 ▶ Die-cast metal sprung trucks and operating 
couplers

 ▶ Manual launching missile inside the boxcar
 ▶ Launch the missiles inside the boxcar using 

the FasTrack Uncoupling track section 
(612020  sold separately)

 ▶ Length: 10 1/4" 
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

OPERATING HEADLIGHT!

DETAIL INTERIOR INSERT!

SEE MATCHING MILITARY 
THEMED ACCESSORIES ON
PAGE 204!

ILLUMINATED SEARCHLIGHT!

LAUNCHING MISSILE!

NAVY SUB FLATCAR
2228250 $89.99

AIR FORCE MINUTEMAN CAR
2228270 $119.99

ARMY MISSILE FLATCAR
2228030 $89.99

O-TRADITIONAL



ARMY FREIGHT LIONCHIEF BLUETOOTH 5.0 SET

SET INCLUDES: LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES:

FREIGHT CAR FEATURES:

ROLLING STOCK FEATURES: LIONCHIEF® REMOTE FEATURES:

ADDITONAL SET FEATURES:

 ▶  RS-3 diesel locomotive
 ▶ Ammunition Stock Car
 ▶ Missile Launching Car
 ▶ Security Caboose
 ▶ Eight pieces of O36 curved FasTrack®
 ▶ Two FasTrack® 10" straight track 

sections
 ▶ One LionChief FasTrack® Terminal 

section
 ▶ One Plug-Expand-Play® Power 

Lock-on section
 ▶ Wall-pack power supply 
 ▶ LionChief® remote for locomotive

 ▶ Electric locomotive controlled by 
included LionChief remote, LionChief 
Universal Remote (sold separately) or 
Bluetooth LionChief app 

 ▶ RailSounds RC sound system with 
diesel revving and background 
sounds, horn, bell, and user-activated 
announcements

 ▶ Lionel Voice Control (LVC) - run your 
locomotive by speaking commands 
into your phone via LionChief App

 ▶ Voice Streaming & Recording (VSR) - 
record or live stream your own custom 
announcements via LionChief App

 ▶ On/Off switch for sounds
 ▶ Operating directional headlights
 ▶ Powerful maintenance free motor
 ▶ Operating couplers at both ends
 ▶ Illuminated cab interior

 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Opening door on boxcar
 ▶ Two removable trailers

 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks with operating 
couplers

 ▶ Manual launch-able missiles on Missile 
Launch Car

 ▶ Interior LED illuminated caboose with 
rotating searchlight

 ▶ Forward and reverse speed  
control knob

 ▶ Three buttons to activate whistle, bell, 
and special announcements

 ▶ Requires three AAA alkaline batteries 
(not included)

 ▶ Length: 46 ¾"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31

Army Freight LionChief Bluetooth 5.0 Set
2223010 $449.99

 ▶ Die-cast metal sprung trucks and 
operating couplers

 ▶ Artillery gun elevates and swivels
 ▶ Artillery shells can be fired out of 

the cannon
 ▶ Length: 11" 
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

 ▶ Die-cast metal sprung trucks and 
operating couplers

 ▶ Manual launching missile
 ▶ Length: 11 1/4" 
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27
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ARMY MISSILE FLATCAR
2228030 $89.99

ARMY BIG CANNON CAR
2228290 $109.99

MARINES MISSILE LAUNCHER
2228280 $109.99



44 TONNERS

Popular in industrial yards all over 
the world between 1940 through 
1956, this efficient switcher is available 
for the first time with our LionChief 
technology. 

FEATURES:
 ▶ Bluetooth™ equipped - control 

with included remote, Universal 
Remote (sold separately) or with 
the LionChief® App

 ▶ RailSounds® RC sound system with 
diesel revving and background 
sounds, horn bell and 
announcements

 ▶ Lionel Voice Control (LVC) - run 
your locomotive by speaking 
commands into your phone via 
LionChief App

 ▶ Voice Streaming & Recording 
(VSR) - record or live stream your 
own custom announcements via 
LionChief App

 ▶ Operating headlight
 ▶ Powerful maintenance-free 

motors
 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ On/Off switch for sound
 ▶ Illuminated cab interior
 ▶ Length: 10 1/2"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31

LIONCHIEF REMOTE FEATURES:
 ▶ Forward and reverse speed 

control knob
 ▶ Three buttons for horn, bell, and 

announcements
 ▶ Requires three AAA alkaline 

batteries not included

Ford Motor Company Trademarks 
and Trade Dress used under 
license to Lionel® NASCAR® 
Collectables.

ALL

Official licensee of Amtrak. Amtrak 
is a registered service mark of 
the National Railroad Passenger 
Corporation. 

FORD #1000
2234110 $249.99

SANTA FE # 463
2234100 $249.99

PENNSYLVANIA 

# 8312
2234090 $249.99

MARINE CORP 
# 234120
2234120 $249.99

AMTRAK # 1100
2234130 $249.99

O-TRADITIONAL



DASH 8

Brand new to the family of traditional 
O-Gauge diesel locomotives, we are 
excited to introduce the Dash 8 to the 
LionChief line up. Produced between 
1984 and 1994, the Dash 8 was known for 
being the first diesel to use a micro-
processor-equipped engine control 
unit and the adopting a new modular 
design. Arriving in four popular road 
names and equipped with our LionChief 
technology, this diesel engine is the 
perfect additional to your traditional 
locomotive collection. 

FEATURES:
 ▶ Bluetooth™ equipped - control 

with included remote, Universal 
Remote (sold separately) or with 
the LionChief® App

 ▶ RailSounds® RC sound system with 
diesel revving and background 
sounds, horn bell and 
announcements

 ▶ Lionel Voice Control (LVC) - run 
your locomotive by speaking 
commands into your phone via 
LionChief App

 ▶ Voice Streaming & Recording 
(VSR) - record or live stream your 
own custom announcements via 
LionChief App

 ▶ Operating headlight
 ▶ Powerful maintenance-free 

motors
 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ On/Off switch for sound
 ▶ Illuminated cab interior
 ▶ Length: 10 1/2"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31

LIONCHIEF REMOTE FEATURES:
 ▶ Forward and reverse speed 

control knob
 ▶ Three buttons for horn, bell, and 

announcements
 ▶ Requires three AAA alkaline 

batteries not included
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NEW TOOLING! 

FORD #1000
2234110 $249.99

CSX 
2234200 $279.99

SANTA FE # 463
2234100 $249.99

NORFOLK SOUTHERN 
2234190 $279.99

PENNSYLVANIA 

# 8312
2234090 $249.99

BNSF
2234180 $279.99

MARINE CORP 
# 234120
2234120 $249.99

UNION PACIFIC 
2234210 $279.99

AMTRAK # 1100
2234130 $249.99



U36B

U36B
Produced between 1969 through 
1974, the U36B offered impressive 
horsepower, making it one of the most 
powerful road switchers ever produced. 
Also known as a U-Boat and now 
available individually, we are offering 
four great road names, equipped with 
our LionChief® technology, which is sure 
to look fantastic in your lineup of diesel 
engines.

FEATURES:
 ▶ Electric locomotive controlled 

by included LionChief® remote, 
LionChief® Universal Remote 
(sold separately) or Bluetooth™ 
LionChief® app

 ▶ Lionel Voice Control (LVC) - run 
your locomotive by speaking 
commands into your phone via 
LionChief® App

 ▶ Voice Streaming & Recording 
(VSR) - record or live stream your 
own custom announcements via 
LionChief® App

 ▶ RailSounds RC™ sound system with 
diesel revving and background 
sounds, horn, bell, and user-
activated announcements

 ▶ Operating headlight
 ▶ Two powerful maintenance-free 

motors
 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Illuminated cab interior
 ▶ Length: 14"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31

LIONCHIEF REMOTE FEATURES:
 ▶ Forward and reverse speed 

control knob
 ▶ Three buttons for whistle, bell, 

and announcements
 ▶ Requires three AAA alkaline 

batteries not included

UNION PACIFIC
2134060 $249.99

SEABOARD SYSTEM
2134070 $249.99

CSX
2134080 $249.99

SANTA FE
2134050 $249.99

O-TRADITIONAL



TROLLIES
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FIRST AVENUE RAPID TRANSIT 
TROLLEY
2235020 $109.99
FEATURES:

 ▶ Bumper-controlled forward and 
reverse operation

 ▶ Interior lighting
 ▶ Operating LED headlights
 ▶ Window silhouettes
 ▶ Maintenance-free motor
 ▶ Traction tire
 ▶ Two adjustable trolley poles on 

roof
 ▶ Length: 6 3/4"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

TRIPPY TROLLEY
2235030 $129.99
FEATURES:

 ▶ Bumper-controlled forward and 
reverse operation

 ▶ Rotating multi-colored LED’s illuminate 
the interior and on the track

 ▶ Operating LED headlights
 ▶ Window silhouettes
 ▶ Maintenance-free motor
 ▶ Traction tire
 ▶ Two adjustable trolley poles on roof
 ▶ Length: 6 3/4"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

MULTICOLORED ILLUMINATION IN & UNDER TROLLEY!

CONVENTIONAL CONTROL!



ROBIN HOOD DAFFY BOXCAR 
2038170 $94.99

FOGHORN LEGHORN 
CROCKETT-DOODLE-DO BOXCAR 
2038150 $94.99

PICNIC WITH PORKY BOXCAR 
2038160 $94.99

LOONEY TUNES and all related characters and elements © & ™ Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. (s22)

BOXCAR FEATURES

 ▶ Printed and assembled 

in the USA

 ▶ Die-cast metal spring 

trucks with operating 

couplers

 ▶ Metal frame

 ▶ Opening doors

 ▶ Length: 10 ½"

 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

Roof art for 
all boxcars 
featured on 
this page

ROAD RUNNER 
AQUARIUM CAR
2128230 $119.99

 ▶ Wile E. Coyote chases 
Road Runner around the 
car when powered

 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks
 ▶ Maintenance-free motor 

with On/Off switch
 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Interior illumination
 ▶ Length: 10 ½"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27
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BATMAN and all related characters and elements © & ™ DC Comics.  
DC LOGO: TM & © DC. WB SHIELD: TM & © WBEI. (s22)

ROBIN HOOD DAFFY BOXCAR 
2038170 $94.99

PICNIC WITH PORKY BOXCAR 
2038160 $94.99

LOONEY TUNES and all related characters and elements © & ™ Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. (s22)

 BATMAN™  
ROTARY BEACON
2129100 $99.99

 ▶ Stamped metal construction
 ▶ Beacon light housing rotates
 ▶ Bat-Signal Rotates!
 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play
 ▶ Dimensions: 5" x 5" x 12"

 BATMAN™ AQUARIUM CAR
2128220 $119.99 

 ▶ BATMAN®, ROBIN® and BATGIRL® 
chase villains around the car when 
powered

 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks
 ▶ Maintenance-free motor with  

On/Off switch
 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Interior illumination
 ▶ Length: 10 ½"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

BATMAN™ VS THE JOKER™ DUEL CAR
2028270 $89.99

 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks with 
 ▶ operating couplers
 ▶ BATMAN™ and THE JOKER™ figures 
 ▶ bob up and down while car moves
 ▶ Length: 9"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27
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BOXCAR FEATURES
 ▶ Die-cast metal sprung 

truck with operating 
couplers

 ▶ Opening doors 
 ▶ Length: 10 ½"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

ANGELA TROTTA
THOMAS HUDSON 
BOXCAR
2128310 $84.99

ANGELA TROTTA
THOMAS GG1
 BOXCAR
2228020 $84.99

ANGELA TROTTA THOMAS 
BLUE COMET BOXCAR
2228180 $84.99

ANGELA TROTTA THOMAS 
NEW YORK CENTRAL BOXCAR
2228190 $84.99

ANGELA TROTTA 
THOMAS SANTA FE BOXCAR
2128300 $84.99

Iconic Locomotive Series



FORD MUSTANG BOXCAR
2228460 $84.99

CHEVY CAMARO BOXCAR
2228440 $84.99

CHEVY BOXCAR
2228440 $89.99

FORD FLATCAR WITH PIGGYBACK TRAILERS
2228470 $94.99

CHEVY FLATCAR WITH PIGGYBACK TRAILERS
2228450 $94.99

Sid
e A
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Sid
e B

Sid
e B

Ford Motor Company Trademarks and Trade Dress 
used under license to Lionel® NASCAR® Collectables.

Chevrolet, Chevy, The “Bowtie” Emblem, Monte Carlo, Impala, Camaro, emblems and vehicle body 
designs are General Motors Trademarks used under license to Lionel® NASCAR® Collectables.
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ANGELA TROTTA
THOMAS GG1
 BOXCAR
2228020 $84.99

ANGELA TROTTA 
THOMAS SANTA FE BOXCAR
2128300 $84.99

ALL

ALL



HAMM’S® REEFER
1928280 $89.99

MILLER® REEFER
1928260 $89.99

COORS® BANQUET REEFER
2028260 $89.99

Trademarks of Molson Coors Beverage Company. 
All rights Reserved, Produced under License by Lionel, LLC.

 VINTAGE HIGH LIFE® REEFER
2128130 $89.99

MOLSON COORS® REEFER
2128140 $89.99

MILLER® REEFER
2228060 $89.99

COORS® REEFER
2228070 $89.99

REEFER FEATURES
 ▶ Die-cast metal sprung trucks 

with operating couplers
 ▶ Opening doors
 ▶ Length: 10 ½"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27
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 WINGS OF ANGELS-KACIE
2138110 $94.99

WINGS OF ANGELS-SARAH
2238120 $94.99

WINGS OF ANGELS-RAQUEL
2238140 $94.99

WINGS OF ANGELS-LISA
2238130 $94.99

 WINGS OF ANGELS-VICTORIA
2138120 $94.99

 WINGS OF ANGELS-JESSIE
2138190 $94.99

Add on to your 
iconic Wings of 

Angels collection 
with these 3 new 
Wings of Angels 

Boxcars!

BOXCAR FEATURES
 ▶ Printed and assembled 

in the USA
 ▶ Die-cast metal spring 

trucks
 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Metal frame
 ▶ Opening doors
 ▶ Length: 10 1/2"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

HAMM’S® REEFER
1928280 $89.99

COORS® BANQUET REEFER
2028260 $89.99

MOLSON COORS® REEFER
2128140 $89.99 163
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 ▶ Die-cast trucks with operating couplers 
 ▶ Stars on flag are illuminated with LEDs
 ▶ On/Off switch for lights
 ▶ Length: 10 ½"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27
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Roof Top Deco

BERLIN WALL
2038080 $94.99

BOXCAR FEATURES
 ▶ Printed and assembled 

in the USA
 ▶ Die-cast metal spring 

trucks
 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Metal frame
 ▶ Opening doors
 ▶ Length: 10 1/2"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

STARS ARE ILLUMINATED!

USA
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AMERICAN FLAG LED CAR
2228410 $119.99



 ▶ Die-cast trucks with operating couplers 
 ▶ Plays patriotic music and fireworks sounds
 ▶ Fireworks are illuminated with multi-colored 

LEDs
 ▶ On/Off switch for lights and sounds
 ▶ Length: 10 ½"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27
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FIREWORKS ARE ILLUMINATED!

PATRIOTIC MUSIC AND FIREWORKS SOUNDS!

WWII GENERALS
2238100 $94.99

FOURTH OF JULY LED CAR
2228400 $129.99

WWII AIRCRAFT CARRIERS
2238110 $89.99
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RUTHERFORD B HAYES 
PRESIDENTIAL BOXCAR
2238040 $89.99

GROVER CLEVELAND 
PRESIDENTIAL BOXCAR
2238050 $89.99

GERALD FORD 
PRESIDENTIAL BOXCAR
2238060 $89.99

GEORGE H.W. BUSH FUNERAL MINT CAR
2028010 $94.99
FEATURES

 ▶ Die-cast metal sprung trucks with operating couplers
 ▶ Metal frame
 ▶ Simulated coffin and guard figure load
 ▶ Display windows
 ▶ Length: 8 ½"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

USA
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BOXCARS FEATURE
 ▶ Printed and assembled in 

the USA
 ▶ Die-cast metal sprung trucks 

with operating couplers
 ▶ Opening doors
 ▶ Length: 10 ½"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27



UNION PACIFIC 160TH 
ANNIVERSARY BOXCAR 
2238010 $89.99
Side B design not shown
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THE GREAT LOCOMOTIVE CHASE 
160TH ANNIVERSARY BOXCAR 
2238020 $89.99
Side B design not shown

TRAIN OF TOMORROW BOXCAR 
2238150  $89.99
This May marks 75 years since the GM Train 
of Tomorrow embarked on its first tour, 
lasting 28 months, covering 65,000 miles 
throughout the US and Canada.

ROCKVILLE BRIDGE BOXCAR
2238160 $89.99
Celebrating 120 years since the 
completion of the Rockville Bridge, 
the longest stone masonry arch 
viaduct ever built.

SHARK FIN CAR
2128020 $109.99
FEATURES 

 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks and  
operating couplers

 ▶ Shark fin moves back and forth along roof 
walk, via track power

 ▶ Powerful maintenance-free motor with On/
Off switch

 ▶ Metal frame
 ▶ Length: 10 ½"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27
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SHARK FIN MOVES BACK AND FORTH!
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Designs are General Motor Trademarks used under 
license to Lionel® NASCAR® Collectables.

Don Wood Collection, Railroad Museum of Pennsylvania, 
PHMC images used with permission.
Benjamin F. G. Kline Collection, Railroad Museum of 
Pennsylvania, PHMC images used with permission.

BOXCARS FEATURE
 ▶ Printed and assembled in 

the USA
 ▶ Die-cast metal sprung trucks 

with operating couplers
 ▶ Metal frame
 ▶ Opening doors
 ▶ Length: 10 ½"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27



Personalize Your Layout!
Showcase your family, friends, special occasions and favorite memories with 
an assortment of personalized items! From the novice to the hobbyist, these 
cars will pull at the heartstrings and add a cherished touch to your track 
layout. Add your own photo and up to 3 lines of custom text!
Visit lionelstore.com to create yours today!

USA
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 2022 HAPPY BIRTHDAY
2238070 $99.99

2022 ANNIVERSARY
2238090 $99.99

2022 CHRISTMAS
2238080 $99.99

ARMY 
684575 $99.99

FIRE FIGHTER
684572 $99.99

EMT
684570 $99.99

POLICE
684571 $99.99

O-TRADITIONAL



ARMY 
684575 $99.99

FIRE FIGHTER
684572 $99.99

MAN’S BEST FRIEND  
684898 $99.99

IT’S A GIRL
683951 $99.99

GREEN FROM THE HOME FRONT 
684581 $99.99

AIR FORCE
684577 $99.99

COAST GUARD 
684579 $99.99MARINES

684576 $99.99

WORLD’S GREATEST CAT 
684899 $99.99

IT’S A BOY
683950 $99.99

BLUE FROM THE HOME FRONT
684580 $99.99

NAVY
684578 $99.99
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This Christmas Season, fill your home with the 

unparalleled magic of a Lionel train under your 

tree! Bring joy and imagination to their greatest 

heights with our assortment of Christmas O-Gauge 

Sets and accessories. From The Polar Express to 

Disney, to the wonderful Angela Trotta Thomas 

and much more; our holiday sets are guaranteed 

to help you create Christmas memories that will last 

a lifetime.

CHRISTMAS



LionChief® Our LionChief® system was designed 
to make running your train set so simple! LionChief® 
remotes have an easy to use throttle, with forward 
and reverse, and user-activated buttons for bell, 
whistle/horn and announcements. Our LionChief® 
Ready-to-Run sets include everything you need to 
get your train up and running!

Increase Your Model Railroad Empire In each of our 
LionChief® sets, we give you everything you need 
to get started, but why stop there? This catalog 
offers a large assortment of separate sale FasTrack®, 
rolling stock and accessories to your set and layout 
grow. Choose from a variety of Plug-Expand-Play 
accessories that connect to the Lock-on track piece 
in your set and help take your layout to the next 
level by adding animation and play-value! 

Command Control Locomotives equipped with 
the classic TrainMaster Command Control system are 
controlled by commands from your CAB-1 or CAB-2 
Remote Controller. ElectroCouplers™, basic sounds, 
and multiple unit lash-ups are all at your fingertips 
as you walk around your layout.

RailSounds® Widely regarded as the industry 
standard, the impressive RailSounds® sound system 
brings the real sounds of the railroad to your 
layout. From the mechanical symphony of the loco-
motives, to the commotion of the station, you will 
be impressed by the digitally recorded samples 
of these special and authentic sounds.

Bluetooth® These engines have Bluetooth on 
board, allowing them to connect with a compati-
ble smart device. 

Lionel Voice Control (LVC) Gives users the ability to 
speak commands into their phone via the Lionel 
LionChief® App and control their train with voice 
commands.

Voice Streaming & Recording (VSR) Gives users the 
ability to record their own voice via Lionel Lion-
Chief® App and use that recording as a custom train 
announcement on their engine/tender, OR stream 
their voice LIVE through the engine/tender!



SET INCLUDES:
 ▶ THE POLAR EXPRESS™ 0-8-0 Steam Locomotive 
 ▶ and tender
 ▶ Hot Chocolate Triple-dome tank car
 ▶ THE POLAR EXPRESS™ boxcar
 ▶ THE POLAR EXPRESS™ Caboose
 ▶ Eight pieces of O36 curved FasTrack®
 ▶ Two FasTrack® 10" straight track sections
 ▶ One LionChief® FasTrack® Terminal section
 ▶ One Plug-Expand-Play® Power Lock-on 

section
 ▶ Wall-pack power supply
 ▶ LionChief® remote for locomotive
 ▶ THE POLAR EXPRESS™ Girder bridge
 ▶ THE POLAR EXPRESS™ Billboard pack

 

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES:
 ▶ Electric locomotive controlled by included 

LionChief® remote, LionChief® Universal 
Remote (sold separately) or Bluetooth 
LionChief® app

 ▶ Lionel Voice Control (LVC) - run your 
locomotive by speaking commands into your 
phone via LionChief® App

 ▶ Voice Streaming & Recording (VSR) - record 
or live stream your own custom announcements 
via LionChief® App

 ▶ On/Off switch for smoke and sound
 ▶ RailSounds RC™ sound system with steam 

chuffing and background sounds, whistle, 
bell, and user-activated announcements

 ▶ Operating headlight
 ▶ Puffing smoke unit

 ▶ Powerful maintenance-free motor
 ▶ Operating couplers

FREIGHT CAR FEATURES:
 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Opening door on boxcar
 ▶ Billboard 3-Pack Features
 ▶ Includes three billboard stands
 ▶ Includes six billboard images on three two-

sided inserts

GIRDER BRIDGE FEATURES:
 ▶ Girders with raised Lionel lettering
 ▶ Metal base
 ▶ Compatible with O27, O, and FasTrack track 

systems
 ▶ Dimensions: 10" L x 4 1/4" W x 6 5/8" H

THE POLAR EXPRESS and all related characters and elements © & ™ Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. (s22)

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ FREIGHT LIONCHIEF® BLUETOOTH 5.0 SET 
2123070 $399.99

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ LIONCHIEF® BLUETOOTH 5.0 SET 
2123130 $449.99

TRADITIONAL

TM

SET INCLUDES:
 ▶ 2-8-4 locomotive and tender
 ▶ Disappearing Hobo car
 ▶ Coach car
 ▶ Observation car
 ▶ Four articulated movie characters
 ▶ Eight pieces of O36 curved FasTrack®
 ▶ Two FasTrack® 10" straight track sections
 ▶ One LionChief® FasTrack® Terminal section
 ▶ One Plug-Expand-Play® Power Lock-on 

section
 ▶ Wall-pack power supply
 ▶ LionChief® remote for locomotive
 ▶ THE POLAR EXPRESS™ bell

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES:
 ▶ Electric locomotive controlled by included 

LionChief® remote, LionChief® Universal remote 
(sold separately) or Bluetooth LionChief® App

 ▶ Lionel Voice Control (LVC) - run your 
locomotive by speaking commands into your 
phone via LionChief® App

 ▶ Voice Streaming & Recording (VSR) - record 
or live stream your own custom announcements 
via LionChief® App

 ▶ Official “All aboard The Polar Express” and 
“Tickets Please” movie 

 ▶ sound clips
 ▶ On/Off switches for smoke and sound

 ▶ RailSounds RC™ sound system with steam 
chuffing and engine background 
sounds, whistle, bell and user-activated 
announcements

 ▶ Operating headlight
 ▶ Puffing smoke unit
 ▶ Operating coupler on rear of tender
 ▶ Powerful maintenance-free motor
 ▶ Two traction tires
 ▶ Die-cast metal locomotive body
 ▶ Large pilot and headlight lens shield



LIONCHIEF® REMOTE FEATURES:
 ▶ Forward and reverse speed control knob
 ▶ Three buttons to activate whistle, bell, and 

special announcements
 ▶ Requires three AAA alkaline batteries  

(not included)

ADDITIONAL SET FEATURES:
 ▶ Length: 45"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31

THE POLAR EXPRESS and all related characters and elements © & ™ Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. (s22)
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THE POLAR EXPRESS™ TROLLEY 
2235010 $109.99

 ▶ Conventional control
 ▶ Bumper-controlled forward and reverse 

operation
 ▶ Interior lighting
 ▶ Operating LED headlights
 ▶ Window silhouettes
 ▶ Maintenance-free motor
 ▶ Traction tire
 ▶ Two adjustable trolley poles on roof
 ▶ Length: 6 3/4"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

THE POLAR EXPRESS™  
HOT CHOCOLATE INDUSTRIAL TOWER 
2229280 $89.99

 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play
 ▶ Blinking light on top of tower
 ▶ Dimensions: 6" x 6" x 15"

SET INCLUDES BILLBOARD  
3-PACK AND GIRDER BRIDGE!

PASSENGER CAR FEATURES:
 ▶ Interior LED lighting
 ▶ Decorated drumhead on observation car
 ▶ Rounded observation platform
 ▶ Silhouettes in windows
 ▶ Flip the cut-out base tab on the Disappearing 

Hobo to make the Hobo appear or 
disappear

LIONCHIEF® REMOTE FEATURES:
 ▶ Forward and reverse speed control knob
 ▶ Three buttons to activate whistle, bell, and 

special announcements
 ▶ Requires three AAA alkaline batteries  

(not included)

ADDITIONAL SET FEATURES:
 ▶ Length: 63"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31



THE POLAR EXPRESS and all related characters and elements © & ™ Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. (s22)

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ VISION REINDEER CAR 
2227590 $369.99

After circling the globe from roof to roof, Santa’s Reindeer 
need a lift back to the North Pole! Based on our Racehorse 
Cars, these VISION Reindeer cars feature unique sound sets 
for 8 weary reindeer traveling north. Play unique sequences 
for loading, rest mid-route, and unloading at the North Pole 
and hear realistic rail sounds while in motion all controlled 
through your LEGACY remote. Don’t forget Santa’s sleigh! 
We’ve got a special boxcar for that too!    

 ▶ Plays dialog when 
stopped with three 
different stop scenes 
(loading, watering, 
unloading)

 ▶ Plays freightsounds 
when in motion

 ▶ LED interior lighting
 ▶ Kinematic couplers

 ▶ Die-cast trucks
 ▶ Scale coupler 

compatible
 ▶ Legacy Control
 ▶ Volume control
 ▶ Max/Min switch
 ▶ Legacy RailSounds
 ▶ Length: 19"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O54

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ END DOOR BOXCAR 
2226560 $114.99

After a long night, Santa and his reindeer 
like to take the train back North!  A 
perfect complement to the VISION 
Reindeer cars, these end-door boxcars 
are the perfect accommodations for 
Santa’s sleigh.

 ▶ Die-cast trucks and operating 
couplers with hidden tabs 

 ▶ Opening side and end doors 
 ▶ Separately applied detail parts 
 ▶ Length: 14" 
 ▶ Minimum curve: O31

ALL O-SCALE!

O-SCALE

TM
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HOBO CAR FEATURES:
 ▶ Hobo figure on roof 
 ▶ Flickering LED campfire 
 ▶ Flicker-free LED interior lighting 
 ▶ Detailed interior with figures 
 ▶ Die-cast sprung trucks 
 ▶ Operating couplers with hidden 

uncoupling tabs 
 ▶ Rubber diaphragms 
 ▶ Length: 19"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O54

*Hobo figure and fire are fixed 
to the roof. Height above rail 
approx. 5"

60’ RPO FEATURES:
 ▶ Die-cast metal sprung trucks and 

operating couplers
 ▶ Separately applied metal details
 ▶ Interior lighting
 ▶ Illuminated marker lamps
 ▶ Length: 16 1/4"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O42

THE POLAR EXPRESS™  
18" HOBO CAR - BLACK ROOF 
2027470 $239.99

THE POLAR EXPRESS™  
60’ RPO - WHITE ROOF 
1927351 $199.99

THE POLAR EXPRESS™  
60’ RPO - BLACK ROOF 
1927352 $199.99

THE POLAR EXPRESS™  
18" HOBO CAR - WHITE ROOF 
2027480 $239.99

FLICKERING FIRE!



THE POLAR EXPRESS and all related characters and elements © & ™ Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. (s22)

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ ADD-ON 
PASSENGER CARS FEATURE:

 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Interior illumination
 ▶ Snow covered roof with 

footprints
 ▶ Length: 12"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ DISAPPEARING HOBO CAR 
684602 $89.99

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ BAGGAGE CAR 
684605 $84.99

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ COMBINATION CAR 
684600 $84.99

DISAPPEARING

HOBO

TRADITIONAL

TM
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THE POLAR EXPRESS™  
HOT CHOCOLATE CAR 
684603 $84.99

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ TMCC SPEEDER 
2135050 $164.99

 ▶ TMCC control with Cab controller
 ▶ Directional lighting
 ▶ Powerful maintenance-free motor
 ▶ Traction tire
 ▶ Die-cast metal frame
 ▶ Separately applied metal handrails
 ▶ Operating strobe light
 ▶ Detailed cab interior
 ▶ Interior lighting
 ▶ Santa and Driver figure
 ▶ Length: 3 ¾"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ LETTERS TO SANTA MAIL CAR 
684601 $84.99

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ BAGGAGE CAR 
684605 $84.99

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ DINER CAR 
684604 $84.99



THE POLAR EXPRESS and all related characters and elements © & ™ Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. (s22)

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ ELF BOBBING CAR 
2028110 $89.99

 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks with operating couplers
 ▶ Elf figures bob up and down while car moves
 ▶ Length: 9"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ ELF HANDCAR 
628425 $109.99

 ▶ Powerful maintenance-free motor 
 ▶ Traction tires 
 ▶ Runs in one direction only
 ▶ Length: 4"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ AQUARIUM CAR 
2228080 $119.99

 ▶ THE POLAR EXPRESS™ moves around 
inside the car when powered

 ▶ Die-cast metal truck with  
operating couplers

 ▶ Maintenance-free motor with  
On/Off switch

 ▶ Interior illumination
 ▶ Length: 10 ½"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ ILLUMINATED BOXCAR 
2228090 $119.99

 ▶ Die-cast metal sprung truck with 
operating couplers

 ▶ THE POLAR EXPRESS™ Christmas tree is 
illuminated

 ▶ Length: 10 ½"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

THE POLAR EXPRESS™  
CABOOSE 
2228300 $89.99

 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Multi-colored LED  

interior illumination
 ▶ Length: 7 3/4" 
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

Side A
Side B

TRADITIONAL

TM
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THE POLAR EXPRESS™ GIRDER BRIDGE FLATCAR 
2128210 $94.99

 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks with operating couplers
 ▶ Two removable girders 
 ▶ Girders can be used to build a girder bridge, 

metal base and screws included. 
 ▶ Length: 11"
 ▶ Minimum curve: O27

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ HOT COCOA CAR WITH PLATFORM 
2028120 $199.99

 ▶ Figure unloads cans onto platform at touch of a button
 ▶ Includes metal platform and 7 milk cans
 ▶ Metal milk platform included
 ▶ Remote control track section required  

(612020 sold separately)
 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks and operating couplers
 ▶ Length: 11 ½"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ PRESENT MINT CAR 
2028470 $99.99

 ▶ Die-cast metal sprung trucks  
and operating couplers 

 ▶ Metal frame 
 ▶ Present load in the interior  
 ▶ Display windows
 ▶ Length: 8 ½"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ OPERATING PRESENT CAR 
2128240 $99.99

 ▶ Open the door automatically at the touch of a 
button to eject presents from interior

 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks with operating couplers
 ▶ Includes six presents included
 ▶ Remote Control Track section required 

(612020 sold separately)
 ▶ Length: 11 ½"
 ▶ Minimum curve: O27

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ BOXCAR 
2128280 $84.99

 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks with  
operating couplers

 ▶ Opening doors
 ▶ Length: 10 ½"
 ▶ Minimum curve: O27

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ ELF HANDCAR 
628425 $109.99

 ▶ Powerful maintenance-free motor 
 ▶ Traction tires 
 ▶ Runs in one direction only
 ▶ Length: 4"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

Side A

Side B
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THE POLAR EXPRESS™ PASSENGER STATION 
2029050 $139.99

 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play
 ▶ Illuminated
 ▶ Dimensions: 12 1/8"L x 8 1/4" W x 6 1/2"H

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ CONDUCTOR GATEMAN 
682735 $129.99

 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play
 ▶ Conductor figure emerges from his shed to warn 

motorists of passing trains
 ▶ Includes PEP box
 ▶ Use 681317 (sold separately) to activate accessory 

automatically when a train passes
 ▶ Dimensions: 7" L x 5 3/4" W x 4 3/4" H

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ HERO BOY’S HOME 
685410 $129.99

 ▶ Interior illumination
 ▶ Includes Snowman and Hero Boy figures
 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play accessory connects easily 

to FasTrack® with a Plug-Expand-Play 
 ▶ You can also connect to a traditional tubular 

O/O27 track lock-on or to an accessory 
power supply (sold separately)

 ▶ Dimensions: 8" L x 8" W x 5 3/4" H

TRADITIONAL

TM
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THE POLAR EXPRESS™ PRESENT CHUTE STATION 
2129070 $199.99

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ Elves are busy at work, keeping on a tight 
deadline to ensure that packages make it to all the boys and 
girls around the world. A re-imagining of the classic #352 Icing 
Station, this accessory will be a delight to both the young and 
the young-at-heart!

 ▶ Presents are loaded into the house then sent down the chute
 ▶ Metal base
 ▶ Durable construction
 ▶ 11 Total Presents - 1 Hero Boy Wrapped Present Included
 ▶ Includes On/Off/momentary switch
 ▶ Present car sold separately
 ▶ Connects easily to FasTrack with a Plug-Expand-Play Lock-on  

(sold separately)
 ▶ Connects to a traditional O/ O27 track lock-on or to an 

accessory power supply (lock-on and power supply sold 
separately)

 ▶ Dimensions: 11" L x 4" W x 8" H

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ ELEVATED OIL TANK 
2129190 $109.99

 ▶ LED Lighting
 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play
 ▶ Metal platform and walkways
 ▶ Connects to multiple tanks for building large fields
 ▶ Dimensions: 4" L X 3 ½" W X 7" H

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ STATION PLATFORM 
1929060 $54.99

 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play
 ▶ LED illumination
 ▶ Includes uniquely decorated billboards 

on fencing
 ▶ Dimensions: 12" L x 3 3/8" W x 5" H

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ FLAGPOLE 
685271 $44.99

 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play
 ▶ Illuminated lights on base of flagpole
 ▶ Dimensions: 7" L x 5 3/4" W x 4 3/4" H



THE POLAR EXPRESS and all related characters and elements © & ™ Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. (s22)
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THE POLAR EXPRESS™ BILLBOARD PACK 
2130100 $24.99

 ▶ Includes three billboard stands
 ▶ Includes six billboard images on three 

two-sided inserts
 ▶ Dimensions: 5 ¾" L x 7/8" W x 3 ¼" H

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ ORIGINAL FIGURES 
624203 $29.99

 ▶ Four articulated figures including the 
Conductor, Hero Boy, Smokey and Steamer

 ▶ Average Height: 1 3/8"

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ SNOWMAN & CHILDREN PEOPLE PACK 
1830010 $29.99

 ▶ Five plastic figures of classic movie characters including: The 
Conductor, Hero Boy, The Snowman, Hero Girl, Santa Claus

 ▶ Dimensions: Average Height: Approx. 1 3/8"

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ BARREL SHED 
2030150 $24.99

 ▶ Realistic Decoration 
 ▶ Barrels
 ▶ Dimensions: 4" x 3 3/4" x 3 3/8"

TM
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THE POLAR EXPRESS™ ELF WARMING SHACKS 3-PACK 
2030140 $59.99

 ▶ Simulated window with shutter
 ▶ Dimensions: 3" x 2 ½" x 2 ½"

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ ELVES FIGURES 
683185 $32.99

 ▶ Five elf figures
 ▶ Average Height: 1 1/4"

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ CARIBOU FIGURES 
624251 $29.99

 ▶ Six caribou figures
 ▶ Average Height: 1"

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ WOLVES AND RABBITS 
624252 $29.99

 ▶ Three wolf figures
 ▶ Four rabbit figures
 ▶ Average Height: 3/4"

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ ADD-ON FIGURES 
614273 $29.99

 ▶ Four articulated figures including 
 ▶ Santa Claus, Billy, Hero Girl, and the Hobo
 ▶ Average Height: 1 3/8"



© Disney Disney.com
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MICKEY & FRIENDS CHRISTMAS PRESENT CAR 
2128350 $99.99

 ▶ Die-cast metal sprung trucks and 
operating couplers

 ▶ Metal frame
 ▶ Present load in the interior
 ▶ Display windows
 ▶ Length: 8 ½"
 ▶ Minimum curve: O27

MICKEY & FRIENDS CHRISTMAS CABOOSE 
2228220 $89.99

 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Interior illumination
 ▶ Length: 7 3/4" 
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

MICKEY & FRIENDS  
CHRISTMAS LIONCHIEF® SET
1923140 $399.99

PUFFING SMOKE! OPERATING HEADLIGHT!

OPENING DOOR ON BOXCAR!

REMOVABLE PRESENTS & TREES!

SET INCLUDES:
 ▶ Disney 0-8-0 Steam 

Locomotive and tender
 ▶ ‘Tis the Season boxcar
 ▶ Season of Magic gondola 

with tree and present load
 ▶ Jingle Bell Fun caboose
 ▶ Eight pieces of O36 curved 

FasTrack®
 ▶ Two FasTrack® 10" straight track 

sections
 ▶ One LionChief® FasTrack® 

Terminal section
 ▶ One Plug-Expand-Play® 

Power Lock-on section
 ▶ Wall-pack power supply
 ▶ LionChief® remote for 

locomotive

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES:
 ▶ Electric locomotive controlled by included 

LionChief® remote, LionChief® Universal 
Remote (sold separately) or Bluetooth™ 
LionChief® app

 ▶ Lionel Voice Control (LVC) - run your 
locomotive by speaking commands into 
your phone via LionChief® App 

 ▶ ON/OFF switches for sound and smoke
 ▶ RailSounds RC™ sound system with steam 

chuffing and background sounds, whistle, 
bell, and authentic Disney Mickey Mouse 
user-activated announcements

 ▶ Operating headlight
 ▶ Powerful maintenance-free motor
 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Puffing smoke



© Disney Disney.com
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MICKEY & FRIENDS  
CHRISTMAS SEARCHLIGHT 
2228230 $84.99

 ▶ Die-cast metal sprung trucks 
and operating couplers

 ▶ Illuminated searchlight  
with Mickey ears silhouette

 ▶ Manually adjustable  
light position

 ▶ Length: 11" 
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27 

MICKEY & FRIENDS CHRISTMAS  
FLATCAR WITH GIRDERS 
2128340 $94.99

 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks with operating couplers
 ▶ Two removable girders 
 ▶ Girders can be used to build a girder bridge, 

metal base and screws included
 ▶ Length: 11"
 ▶ Minimum curve: O27

FREIGHT CAR FEATURES:
 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Opening doors on boxcar
 ▶ Removable trees and presents for the 

gondola

LIONCHIEF® REMOTE FEATURES:
 ▶ Forward and reverse speed control knob
 ▶ Three buttons to activate whistle, bell, and 

special announcements
 ▶ Requires three AAA alkaline batteries  

(not included)

SET FEATURES:
 ▶ Set Length: 45"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31



ALL

PUFFING SMOKE!OPENING DOORS ON BOXCAR WAVING SANTA FIGURE

CHRISTMAS CELEBRATION LIONCHIEF BLUETOOTH 5.0 SET
2223020 $399.99

CHRISTMAS PARADE AQUARIUM CAR 
2228120 $119.99

 ▶ Christmas parade moves around the car when 
powered

 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks with operating couplers
 ▶ Maintenance-free motor with On/Off switch
 ▶ Interior illumination
 ▶ Length: 10 ½"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

Side A

Side B

TRADITIONAL

Hurry, hurry, Santa is coming to town! Grab your coat and your Christmas wish list, because 
Santa will be riding the rails through our town on the Christmas Express to help kick off 
the holiday season. This festive set is lead by a 2-4-2 steam locomotive equipped 
with Lionel’s Bluetooth 5.0 technology followed by a fun holiday consist and is sure to 
fill your home with holiday magic during the Christmas season. Don’t forget to waive at 
Santa as the train passes by!
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CHRISTMAS CHASING GONDOLA 
2228130 $89.99

 ▶ Santa and one of his reindeer 
parade around the gondola as 
the train is in motion

 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Length: 10" 
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

SET INCLUDES:
 ▶ Christmas Express 2-4-2 steam locomotive  

and tender
 ▶ Merry Christmas boxcar
 ▶ Santa Maintenance car
 ▶ Christmas Express caboose
 ▶ Eight pieces of O36 curved FasTrack®
 ▶ Two FasTrack® 10" straight track sections
 ▶ One LionChief® FasTrack® Terminal section
 ▶ One Plug-Expand-Play® Power Lock-on 

section
 ▶ Wall-pack power supply
 ▶ LionChief® remote for locomotive

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES:
 ▶ Electric locomotive controlled by included 

LionChief remote, LionChief Universal Remote 
(sold separately) or Bluetooth LionChief app

 ▶ Lionel Voice Control (LVC) - run your 
locomotive by speaking commands into your 
phone via LionChief App

 ▶ Voice Streaming & Recording (VSR) - record 
or live stream your own custom announcements 
via LionChief App

 ▶ RailSounds RC™ sound system with steam 
chuffing and background sounds, whistle, 
bell, and user-activated announcements

 ▶ Operating headlight
 ▶ Powerful maintenance-free motor
 ▶ On/Off switch for smoke, chuff and sound
 ▶ Operating couplers

FREIGHT CAR FEATURES:
 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Opening doors on boxcar
 ▶ Santa figure on maintenance car
 ▶ Illuminated caboose

LIONCHIEF® REMOTE FEATURES:
 ▶ Forward and reverse speed control knob
 ▶ Three buttons to activate whistle, bell, and 

special announcements
 ▶ Requires three AAA alkaline batteries  

(not included)

SET FEATURES:
 ▶ Set Length: 50"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31



PUFFING SMOKE!

MULTI-COLORED ILLUMINATED CABOOSE! MULTI-COLORED FLICKERING LEDS!

OPERATING HEADLIGHT WITH DECORATIVE WREATH!

CHRISTMAS LIGHT EXPRESS LIONCHIEF BLUETOOTH 5.0 SET
2123100 $499.99

CHRISTMAS WATER TOWER 
2129290 $59.99

 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play
 ▶ Realistic blinking red light 

on top of tower
 ▶ Dimensions: 13 3/16" tall

CHRISTMAS LIGHT EXPRESS BOXCAR 
2028300 $99.99

 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks with operating 
couplers

 ▶ Multicolored LEDs flicker in a random 
sequence 

 ▶ On/Off switch for lights
 ▶ Length: 10 ½" 
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

All aboard the Christmas Light Express! Add some Christmas magic under your tree with 
the Christmas Light Express train set and add-on boxcar. This beautiful set is led by a 
Berkshire locomotive, followed by two very special boxcars and a caboose. These 
special boxcars display flickering multi-colored LEDs. The Happy Holidays boxcar lights 
are even sequenced to light up along with classic Christmas carol music! This set is sure 
to the light up your home for the holidays and help you create amazing memories that 
will last a lifetime.

TRADITIONAL
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LIGHTED FASTRACK 10" STRAIGHT 4-PACK
2025010 $65.99

LIGHTED FASTRACK O36 CURVE 4-PACK
2025020 $65.99

LIGHTED FASTRACK TERMINAL TRACK PACK 
2025070 $43.99

 ▶ One lighted 10" Terminal Track piece
 ▶ One lighted 10" Straight Track piece

LIGHTED FASTRACK  
40" X 50" OVAL TRACK PACK 
2025080 $164.99

 ▶ Eight pieces of O36 curved 
Lighted FasTrack 

 ▶ One Lighted FasTrack 10" straight 
track section

 ▶ One Lighted FasTrack LionChief® 
Terminal section

SET INCLUDES:
 ▶ Christmas Light 2-8-4 locomotive and tender
 ▶ Season’s Greetings illuminated boxcar
 ▶ Happy Holidays illuminated and sound boxcar
 ▶ Christmas Light caboose
 ▶ Eight pieces of O36 curved FasTrack®
 ▶ Two FasTrack® 10" straight track sections
 ▶ One LionChief® FasTrack® Terminal section
 ▶ One Plug-Expand-Play® Power Lock-on 

section
 ▶ Wall-pack power supply
 ▶ LionChief® remote for locomotive

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES:
 ▶ Electric locomotive controlled by included 

LionChief® remote, LionChief® Universal remote 
(sold separately) or Bluetooth LionChief® App

 ▶ Lionel Voice Control (LVC) - run your 
locomotive by speaking commands into your 
phone via LionChief® App

 ▶ Voice Streaming & Recording (VSR) - record 
or live stream your own custom announcements 
via LionChief® App 

 ▶ On/Off switches for smoke and sound
 ▶ RailSounds RC™ sound system with steam 

chuffing and engine background 
sounds, whistle, bell and user-activated 
announcements

 ▶ Operating headlight
 ▶ Puffing smoke unit
 ▶ Operating coupler on rear of tender
 ▶ Powerful maintenance-free motor
 ▶ Two traction tires
 ▶ Die-cast metal locomotive body
 ▶ Large pilot and headlight lens shield

FREIGHT CAR FEATURES:
 ▶ Boxcars feature multi colored LED’s 
 ▶ Sound boxcar plays instrumental Christmas 

carols in sequence with the LED light pattern
 ▶ Illuminated caboose with multicolor  

changing lights

LIONCHIEF® REMOTE FEATURES:
 ▶ Forward and reverse speed control knob
 ▶ Three buttons to activate whistle, bell, and 

special announcements
 ▶ Requires three AAA alkaline batteries (not 

included)

SET FEATURES:
 ▶ Set Length: 49"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31

Let the light lead the way with Lionel’s Lighted FasTrack®! 
Swap out the track in your set with this special track, sold 
separately, and add some magic to your layout. This 
illuminated track uses technology that triggers the track 
to light up wherever the train runs over it!

ILLUMINATED FASTRACK PACKS FEATURE
 ▶ Colored LEDs in each track section illuminate  

as the train passes over it
 ▶ LEDs remain illuminated shortly after the train  

has passed to create a light trail effect



PUFFING SMOKE!

OPENING DOORS ON BOXCAR!

INCLUDES WHITE FASTRACK!

OPERATING HEADLIGHT!

WINTER WONDERLAND LIONCHIEF SET
1923150 $399.99

MERRY CHRISTMAS FASTRACK GIRDER BRIDGE 
2025050 $34.99

 ▶ Replaces a section of 10" FasTrack
 ▶ Metal base
 ▶ Removable side girders allow placement on 

top or underneath platform
 ▶ *Compatible only with FasTrack

WINTER WONDERLAND BARREL SHED 
2030160 $24.99

 ▶ Realistic Decoration
 ▶ Barrels
 ▶ Dimensions: 4" x 3 3/4" x 3 3/8"

TRADITIONAL

Create the perfect Winter Wonderland in your own home this holiday season with 
Lionel’s Winter Wonderland Railroad Ready-to-Run train set. This set is guaranteed to 
get you into the Christmas spirit with its beautiful white 0-8-0 steam locomotive pulling 
festive green and red rolling stock. This set also comes with a 40" x 60" oval of White 
FasTrack®, making it a truly special set to add to your holidays.

Winter Wonderland
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WINTER WONDERLAND STATION PLATFORM 
1929070 $54.99

 ▶ LED illumination 
 ▶ Includes uniquely decorated billboards 

on fencing
 ▶ Dimensions: 12" L x 3 3/8" W x 5" H

SET INCLUDES:
 ▶ Winter Wonderland 0-8-0 Steam Locomotive 

and tender
 ▶ Sleigh Bells & Co. boxcar
 ▶ Whimsical Winter Mix tank car
 ▶ Winter Wonderland caboose
 ▶ Featuring white FasTrack®!
 ▶ Eight pieces of O36 curved FasTrack®
 ▶ Two FasTrack® 10" straight track sections
 ▶ One LionChief FasTrack® Terminal section
 ▶ One Plug-Expand-Play® Power Lock-on 

section
 ▶ Wall-pack power supply

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES:
 ▶ Electric locomotive controlled by included 

LionChief remote, LionChief Universal Remote 
(sold separately) or Bluetooth LionChief app

 ▶ Lionel Voice Control (LVC) - run your 
locomotive by speaking commands into your 
phone via LionChief App

 ▶ RailSounds RC™ sound system with steam 
chuffing and background sounds, whistle, 
bell, and user-activated announcements

 ▶ Operating headlight
 ▶ Puffing smoke unit
 ▶ Powerful maintenance-free motor
 ▶ On/Off switch for smoke, chuff and sound
 ▶ Operating couplers

FREIGHT CAR FEATURES:
 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Opening doors on boxcar

LIONCHIEF® REMOTE FEATURES:
 ▶ Forward and reverse speed control knob
 ▶ Three buttons to activate whistle, bell, and 

special announcements
 ▶ Requires three AAA alkaline batteries (not 

included)

SET FEATURES:
 ▶ Set Length: 45"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O31



CHRISTMAS LC+2.0 DOODLEBUG 
2235090 $399.99

 ▶ See Doodlebug features  
on page 104

NORTH POLE CENTRAL LC+2.0 PACIFIC  
2232140 $649.99

 ▶ See Pacific features  
on page 101

CHRISTMAS LIONCHIEF  
BLUETOOTH 5.0 GENERAL 
2132050 $274.99

 ▶ Length: 16"
 ▶ Minimum curve: O31

NORTH POLE CENTRAL TROLLEY 
2135140 $109.99

 ▶ Bumper-controlled forward 
and reverse operation

 ▶ Interior lighting
 ▶ Operating LED headlights
 ▶ Window silhouettes
 ▶ Maintenance-free motor

 ▶ Traction tire
 ▶ Two adjustable trolley 

poles on roof
 ▶ Min Curve: O27
 ▶ Dimensions: 6 3/4"

TRADITIONAL

LIONCHIEF GENERAL FEATURES:
 ▶ Bluetooth™ equipped - control with included 

remote, Universal Remote (sold separately) or 
with the LionChief® App 

 ▶ RailSounds® RC sound system with steam chuffing 
and background sounds, whistle, bell and 
railroad dialog

 ▶ Lionel Voice Control (LVC) - run your locomotive 
by speaking commands into your phone via 
LionChief App

 ▶ Voice Streaming & Recording (VSR) - record or 
live stream your own custom announcements via 
LionChief App

 ▶ Operating headlight
 ▶ Puffing smoke
 ▶ Powerful maintenance-free motor 
 ▶ Operating coupler 
 ▶ On/Off switch for smoke, chuff  

and sound

LIONCHIEF® REMOTE FEATURES:
 ▶ Forward and reverse speed  

control knob
 ▶ Three buttons to activate whistle, bell, and 

special announcements
 ▶ Requires three AAA alkaline batteries  

(not included)

CHRISTMAS ASSORTED

CHRISTMAS SOUNDS!
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Back View

ANGELA TROTTA THOMAS CHRISTMASTIME HOBBY STORE 
2129090 $299.99

 ▶ Plug Expand Play
 ▶ Interior LED Lighting
 ▶ Train moves around the layout inside the building
 ▶ 682203 Switch Included
 ▶ Fixed Window Shopping Figures on Base
 ▶ Dimensions: 9 1/4" L x 6" W x 6" H

ANGELA TROTTA THOMAS CHRISTMAS AQUARIUM CAR 
2228170 $119.99

 ▶ Train moves around the car when powered
 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks with operating couplers
 ▶ Maintenance-free motor with On/Off switch
 ▶ Interior illumination
 ▶ Length: 10 ½"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

ANGELA TROTTA THOMAS BILLBOARDS 
2230150 $24.99

 ▶ Includes three billboard stands 
 ▶ Includes six billboard images  

on three two-sided inserts 
 ▶ Dimensions: 5 ¾" L x 7/8" W x 3 ¼" H

ANGELA TROTTA THOMAS CHRISTMAS CABOOSE 
2128290 $89.99

 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks and operating couplers
 ▶ Metal frame
 ▶ Interior illumination
 ▶ Length: 7 ¾"
 ▶ Minimum curve: O27



O-SCALE!

O-SCALE!

NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS ILLUMINATED BOXCAR 
2228140 $119.99

 ▶ Die-cast metal sprung truck with operating 
couplers

 ▶ Christmas trees on one side are illuminated 
with multicolored LEDs

 ▶ Length: 10 ½"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

NORTH POLE CENTRAL  
END DOOR BOXCAR
2226990 $114.99

NORTH POLE CENTRAL VISION REINDEER CAR 
2227580 $369.99

After circling the globe from roof to roof, Santa’s 
Reindeer need a lift back to the North Pole! Based 
on our Racehorse Cars, these VISION Reindeer cars 
feature unique sound sets for 8 weary reindeer 
traveling north. Play unique sequences for loading, 
rest mid-route, and unloading at the North Pole and 
hear realistic rail sounds while in motion all controlled 
through your LEGACY remote. Don’t forget Santa’s 
sleigh! We’ve got a special boxcar for that too!

 ▶ Plays dialog when stopped with three different 
stop scenes (loading, watering, unloading)

 ▶ Plays freightsounds when in motion
 ▶ LED interior lighting
 ▶ Kinematic couplers
 ▶ Die-cast trucks
 ▶ Scale coupler compatible
 ▶ Legacy Control
 ▶ Volume control
 ▶ Max/Min switch
 ▶ Legacy RailSounds
 ▶ Length: 19"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O54

TRADITIONAL

PRESENT DUMP CAR 
2128070 $89.99

 ▶ Dumps presents at the touch 
of a button

 ▶ Uncoupling Track section 
required  
(612020 sold separately)

 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks and  
operating couplers

 ▶ Includes unloading bin
 ▶ Length: 11 ½"
 ▶ Minimum curve: O27

NORTH POLE CENTRAL FLATCAR WITH HANDCAR 
2128260 $134.99

FEATURES
 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks with operating couplers
 ▶ Length: 11"
 ▶ Minimum curve: O27

HANDCAR FEATURES
 ▶ Two snowman figures operate the handcar
 ▶ Powerful maintenance-free motor
 ▶ Traction tires
 ▶ Runs in one direction only
 ▶ Length: 4"
 ▶ Minimum curve: O27

CHRISTMAS ASSORTED
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NORTH POLE CENTRAL ILLUMINATED HOPPER 
2228310 $99.99

 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks with operating couplers
 ▶ Simulated red coal load with LED illumination
 ▶ Length: 12"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

2022 CHRISTMAS BOXCAR 
2228150 $69.99

 ▶ Die-cast metal sprung truck with operating 
couplers

 ▶ Opening doors 
 ▶ Length: 10 ½"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

2022 CHRISTMAS MUSIC BOXCAR 
2228160 $84.99

 ▶ Plays instrumental Christmas carols powered 
by a 9-volt battery (not included)

 ▶ Die-cast metal sprung trucks with operating 
couplers

 ▶ On/Off switch
 ▶ Length: 10 ½"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: O27

SLED-EX PRESENT UNLOADING CAR 
2128250 $99.99

 ▶ Open the door automatically at the touch of a button to eject 
presents from interior

 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks with operating couplers
 ▶ Includes six presents included
 ▶ Remote Control Track section required (612020 sold separately)
 ▶ Length: 11 ½"
 ▶ Minimum curve: O27

CHRISTMAS TREE FLATCAR 
2128060 $94.99

 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks and 
operating couplers

 ▶ Blinking lights in Christmas Trees
 ▶ Length: 11"
 ▶ Minimum curve: O27



NEW TOOLING!

NEW TOOLING!

DEER DASH TRANSFER STATION 
2229210 $299.99

 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play
 ▶ Lighted Interior
 ▶ Operating Dock Workers
 ▶ Includes PEP control box
 ▶ Dimensions: 20" x 9" x 9 1/2"

UP ON THE ROOFTOP  
CHRISTMAS HOUSE 
2229290 $99.99

 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play
 ▶ LED Lighted Interior
 ▶ Santa Figure On Chimney
 ▶ LED String Lighting on Roof
 ▶ Dimensions: 8 1/2" x 4 5/8" x 7"

CHRISTMAS COAL WORKS  
LIGHTED COALING STATION 
2229320 $129.99

 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play
 ▶ Realistic decoration
 ▶ Interior illumination on both levels
 ▶ FasTrack compatible
 ▶ Dimensions: 13" x 9 7/8" x 9 7/8"

PLUG-EXPAND-PLAY CHRISTMAS ACCESSORIES

TRADITIONAL
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UP ON THE ROOFTOP  
CHRISTMAS HOUSE 
2229290 $99.99

 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play
 ▶ LED Lighted Interior
 ▶ Santa Figure On Chimney
 ▶ LED String Lighting on Roof
 ▶ Dimensions: 8 1/2" x 4 5/8" x 7"

SLED-EX PRESENT CHUTE STATION 
2129080 $179.99

 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play
 ▶ Presents are loaded into the house then  

sent down the chute
 ▶ Metal base
 ▶ Durable construction
 ▶ 10 Presents
 ▶ Includes On/Off/momentary switch
 ▶ Present Car sold separately
 ▶ Connects easily to FasTrack with a 
 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play Lock-on (sold separately)
 ▶ Connects to a traditional O/ O27 track lock-

on or to an accessory power supply (lock-on 
and power supply sold separately)

 ▶ Dimensions: 11" L x 4" W x 8" H

CHRISTMAS ROTARY BEACON 
2129120 $89.99

 ▶ Stamped metal construction
 ▶ Beacon light housing rotates
 ▶ Clear lens on a rotating light
 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play
 ▶ Dimensions: 5" x 5" x 12"

CHRISTMAS BARN 
2229120 $199.99

 ▶ LED String Lighting
 ▶ LED Interior Lighting
 ▶ Movable Hay Crane
 ▶ Dimensions: 16 1/2" x 18 3/4" x 9 1/2"



LIGHTED CHRISTMAS  
HALF-COVERED BRIDGE 
1929090 $84.99

 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play
 ▶ LED String Lighting around roof
 ▶ Dimensions: 12" L x 7 ¼" W x 8" H

CHRISTMAS SIGNS 5-PACK 
2030260 $8.99

 ▶ Realistic graphics
 ▶ Set of five
 ▶ Dimensions: 2 1/4" height

CHRISTMAS ACCESSORIES

TRADITIONAL
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ILLUMINATED 24" WINTER’S COVERED BRIDGE 
683305 $99.99

 ▶ Compatible with FasTrack®, O, and  
027 track systems

 ▶ Interior illumination
 ▶ Stamped metal base
 ▶ Dimensions: 24 1/16" L x 7 3/4" W x 8" H

WINDOW SHOPPERS FIGURES 
2130120 $29.99

 ▶ 6 hand-painted children figures
 ▶ Average height 1 3/4"

CHRISTMAS JOY FLAGPOLE 
2129220 $44.99

 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play Accessory
 ▶ Illuminated lights on base of flagpole
 ▶ Two flags on heavy string
 ▶ Dimensions: 7" L x 5 3/4" W x 4 3/4" H



EXPAND YOUR WORLD

Expand your model train world with our abundant 
assortment of accessories, add-ons, track, power and 
more! From our realistically detailed Plug-Expand-Play® 
and Command Control accessories, to people packs 
and extra loads, to all the track and power you’d ever 
need or want; Lionel has so much to offer to help you 
grow your layout and bring your creativity to life!



With the new Plug-Expand-Play® system by 
Lionel, operating accessories on your layout 
has never been easier! Usable on any AC or 
DC powered layout but designed especially 
for FasTrack® users, the Plug-Expand-Play® 
system simplifies what’s needed to connect 
your operating accessories. It also minimizes 
the need to mess with bare wires on any Fas-
Track® layout. This accessory system is often as 
simple as the name—Plug the accessory into 
your powered track and you’re ready to Play!

PLUG-EXPAND-PLAY

Position your 
Plug-Expand-Play® 
accessory on your layout

Plug accessory into  
Plug-Expand-Play® 
lock-on

Plug in your power supply or 
Power up your transformer1 2 3



Ford Motor Company Trademarks and Trade Dress 
used under license to Lionel® NASCAR® Collectables.

FORD SERVICE STATION
2129360 $164.99

 ▶ Illuminated gas pumps
 ▶ Detailed interior
 ▶ Dimensions: 12" X 12" X 5"

FORD FLAGPOLE
2129350 $44.99

 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play
 ▶ Illuminated LED lights on base of 

flagpole
 ▶ Two flags on heavy string
 ▶ Dimensions: Approx. 3¼” square 

base footprint, 11 ¼” height



Chevrolet, Chevy, The “Bowtie” Emblem, Monte Carlo, Impala, Camaro, 
emblems and vehicle body designs are General Motors Trademarks used 
under license to Lionel® NASCAR® Collectables.

CHEVY FLAGPOLE
2129340 $44.99

 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play
 ▶ Illuminated LED lights on base of 

flagpole
 ▶ Two flags on heavy string
 ▶ Dimensions: Approx. 3 ¼” square 

base footprint, 11 ¼” height

CHEVY SERVICE STATION
2129370 $164.99

 ▶ Illuminated gas pumps
 ▶ Detailed interior
 ▶ Dimensions: 12" X 12" X 5"
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MILITARY

EXPAND

MILITARY SURPLUS STORE
2229130 $159.99

 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play
 ▶ LED Lighted Interior
 ▶ Dimensions: 6 ⅜” x 3 15/16” x 7 ⅛”

MISSILE RANGE 
2229020 $79.99

 ▶ Durable plastic construction
 ▶ Manually activate four missiles to fire in succession
 ▶ Missile structure hidden behind camouflage “brush”
 ▶ Two support holes in base to secure accessory to 

layout (optional)
 ▶ Dimensions: 7 ½" L x 2 ½" W x 3 ½" H

QUONSET HUT 
2230030 $44.99

 ▶ Smoke Stack Included
 ▶ Dimensions 8 ½" x 4" x 5"

#943 EXPLODING AMMUNITION DUMP 
2229010 $64.99
Caution! Live ammunition and explosions stored underground within 
this Ammunition Dump. Paired with the Missile Range, this will add some 
exploding action to your layout!
FEATURES

 ▶ Durable plastic construction
 ▶ Structure flies apart when struck by a projectile
 ▶ Dimensions: Approx. 4" L x 5 ½" W x 2 ½" H

”WELCOME HOME” TROOPS TOWNHOUSE 
2229140 $109.99

 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play
 ▶ LED Lighted Interior
 ▶ Dimensions: 6 3/8" x 3 15/16" x 7 1/8"

GOES GREAT WITH OTHER MILITARY 
ITEMS ON PAGE 150!



FIRE & RESCUE

 ▶ Fire simulating feature with multiple 
 ▶ flickering LEDs and dual smoke unit
 ▶ High/Low and Off smoke settings 
 ▶ Dimensions: 7 ½” x 7 ½” x 7”

 ▶ 5 Hand-painted Figures
 ▶ Average height 1 ¾”

 ▶ Die-Cast
 ▶ Dimensions: 6 1/4” x 2 1/8” x 1 7/8”

BURNING HOUSE
2229050 $199.99

FIRE TRUCK FEATURES

RED FIRE TRUCK
2230060 $79.99

YELLOW FIRE TRUCK
2230070 $79.99

WHITE FIRE TRUCK
2230080 $79.99

BLACK FIRE TRUCK
2230090 $79.99

FIREFIGHTER FIGURES AND DOG
2230180 $29.99
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THANK YOU TO THE HARRISBURG, NC 
FIREMEN FOR MODELING FOR OUR 

NEW FIREFIGHTER FIGURES!



NEW TOOLING!

CUSTOMIZE THE GRAFFITI!

EXPAND

PLUG-EXPAND-PLAY

BAIL BONDS BUILDING
2229170 $109.99

 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play
 ▶ LED Lighted Interior
 ▶ Dimensions:  10 3/8” x 8 3/8” x 6 1/4”

INDUSTRIAL WATER TOWER 
WITH GRAFFITI DECALS
2229270 $79.99
Now is your chance to rule the school and be the 
rebel who decorated the water tower as their 
senior prank. This accessory comes undecorated 
and with a pack of graffiti decals so you can get 
creative and vandalize your own city’s water tower 
without getting detention! 
FEATURES

 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play
 ▶ Blinking light on top of tower
 ▶ Dimensions: 6” x 6” x 15”



NEW TOOLING!

NEW TOOLING!

DONUTS & COFFEE SHOP
2229180 $109.99

 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play
 ▶ LED Lighted Interior
 ▶ Dimensions:  10 3/8” x 8 3/8” x 6 1/4”

TRANSFER STATION
2229200 $299.99

 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play
 ▶ Lighted Interior
 ▶ Operating Dock Workers
 ▶ Includes PEP control box
 ▶ Dimensions: 20” x 9” x 9 1/2”

ALL
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GOES GREAT WITH THE GREAT 
LOCOMOTIVE CHASE DELUXE 
SET ON PAGES 138-139!

NEW TOOLING!

NEW TOOLING!

EXPAND

PLUG-EXPAND-PLAY

WESTERN MERCANTILE 
2229230 $79.99

 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play
 ▶ LED Lighted Interior
 ▶ Dimensions: 8 7/8” x 5 1/8” x 5 1/2”

SHERIFF’S HEADQUARTERS BUILDING
2229250 $79.99

 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play
 ▶ LED Lighted Interior
 ▶ Dimensions:  10 3/8” x 8 3/8” x 6 1/4”



WESTERN MERCANTILE 
2229230 $79.99

 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play
 ▶ LED Lighted Interior
 ▶ Dimensions: 8 7/8” x 5 1/8” x 5 1/2”

COALING STATION
2229310 $129.99

 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play
 ▶ Realistic decoration
 ▶ Interior illumination on both levels
 ▶ FasTrack compatible
 ▶ Dimensions: 13” x 9 7/8” x 9 7/8”

PRIVATE INVESTIGATION BUILDING 
2229160 $159.99

 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play
 ▶ LED Lighted Interior
 ▶ Dimensions: 9 3/8” x 9 3/8” x 6 3/8”

ALL

Back

Front
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PLUG-EXPAND-PLAY

EXPAND

TRAIN ORDERS BUILDING
2229030 $139.99

 ▶ Passing trains automatically cause the figure 
to emerge from the structure and the signal 
arms to raise

 ▶ Building with illuminated interior
 ▶ Industrial lamppost illuminates the platform
 ▶ PEP Accessory Activator Pack (681317) - re-

quired for operation (SOLD SEPARATELY)
 ▶ Dimensions: 6 1/2" x 6 1/2" x 6 1/2"

TOUGH GUYS GYM & FITNESS 
2229060 $159.99

 ▶ LED Lighted Interior
 ▶ Dimensions: 9 3/8" x 9 3/8" x 6 3/8"

BARN 
2229070 $179.99

 ▶ LED Lighted Interior
 ▶ Movable Hay Crane
 ▶ Dimensions: 16 1/2" x 18 3/4" x 9 1/2"
 ▶ Opening main and hay loft doors



TOUGH GUYS GYM & FITNESS 
2229060 $159.99

 ▶ LED Lighted Interior
 ▶ Dimensions: 9 3/8" x 9 3/8" x 6 3/8"

TOWNHOUSE
2229100 $109.99

 ▶ LED Lighted Interior
 ▶ Dimensions: 9 3/8" x 9 3/8" x 6 3/8"

THISTLE STOP FLOWER SHOP
2229110 $159.99

 ▶ LED Lighted Interior
 ▶ Dimensions: 12 3/4” x 6 5/16” x 9 3/16”

BACK

FRONT
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PLUG-EXPAND-PLAY

EXPAND

BIG TATZ INK
2129010 $99.99

 ▶ LED Lighted
 ▶ Realistic Interior Detail
 ▶ Dimensions: 9 1/4" x 6" x 31/2"

SGT STUMPY'S RED WHITE & BOOM FIREWORKS
2129030 $299.99
Sergeant Stumpy has the big bangs and the loud booms in stock 
at deep discounts! Someone better call the fire department, 
because with discounts this low, the building just couldn't contain 
the excitement! With simulated Fiber Optic LED fireworks, sounds 
and smoke - this Plug-Expand-Play accessory is a must-add to an 
action packed train layout!
FEATURES

 ▶ Simulated Exploding Fireworks Fiber Optic LEDS
 ▶ Sound & Light Effects
 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play Control Box Included
 ▶ Smoke
 ▶ Dimensions: 9 1/4" x 6" x 3 1/2"

DR. IP DRIPS & SONS PLUMBING
2129140 $99.99

 ▶ LED Lighted
 ▶ Realistic Interior Detail
 ▶ Dimensions: 9 1/4" x 6" x 3 1/2"



DOMINANT JEANS
2129150 $119.99

 ▶ LED Lighted
 ▶ Realistic Interior Detail
 ▶ Dimensions: 9 1/4" x 6" x 6"

SOFA KING MATTRESSES & FURNITURE
2129020  $119.99

 ▶ LED Lighted
 ▶ Realistic Interior Detail
 ▶ Dimensions: 9 1/4" x 6" x 6"
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TALKING PASSENGER STATION
2129250 $199.99
All Aboard! You're in charge of the Passenger Station! Record your own 
announcements reminding passengers to have their tickets ready, their 
luggage placed in the baggage cars and to line up in an orderly 
fashion to board. With striking colors and clear sound, this accessory is a 
must have for your passenger train layouts.

 ▶ Three announcements total - user record-able and cycle 
 ▶ Works best with 681317 (Sold Separately) 
 ▶  Press button to activate announcements as the train rolls through
 ▶ Dimensions: 12 1/8”L x 8 1/4” W x 6 1/2”H

COWENS TOWING GARAGE
2129240 $164.99

 ▶ Illuminated gas pumps
 ▶ Detailed interior
 ▶ Dimensions: 12" X 12" X 5"

PLUG-EXPAND-PLAY

EXPAND



LIONEL ALE ELEVATED OIL TANK
2129200 $109.99

 ▶ Metal platform and walkways
 ▶ Connects to multiple tanks for  

building large fields
 ▶ Dimensions: 4" L X 3 ½" W X 7" H

AREA 51 ELEVATED OIL TANK
2129210 $109.99

 ▶ Metal platform and walkways
 ▶ Connects to multiple tanks for  

building large fields
 ▶ Dimensions: 4" L X 3 ½" W X 7" H

CLASSIC ROTARY BEACON
2129110  $89.99

 ▶ Stamped metal construction
 ▶ Beacon light housing rotates
 ▶ Dimensions: 5”L x 5”W x 12”H

AREA 51 GROOM LAKE 
WATER TOWER
2129300  $59.99

 ▶ Realistic blinking red light on top of tower
 ▶ Dimensions: 13 3/16” H
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DOUBLE FLOODLIGHT TOWER 
682013 $89.99

LIONEL ILLUMINATED FLAGPOLE
684307 $44.99

 ▶ Illuminated LED lights on base of flagpole
 ▶ Two flags on heavy string
 ▶ Dimensions: Approx. 3 1/4” square base footprint,  

11 1/4” height

SINGLE FLOODLIGHT TOWER 
682012 $79.99

ILLUMINATED YARD TOWER
683751 $64.99

 ▶ Dimensions: 6 3/4” L x 3 5/16” W x 8 1/2” H

FLOODLIGHT TOWERS
 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play
 ▶ 8-light LED illumination on the single and 

16light LED illumination on the double
 ▶ Independent tilting head
 ▶ Screw-mount holes on base to secure 

accessory to layout (optional)
MULTI-FUNCTION SWITCH BOX
682203 $29.99

 ▶ Offers both ON/OFF and momentary 
control to a 3-position Plug-n-Play 
accessory

OIL PUMP
682016 $119.99
Based on the “nodding donkey” style pump working oil 
fields across the country, this new Plug-Expand-Play® accessory 
features the smooth bobbing action of the real thing. Add two 
or three oil pumps to model this common industrial scene.

 ▶ Plug-Expand-Play
 ▶ Pump moves up and down
 ▶ Dimensions: 2 3/4” L x 4 3/4” W x 4” H

PLUG-EXPAND-PLAY

EXPAND



SINGLE FLOODLIGHT TOWER 
682012 $79.99

PLUG-EXPAND-PLAY TRACK & ADD-ONS

FASTRACK 10" PLUG-EXPAND-PLAY POWER 
LOCK-ON
681313 $24.99

 ▶ 10” straight FasTrack® with attached lock-on

6’ POWER CABLE 3-POS.
682043 $17.99

 ▶ Male-Female
 ▶ Extend the length of the standard Plug-n-Play 

3-pin power cable 

6’ POWER CABLE 6POS. MALE/FEMALE
682045 $21.99

 ▶ Male-Female
 ▶ Extend the length of the standard Plug-n-Play 

6pin power cable 

3' POWER CABLE EXTENSION (3-PIN, M/F)
682918 $13.99

 ▶ Male-Female
 ▶ Extend the length of the standard Plug-n-Play 

6pin power cable 

PLUG-EXPAND-PLAY 3' POWER TAP 3-POS. 1 MALE / 
3 FEMALE
682046 $17.99

 ▶ Allows three Plug-n-Play accessories to be connected to 
one Plug-n-Play lock-on port

FASTRACK 10" PLUG-EXPAND-PLAY 3-POSI-
TION BLOCK LOCK-ON 
681314 $43.99
TERMINAL

 ▶  10” straight FasTrack with attached lock-on
 ▶ Rocker switch to select power source
 ▶  Use separate sale 4A 18VDC power supply
 ▶  LED for power indication 

FASTRACK PLUG-EXPAND-PLAY ACCESSORY
ACTIVATOR PACK
681317 $26.99

 ▶  Includes one 10” insulated track section, and two 5” 
isolated track sections

 ▶ Plug-n-Play Power Lock-on made specifically for acces-
sories fitted with a Plug-n-Play power cable 
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FASTRACK 30” TRUSS BRIDGE
682110    $329.99

 ▶ Modular snap-together pier design allows adjustable height 
to match FasTrack® or tubular track trestles

 ▶ Compatible with FasTrack®, each bridge can be adapted to 
work with all other track systems using a Transition Track (612040 
sold separately)at each end

 ▶ Interior height of the bridge has adequate space to clear 
scale rolling stock

 ▶ Easily configured to connect multiple bridges
 ▶ Mounting tabs on bottom risers to secure piers to your layout
 ▶ Realistic lattice and rivet detail
 ▶ Bridge footprint (including piers):39” L x 5 1/2” W
 ▶ Footprint for 2 bridges: 73 1/2” L x 5 1/2” W

THRU TRUSS BRIDGE KIT
2130130    $69.99

 ▶ Assembly required
 ▶ Compatible with O-27, O, and FasTrack track 

systems
 ▶ Metal base
 ▶ Flashing top-mounted beacon
 ▶ Rock piers included
 ▶ Dimensions: 26 1/8” x 7 1/2” x 12 1/2”

ASSEMBLY REQUIRED!

EXPAND

BRIDGES

ARCH UNDER BRIDGE 
612770 $29.99

 ▶ Compatible with O27, O, and FasTrack® track 
systems. 

 ▶ Installs easily between Lionel elevated tubular 
trestle piers

 ▶ Integrates easily into your layout 
 ▶ Dimensions: 19 1/4” x 3 5/8” x 4 7/8” 

SHORT EXTENSION BRIDGE
662716 $14.99 

 ▶ Dimensions 10” x 4 1/4” x 6 5/8”
 ▶ Assembly required

10” FASTRACK GIRDER BRIDGE-
GREY
684388 $24.99

 ▶ Girders can be positioned above 
or below deck

10” FASTRACK GIRDER BRIDGE-
BLACK
681248 $24.99

 ▶ Girders can be positioned 
above or below deck

COVERED BRIDGE
624117 $99.99

 ▶ Metal base
 ▶ Illuminated interior
 ▶ Compatible with O27, O, and FasTrack® 

track systems
 ▶ Dimensions: 24 1/16” L x 7 3/4” W x 8” 



STEEL COIL LOAD KIT
1930010 $19.99

BRANCHLINE WATER TOWER KIT
684315 $39.99

 ▶ High-detailed Branchline water tower
 ▶ Multi-colored, easy to assemble parts 

(glue not included)
 ▶ Dimensions: 4 3/4” L x 3 1/2” W x 7 3/4” H

All KITS ARE ASSEMBLY REQUIRED!

LUMBER SHED KIT
681629 $34.99

 ▶ Unassembled - some assembly re-
quired (requires liquid cement,  not included)

 ▶ Includes figure, barrel, various wood 
loads and ladder

 ▶ Dimensions: 6 1/8” L x 3 1/8” W x 3 1/8” H 

RICO STATION KIT
683440 $59.99

 ▶ Assembly Required
 ▶ Highly detailed Rocky Mountain train 

station for passengers and freight
 ▶ Multi-colored, easy to assemble parts 

(glue not included)
 ▶ Dimensions: 22” x 9” x 10”

Rico Station is shown painted and assembled to convey 
artists’ depiction of what the kit would look like decorated. 

BUILDING KITS
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ASSORTED ACCESSORIES

DEFECT DETECTOR WITH SOUNDS
1929100 $99.99

 ▶ IR sensors detect and count the actual number of axles on a 
passing train and determines when track is clear

 ▶ 5" O Gauge FasTrack Section and Building
 ▶ Calculates and relays by audio the number of axles, approx. 

speed, imaginary milepost information and reports defect 
detection status

 ▶ Includes occasional defect announcements with warning sounds 
and announcements of imaginary car issues

 ▶ Volume control and ON/OFF switch
 ▶ Min/Max switch to adjust how often a defect is found
 ▶ Gets power from track – can also be powered from accessory 

power supply  
 (sold separately)

 ▶ Approx. 8” L x 4” W x 3” H

ILLUMINATED HOPPER SHED
682333 $44.99
Roll your covered hoppers in to simulate unloading operations. Fea-
turing an exterior light at both ends, this structure is raised high to allow 
nearly any engine or rolling stock through the entry.

 ▶ Two exterior LED lights
 ▶ Includes spacers to add height
 ▶ Dimensions: 8” x 4” x 6 1/2” 
 ▶ Clearance: 5 3/4” from floor to entry ceiling with spacers / 5 1/4” 

without spacers

153 IR CONTROLLER
614111 $59.99

 ▶ Die-cast metal structure
 ▶ Infrared sensors detect passing trains 

and activate connected accessories
 ▶ Time delay adjustment knob  

(from 3 to 15 seconds)
 ▶ Dimensions: 5” x 4 1/2” x 3 1/2”



GOES GREAT WITH 

THE TROLLEYS 

ON PAGE 157!

 ▶ Includes uniquely decorated billboards on fencing
 ▶ Dimensions: Dimensions: 12” L X 3 3/8” W X 5” H

CROSSING SHANTY
2030130 $19.99

 ▶ Hinged Shutter
 ▶ Dimensions: 2 1/4"L x 2 1/2"W x 3"H

SPECIAL TROLLEY ANNOUNCEMENT TRACK

684373 $59.99
 ▶ Enhance your trolley car layout experience with a 15" O-Gauge FasTrack® piece that allows 

you to record your own special station announcements!
 ▶ Trolley stops on this insulated/isolated track section
 ▶ Track section then plays special station announcements – user recordable!
 ▶ Three announcements total - all 3 are user record-able and cycle.
 ▶ When power is restored to the center rail the trolley moves again on its original course 
 ▶ Usable on any existing Lionel bumper trolley and other bump-n-go motorized units
 ▶ For full effect, place track in front of an existing passenger station or platform

LIONEL STATION PLATFORM
683496 $39.99
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AMTRAK THROUGH THE YEARS BILLBOARDS
2230020 $24.99

 ▶ Includes three billboard stands
 ▶ Includes six billboard images on three two-sided 

inserts
 ▶ Dimensions: 5 ¾” L x 7/8” W x 3 ¼” H

Official licensee of Amtrak. Amtrak is a registered service mark of the National Railroad 
Passenger Corporation. 

HIGHWAY BARRELS - ORANGE 6-PACK
632922 $9.99

 ▶ Dimensions: 1” Tall

TUNNEL PORTALS 2-PACK
612896 $21.99

 ▶ Portals with raised Lionel lettering
 ▶ Classic Postwar styling
 ▶ Set of two
 ▶ Dimensions: 7” x 8 1/2” 

BARREL PACK 6-PACK
612745 $9.99

 ▶ Real wood construction
 ▶ Set of six
 ▶ Dimensions: 1 1/8” H

ASSORTED ACCESSORIES



STARS & STRIPES BILLBOARDS
2030050 $24.99

 ▶ Includes three billboard stands
 ▶ Includes six billboard images on three two-sided 

inserts

ROCK PIERS 2-PACK
612744 $18.99

 ▶ Classic Postwar styling
 ▶ Set of two
 ▶ Dimensions: 7” x 5” x 3”

TRACKSIDE RAILROAD DETAILS PACK
683688 $32.99

 ▶ Relay Cabinets
 ▶ Battery Box
 ▶ Defect Detector
 ▶ Flange Lubricator

BARREL PACK 6-PACK
612745 $9.99

 ▶ Real wood construction
 ▶ Set of six
 ▶ Dimensions: 1 1/8” H

CONSTRUCTION SIGNS 5-PACK
2030240 $8.99

 ▶ Realistic, printed construction graphics
 ▶ Set of five
 ▶ Dimensions: 2 1/4” height
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ASSORTED ACCESSORIES

EXPAND
Not Illuminated

 MANUAL CROSSING GATE
624248 $19.99

 ▶ Raise and lower gate manually
 ▶ Length 9 1/2” gate 

OLD STYLE CLOCK TOWER
614147 $29.99

 ▶ Working clock with replaceable 
battery included

 ▶ Turn-of-the-century styling
 ▶ Dimensions: 4” 

 #140 BANJO SIGNAL
614090 $59.99

 ▶ Die-cast metal construction
 ▶ Passing trains activate “banjo” 

mechanism
 ▶ 153C Contactor included, or use 

a 153IR (sold separately)
 ▶ Also works with insulated track 

section (sold separately)
 ▶ Dimensions: 7 3/4” height 

 #154 RAILROAD CROSSING FLASHER
612888 $59.99

 ▶ Die-cast and stamped metal construction
 ▶ Red lights flash alternately when activated
 ▶ 153C Contactor included, or use a 153IR 

(sold separately)
 ▶ Also works with insulated track section (sold 

separately)
 ▶ Dimensions: 9” height 

DOUBLE SIGNAL BRIDGE
683174 $119.99

 ▶ Spans two tracks
 ▶ Lights change from green to red to warn approaching 

trains of occupied blocks ahead
 ▶ Compatible with both FasTrack® and traditional tubular O 

and O27 track systems
 ▶ Use an insulated track section or a 153IR (both sold separately)
 ▶ Use with Plug-n-Play Accessory Activator (sold separately)

SINGLE SIGNAL BRIDGE
683173 $89.99

 ▶ Lights change from green to red to warn approaching 
trains of occupied blocks ahead

 ▶ Compatible with both FasTrack® and traditional tubular O 
and O27 track systems

 ▶ Use an insulated track section or a 153IR (both sold separately)
 ▶ Use with Plug-n-Play Accessory Activator  (sold separately)
 ▶ Dimensions: 3 ¼” x 4 ½” x 7 ¾”
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UNPAINTED STEEL COILS 2-PACK
1930450 $9.99

 ▶ Set of two
 ▶ Dimensions: 1 3/8” tall & wide

 #252 AUTOMATIC CROSSING GATE
612714 $54.99

 ▶ Gate drops when train passes by
 ▶ 153C Contactor included
 ▶ Also works with insulated track section or 153IR (sold 

separately)
 ▶ Dimensions: 9 1/2” gate length 

 MAINLINE AUTO CROSSING GATES 2-PACK
614098 $119.99

 ▶ Die-cast metal construction
 ▶ Red flashing signal
 ▶ Gate drops when train passes by
 ▶ Set of two
 ▶ 153C Contactor included
 ▶ Works with insulated track section  (sold separately)
 ▶ Dimensions: 4” x 1” x 4 1/2” 

CELL TOWER
637903 $84.99

 ▶ Illuminated red aircraft warning lights 
on top of tower

 ▶ Dimensions: 2 1/2” x 2 1/2” x 16” 

 #148 DWARF SIGNAL
612883 $29.99

 ▶ Lights change from green to red 
when trains move through its block

 ▶ Automatically resets to green when 
train clears its block

 ▶ LED lighting
 ▶ Operates on 618 volt AC or DC power
 ▶ FasTrack® Accessory Activation Pack or 

insulated rail required
 ▶ Dimensions: 1 3/4” x 1 3/4” x 2” 
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EXPAND

TELEPHONE POLES - SCALE - LIGHTED 6-PACK
637995 $54.99

 ▶ Insulators, lights, and transformers in assorted packs 
are included as shown

 ▶ Exterior illumination in assorted and lighted packs
 ▶ Metal details 
 ▶ Height: 7 1/2”

TELEPHONE POLES - SCALE - ASSORTED 6-PACK
637939 $44.99

 ▶ Insulators, lights, and transformers as shown
 ▶ Metal details
 ▶ Height: Approx. 7 1/2”

TELEPHONE POLES 10-PACK
662181 $14.99

 ▶ Insulators, lights, and transformers as shown
 ▶ Metal details
 ▶ Height: Approx. 7 1/2”

TELEPHONE POLE -STANDARD 6-PACK
637851 $39.99

 ▶ Metal details 
 ▶ Height: 7 1/2”

ASSORTED ACCESSORIES



#65 YARD LIGHTS 3-PACK
612927 $34.99HIGHWAY LAMPS DOUBLE 2-PACK 

2030230 $29.99

HIGHWAY LIGHTS 4-PACK
612804 $34.99

 ▶ Illuminated lamps
 ▶ Set of four
 ▶ Height: 7” each

CLASSIC STREET LAMPS -
 GREEN 3-PACK
629247 $39.99

 ▶ Plastic light housing
 ▶ Metal center post
 ▶ Set of three
 ▶ Height: 4 1/2”

CLASSIC STREET LAMPS - RED 3-PACK
637151 $39.99

 ▶ Plastic light housing
 ▶ Metal center post
 ▶ Set of three
 ▶ Height: 4 1/2”

GOOSENECK STREET LAMPS - BLACK 2-PACK
637172 $34.99

 ▶ Brilliant illumination
 ▶ Turn-of-the-century design
 ▶ Set of two
 ▶ Height: 4” each

STREET LAMPS 4-PACK
624156 $34.99

GLOBE STREET LAMPS - BLACK 
3-PACK
612926 $29.99

 ▶ Illuminated lamps
 ▶ Set of three
 ▶ Height: 5 3/4” each 

CLASSIC STREET LAMPS - 
BLACK 3-PACK
637174 $39.99

 ▶ Plastic light housing
 ▶ Metal center post
 ▶ Set of three
 ▶ Height: 4 1/2”
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RAILROAD SIGNS 14-PACK
662180 $9.99

 ▶ Set of 14 assorted signs

AIRPLANE ACCESSORY 2-PACK
2230110 $13.99

 ▶ Durable plastic construction
 ▶ Manually rotating propeller
 ▶ Each airplane 7 1/4”

BOATS 4-PACK
2230120 $13.99

 ▶ Durable plastic construction
 ▶ Plastic Windows
 ▶ Each Boat Length 4 1/2”

HELICOPTER 2-PACK
2230130 $13.99

 ▶ Durable plastic construction
 ▶ Manually rotating propeller
 ▶ Each helicopter 3”

RAILROAD SIGNS 
5-PACK
2230140 $8.99

 ▶ Realistic, printed 
railroad graphics

 ▶ Set of five
 ▶ Approx. 2 1/4” height

UNIQUE RAILROAD SIGNS 
5-PACK 
2230170 $8.99

 ▶ Unique & Fun printed 
railroad graphics

 ▶ 5 Signs
 ▶ Dimensions: 2 1/4” height

ASSORTED ACCESSORIES

EXPAND



SCALE

IRON WORKERS FIGURE PACK
683168 $29.99

 ▶ Hand-Painted Resin 
 ▶ Average height: 1 3/8”

LOGGERS FIGURE PACK
681871 $29.99

 ▶ Hand-Painted Pewter
 ▶ Average height: 1 3/8”

MILLENNIAL FIGURE PACK
1930060 $29.99

 ▶ 5 hand painted plastic figures
 ▶ Average Height: 1 3/8”

SCALE PASSENGER CAR FIGURES 
24-PACK
683653 $32.99

M.O.W. WORKERS FIGURE PACK
683171 $29.99

 ▶ Hand-painted M.o.W. worker figures 
made of durable resin

 ▶ Pack of five figures
 ▶ Average height: 1 3/8”

ASSORTED ACCESSORIES
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ACCESSORY HOOK-UPS AND OPERATION HOOK-UPS
Under the roadbed of all straight and curved sections are electrical terminals. You can 
hook up to these terminals in different ways.
If you already have wire for your accessories, or you have pre-wired accessories, contact 
our Lionel Customer Service department and purchase the FasTrack® terminal connectors 
(Item #6SPFTWTBLU or 6SPFTWTRED). Strip wires back approximately 1/4", insert wire into the 
quick connector, and crimp it into place under any section of track!

Curves available from 031 to 096 allow for more 
realistic operation. A wider radius allows for 
the operation of larger locomotives than is 
possible with O27 or O31 curves.

Easy, snap-together locking mechanism for 
tight, reliable connections.

Two terminals under every piece of straight 
and curved track for transformer and/or 
accessory power connections - no Lockons 
required!

Patented center half-pin allows for track 
orientation in either direction without the 
need for moving pins from one end to the 
next.

O-GAUGE

TRACK &
EXTRAS
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FASTRACK 1 3/8" STRAIGHT WITH ROADBED 
612073 $4.99

 ▶ Includes electrically isolated center 
rail option for power blocks

FASTRACK 5" STRAIGHT  
O GAUGE TRANSITION TRACK 
612040 $10.99

 ▶ Connects with O and O27 tubular track

FASTRACK 10" STRAIGHT TERMINAL TRACK 
612016 $9.99

 ▶ Includes wires that connect the track 
to your transformer

 ▶ Length: 10"

FASTRACK 22 1/2 DEGREE CROSSOVER 
612050 $54.99

 ▶ Includes 4 removable 1 3/8" half 
roadbed straight sections

 ▶ Length: 17" x 17"

FASTRACK 45 DEGREE CROSSOVER 
612051 $32.99

 ▶ Length: 10" x 10"

FASTRACK 90 DEGREE CROSSOVER 
612019 $28.99

 ▶ Length: 6" x 6"

FASTRACK 30" EXTRA LONG STRAIGHT 
612042 $19.99

FASTRACK 10" STRAIGHT 
612014 $5.99

FASTRACK 10" STRAIGHT 4-PACK 
612032 $24.99

FASTRACK 1 3/8" STRAIGHT WITHOUT ROADBED 
612074 $4.99

 ▶ Includes electrically isolated center rail 
option for power blocks 

 ▶ Roadbed sides removed for easy 
installation with FasTrack® switches

FASTRACK 1 3/4" STRAIGHT 
612026 $4.99

FASTRACK 4 1/2" STRAIGHT 
612025 $4.99

FASTRACK 5" STRAIGHT 
612024 $4.99
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FASTRACK® O31 CURVE 
637103 $5.99

 ▶ 8 Pieces per circle
 ▶ 45-Degree section

FASTRACK® O31 QUARTER CURVE 
681662 $4.99

 ▶ 32 pieces per circle
 ▶ 11 1/4-Degree section

FASTRACK® O36 CURVE 
612015 $5.99

 ▶ 8 Pieces per circle
 ▶ 45-Degree section

FASTRACK® O36 HALF CURVE 
612022  $5.49

 ▶ 16 pieces per circle
 ▶ 22 1/2-Degree section

FASTRACK® O36 QUARTER CURVE 
612023  $4.99

 ▶ 32 pieces per circle
 ▶ 11 1/4-Degree section

FASTRACK® O36 CURVE 4-PACK 
612033  $24.99

 ▶ 32 pieces per circle
 ▶ 45-Degree section

FASTRACK® O48 CURVE 
612043  $6.99

 ▶ 12 pieces per circle
 ▶ 30-Degree section

FASTRACK® O48 HALF CURVE 
616834  $6.49

 ▶ 24 pieces per circle
 ▶ 15-Degree section

FASTRACK® O48 QUARTER CURVE 
616835  $5.99

 ▶ 48 pieces per circle
 ▶ 7 1/2-Degree section

FASTRACK® O60 CURVE 
612056  $8.49

 ▶ 16 pieces per circle
 ▶ 22 1/2-Degree section

FASTRACK® O72 CURVE 
612041  $8.49

 ▶ 16 pieces per circle
 ▶ 22 1/2-Degree section

FASTRACK® O72 HALF CURVE 
612055  $7.49

 ▶ 32 pieces per circle
 ▶ 11 1/4-Degree section

FASTRACK® O84 CURVE 
612061  $8.49

 ▶ 32 pieces per circle
 ▶ 11 1/4-Degree section

FASTRACK® O96 CURVE 
681250  $8.49

 ▶ 32 pieces per circle
 ▶ 11 1/4-Degree section

FASTRACK® O31 CURVE 4-PACK 
681862 $24.99

 ▶ 8 pieces per circle
 ▶ 45-degree section

FASTRACK™
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FASTRACK O31 MANUAL SWITCH LEFT HAND 
681252 $54.99

 ▶ 33 3/4-Degree turnout
 ▶ Includes 1/4 curve to complete O-31 

45-Degree curve
 ▶ Length: 10" straight

FASTRACK O31 MANUAL SWITCH RIGHT HAND 
(not shown) 
681251 $54.99

FASTRACK O36 MANUAL SWITCH LEFT HAND 
612017 $54.99

 ▶ 33 3/4-Degree turnout
 ▶ Includes one O36 1/4 curve to complete a 

45-Degree curve
 ▶ Length: 10" straight

FASTRACK O36 MANUAL SWITCH RIGHT HAND 
(not shown) 
612018 $54.99

FASTRACK O60 REMOTE/COMMAND SWITCH LH 
681951  $139.99

 ▶ 22 1/2-Degree turnout
 ▶ Includes removable 1 3/8" extensions
 ▶ Length: 14 1/2" straight

FASTRACK O60 REMOTE/COMMAND SWITCH RH 
(not shown) 
681950  $139.99

FASTRACK O72 REMOTE/COMMAND SWITCH LH 
681953  $139.99

 ▶ 22 1/2-Degree turnout
 ▶ Includes removable 1 3/8" extensions 
 ▶ Length: 15 5/8" straight

FASTRACK O72 REMOTE/COMMAND SWITCH RH 
(not shown) 
681952  $139.99

FASTRACK O72 WYE  
REMOTE/COMMAND SWITCH 
681954  $139.99

 ▶ 22 1/2-Degree wye
 ▶ Includes removable 1 3/8" extensions 
 ▶ Length: 12" straight

FASTRACK O36 REMOTE/COMMAND SWITCH LH 
681947 $129.99

 ▶ 33 3/4-Degree turnout
 ▶ Includes one O36 1/4 curve to complete a 

45-Degree curve 
 ▶ Length: 10" straight

FASTRACK O36 REMOTE/COMMAND SWITCH RH 
(not shown) 
681946  $129.99

FASTRACK O48 REMOTE/COMMAND SWITCH LH 
681949  $139.99

 ▶ 30-Degree turnout 
 ▶ Length: 15" straight

FASTRACK O48 REMOTE/COMMAND SWITCH RH 
(not shown) 
681948  $139.99

FASTRACK O31 REMOTE/COMMAND SWITCH LH 
681254 $129.99

 ▶ 33 3/4-Degree turnout
 ▶ Includes 1/4 curve to complete O-31 

45-Degree curve
 ▶ Length: 10" straight

FASTRACK O31 REMOTE/COMMAND SWITCH RH 
(not shown) 
681253 $129.99



O-GAUGE

LIONCHIEF TERMINAL FASTRACK SECTION 
637110 $9.99

 ▶ Length: 10"

FASTRACK 5" INSULATED BLOCK SECTION 
612060 $12.99

 ▶ Used to make an isolated track block
 ▶ All three rails have a gap and jumper wire
 ▶ Removable wires jump the breaks in the 

track on the underside of the roadbed

FASTRACK 10" GRADE CROSSING 
612036  $21.99

 ▶ Length: 10" track section,  
6 1/4" road section 

 ▶ 2 per package

THE FASTRACK® ACCESSORY ACTIVATOR PACK 
612029 $22.99

This pack includes one insulated 10" straight track section and two 5" isolated track sections. The 
isolated 5" sections feature an electrical isolation gap on one outside rail. As the train passes 
over the electrically isolated outside rail the wheels of the train complete the circuit and send 
power to your accessory, acting like an ON/OFF switch controlled by the train’s presence. To 
increase the length of time over which the accessory operates, simply add more insulated track 
sections between the two isolated sections. This technique is the equivalent of using Lionel 
insulated track sections in O/O-27, and is used only with accessories that perform one function in 
an ON/OFF manner (e.g., Crossing Gate, Auto Gateman, etc.)

 ▶ Includes one removable 10" insulated section and two 5" isolated sections

FASTRACK ACCESSORY ACTIVATION 
612027  $5.49

 ▶ Extender 10" Straight
 ▶ Outside rails are electrically isolated
 ▶ Length: 10"

FASTRACK ILLUMINATED BUMPER 2-PACK 
612035  $36.99

 ▶ Length: 5" 
 ▶ Illuminated by long lasting LEDs

FASTRACK EARTHEN BUMPER 
612059  $14.99

 ▶ Length: 3 5/8" road section
 ▶ Real wood bumper
 ▶ 2 per package

FASTRACK GRADE CROSSING WITH FLASHING 
CROSSBUCKS AND GATES 
612062 $186.99

 ▶ Features operating crossing gates, flashers, 
and bell sounds

 ▶ Includes two 5" insulated straights for 
automatic operation

 ▶ Length: 20" track section, 6 1/4" road section

FASTRACK GRADE CROSSING WITH FLASHING 
CROSSBUCKS 
612052 $109.99

 ▶ Features two flashing signals and bell sounds
 ▶ Includes two 5" insulated straights for 

automatic operation
 ▶ Length: 20" track section, 6 1/4" road section

FASTRACK UNCOUPLING SECTION 
612020 $45.99

 ▶ Electromagnet is activated by 
uncoupling activator button 
(included)

 ▶ Includes a 5" Half Straight Track section
 ▶ Length of each section: 5"

FASTRACK 10" STRAIGHT OPERATING 
UNCOUPLING TRACK 
612054 $49.99

 ▶ Central magnet and control rails are 
activated by uncoupling/unloading 
activator buttons (included)

 ▶ Length: 10"

FASTRACK™ O-GAUGE SPECIALTY TRACK
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FASTRACK FIGURE 8 EXPANSION PACK 
612030  $82.99

 ▶ Layout dimension: 39 1/2" x 90 1/2"
 ▶ Track pack includes:
 ▶ 4 pieces of FasTrack® O36 curve track
 ▶ 4 pieces of FasTrack® 5" straight track
 ▶ 1 FasTrack® 90-Degree crossover

FASTRACK SIDING EXPANSION PACK 
612044  $131.99

 ▶ 1 Left Hand FasTrack® O36 manual switch
 ▶ 3 pieces of FasTrack® 10" straight track
 ▶ 1 FasTrack® uncoupling track
 ▶ 1 Earthen Bumper

FASTRACK OUTER PASSING LOOP  
EXPANSION PACK 
612031  $159.99

 ▶ Layout dimension: 49 1/2" x 70 1/2"
 ▶ 1 Left Hand FasTrack® O36 manual switch
 ▶ 1 Right Hand FasTrack® O36 manual switch
 ▶ 2 pieces of FasTrack® O36 curve track
 ▶ 5 pieces of FasTrack® 10" straight track

FASTRACK INNER PASSING LOOP  
EXPANSION PACK 
612028  $126.99

 ▶ Layout dimension: 39 1/2" x 70 1/2"
 ▶ 1 Left Hand FasTrack® O36 manual switch
 ▶ 1 Right Hand FasTrack® O36 manual switch
 ▶ 2 pieces of O36 curve track

FASTRACK GRADUATED TRESTLE SET 
612037  $93.99

 ▶ Incremental height grading
 ▶ For use with FasTrack® track sections
 ▶ Set of 22
 ▶ Height: 5 1/2" (tallest trestle)

FASTRACK ELEVATED TRESTLE SET 
612038  $49.99

 ▶ Create realistic raised-graded sections
 ▶ For use with FasTrack® track sections
 ▶ Set of 10
 ▶ Height: 5 1/2"

FASTRACK RAILER 
612039  $10.99

 ▶ Length: 10" 
 ▶ Also compatible with tubular O-Gauge 

and O-27 Gauge tracks

FASTRACK POWER WIRE 
612053 $3.99

 ▶ Compatible with all FasTrack® sections

WHITE 10" STRAIGHT FASTRACK 4-PACK 
685389 $27.99

WHITE O36 CURVE FASTRACK 4-PACK 
685390 $27.99

Add a special touch to your  
Christmas layout  

with our white FasTrack®!



5' x 6'

5' x 5'
LAYOUT OPTIONS

TRACK REQUIREMENTS
A 612017 O36 Left Hand Manual Switch (2)

B 612018 O36 Right Hand Manual Switch (2)

C 612015 O36 Curve (10)

D 612023 O36 Quarter Curve (4)

E 612043 O48 Curve (6)

F 612024 5" Straight Track (1)

G 612025 4 ½" Straight Track (5)

H 612026 1 ¾" Straight Track (1)

TRACK REQUIREMENTS
A 612018 O36 Right Hand Manual Switch (1)

B 612017 O36 Left Hand Manual Switch (1)

C 612015 O36 Curve (10)

D 612023 O36 Quarter Curve (2)

E 612022 O36 Half Curve (4)

F 612014 10" Straight Track (8)

G 612024 5" Straight Track (3)

H 612025 4 ½" Straight Track (6)

I 612026 1 ¾" Straight Track (1)

J 612073 1 ⅜" Straight Track (1)

O-GAUGE
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7' x 7'

5' x 10½'

TRACK REQUIREMENTS
A 612015 O36 Curve (16)

B 612019 90-Degree Crossover (1)

C 612014 10" Straight Track (14)

D 612024 5" Straight Track (6)

E 612025 4 ½" Straight Track (4)

F 612026 1 ¾" Straight Track (1)

G 612073 1 ⅜" Straight Track (1)

TRACK REQUIREMENTS
A 612014 10" Straight Track (26)

B 612024 5" Straight Track (4)

C 612026 1 ¾" Straight Track (1)

D 612073 1 ⅜" Straight Track (1)

E 612019 90-Degree Crossover (2)

F 612015 O36 Curve Track (20)



180W POWERHOUSE (10A) 
685226 $229.99

 ▶ Power your railroad empire with an 
advanced 180-Watt PowerHouse 
Power Supply. UL® - listed for safe 
operation, this mighty power supply 
is perfect for your TMCC Track Power 
Controller or Direct Lock-on.

GW180 (10A) 
637947 $359.99

 ▶ AC power supply
 ▶ 180 Watts of Power (10 AMP)
 ▶ Throttle lever to control speed and power. 

Operate your favorite features with the bell, 
whistle/horn, and direction buttons.

 ▶ 0-18 volt variable AC output serves as main track 
power source

 ▶ Programmable AC output for accessory operation
 ▶ Powerhouse™ power supply provides overcurrent 

protection in the event of a short circuit

ZW-L TRANSFORMER 
637921 $999.99

 ▶ The ZW-L Transformer is designed to give 
you smoother operation and more realistic 
control of your engines and accessories. 
Operation of the four handles now allows 
for fine control of up to 200 speed steps. 
Voltage and current from each of the four 
channels of the ZW-L Transformer are cleanly 
displayed in four easy-to-read, analog 
ammeter/voltmeter dials that are housed in 
the “dashboard” face.

 ▶ A full 620-watts of power are built inside 
the unit. To keep your Controller operating 
safely, the ZW-L also comes equipped with 
an automatic temperature controlled cooling 
fan, a circuit breaker for each channel output, 
and an on/ off switch on the front.

CW80 TRANSFORMER (REVISED) 
1908080 $169.99

 ▶ 80 Watt AC power supply
 ▶ Throttle lever to control speed and power. 

Operate your favorite features with the bell, 
whistle/horn, and direction buttons.

 ▶ 0-18 volt variable programmable AC output 
for accessory operation

 ▶ Compatible power supply for:
 • LionChief
 • LionChief Plus
 • LionChief Plus 2.0
 • Legacy
 • Traditional transformer locomotives
 • Plug-Expand-Play Accessories
 • Traditional Accessories

 ▶ Built-in circuit protect for derailments and 
shorts

POWER & CONTROL

O-GAUGE
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LIONCHIEF 72 WATT POWER SUPPLY 
681603 $59.99

 ▶ 4 AMP DC Power Supply

POWERMASTER ADAPTER CABLE 
612893  $24.99

 ▶ Connects your transformer to a 
PowerMaster® for LEGACY®, TMCC® and 
conventional locomotive operation

8” POWER CABLE 3-POS. FEMALE PIG TAILED 
682038  $10.99

3’ POWER CABLE 3-POS. MALE PIG TAILED  
682039  $11.99

TMCC DIRECT LOCK ON 
634120 $59.99

 ▶ Connect your Powerhouse Power 
Supply directly to the track with the 
TMCC Direct Lock-on. Featuring a 
selectable current setting (for the 
135-Watt or 180-Watt Powerhouses), 
the Direct Lock-on eliminates the 
need for a PowerMaster if you run 
only TMCC- or LEGACY-equipped 
locomotives. For added safety, the 
Direct Lock-on provides over-current 
protection and an automatic reset. 
It is compatible with both Lionel 
FasTrack and O/O27 track systems.

LEGACY POWERMASTER 
637146 $129.99

 ▶ Lionel’s LEGACY® PowerMaster® provides superior AC track-voltage control for your command-
equipped layout. Use it with any Lionel remote to adjust the track power from a Lionel PowerHouse® 
or other external AC transformer (sold separately) from the CAB-1L or CAB-2. The PowerMaster® lets you 
restore track power from your remote so that you don’t have to search for tripped breakers.

 ▶ Control conventional locomotives remotely; speed, direction, whistle or horn, and bell; use one per 
track loop

 ▶ Vary track power to fine-tune lighting, accessories, and command-equipped engines
 ▶ Controls up to 180 watts of external power
 ▶ Receive commands wirelessly, no serial cable required
 ▶ Control one or more powered accessories as a group

LEGACY 360W POWERMASTER 
682883 $239.99

 ▶ Includes a user settable switch to select 15 or 20 amp circuit protection.
 ▶ Works with all Lionel Command remotes
 ▶ Control conventional locomotives wirelessly; speed, direction, horn/whistle and bell
 ▶ Controls up to 360 Watts of external power; equivalent of two 180W Powerhouses
 ▶ Compatible with all smooth sine wave transformers from all eras (with the addition of a power 

Adapter Cable, 612893, sold separately)



SENSORTRACK
 ▶ Set the LCS SensorTrack™ to automatically perform one of eight                                                              

pre-programmed actions every time an IR equipped locomotive 
passes over it.

 ▶ Pre-programmed actions include whistle and horn blows, CrewTalk™, 
and bell ringing

 ▶ Arrival and departure announcements vary according to the engine’s 
direction of travel

 ▶ The LCS SensorTrack™ gathers all information directly from the 
locomotive without the need to use the orange module. 
This feature is especially useful when your layout hosts visiting 
locomotives (LEGACY® Command Set required).

 ▶ Record your own series of up to 200 commands from your LEGACY® 
CAB-1L, CAB-2, or LCS® App. 

 ▶ Preset Action commands and custom user recordings are stored 
locally in the memory of each SensorTrack™ on your layout.

 ▶ When your LCS® installation includes an LCS® Wi-Fi, an Apple iPad™ 
and the free LCS® App, SensorTrack™ delivers real time location 
updates on the LCS® App.

 ▶ Each time a LEGACY® locomotive passes over a SensorTrack™, it 
transmits its current fuel levels.

 ▶ Use the new SensorCar™ to add SensorTrack™ capability to your 
older TMCC® locomotives (see our catalogs and/or visit www.lionel.
com for more about the SensorCar™).

LCS 5" FASTRACK IR SENSORTRACK 
681294 $99.99

 ▶ Used with FasTrack®

1’ LONG 
681500 $14.99

3’ LONG (not shown) 
681501 $15.99

10’ LONG (not shown) 
681502 $19.99

20’ LONG (not shown) 
681503 $19.99

LAYOUT CONTROL SYSTEM PDI CABLE
 ▶ When you add a second and 

subsequent LCS® device to your 
installing, you’ll need additional 
LCS® PDI cables. Each piece of LCS 
hardware connects to the next in 
daisy-chain fashion. Choose one 
of four available lengths to fit your 
needs.

IR SENSORTRACK O GAUGE  
TUBULAR COMPATIBLE (not shown) 
682869 $99.99

 ▶ Used with Tubular Track

DZ-2500 BREAKOUT BOARD 
1908010 $29.99

 ▶ Purpose created for use with the Z-Stuff DZ-2500 Switch Machine.
 ▶ Allows for easier and faster wiring of your DZ-2500 switch 

machines!
 ▶ Daisy-chain serial data between DZ-2500s. No need for DZ-2001 

Data Wire Driver. Easier troubleshooting of failed switch machines.
 ▶ Circuitry protects the DZ-2500 from power surges caused by 

derailments.
 ▶ One breakout board needed for each DZ-2500 switch machine.
 ▶ Dedicated connector for non-derail wires.

O-GAUGE



LCS PDI CABLES
use either connector

AC Power
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CSM2

6-85295
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DZ-2500 Switch

SE
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Block

3 2 11234567

LCS PDI CABLES
use either connector
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AMC2

6-81641

LIGHTS MOTORS2- 2+ 1- 1+ 2- 2+ 1- 1+

LCS PDI CABLES
use either connector
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Return

PROGRAM

STM2

switch
sense

switch
sense89101112131415 7 6 5 4 3 2 116

6-82728
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LCS CSM2 
685295 $119.99

 ▶ Purpose created for use with the Z-Stuff DZ-2500 switch machine.
 ▶ Provides serial line for DZ-2500 TMCC operation.
 ▶ Non-derail operation compatibility.
 ▶ Monitor up to 7 DZ-2500 throw positions on LCS APP.
 ▶ Additionally, module has 4 block power control positions (see BPC2 for functionality).
 ▶ DZ-2500 connection board available through Electric Railroad. 
 ▶ Can be operated from Lionel CAB remotes and/or the LCS App+LCS Wi-Fi

LCS ACCESSORY MOTOR CONTROLLER (AMC2) 
681641 $129.99

 ▶ Gives you control over your accessories like never before. When used in 
conjunction with lights, the AMC-2 allows you to control bulb brightness from 
the CAB Remote Controller. When used in conjunction with your accessories’ 
motors, the AMC-2 gives you control over operation.

 ▶ Precise motor and/or light control 
 ▶ Operation of accessory speed, direction, or function from the CAB remote 

controller
 ▶ Programmable accessory motor speed or light intensity
 ▶ Operates up to two motors or up to two lights

LCS BLOCK POWER CONTROLLER 2 (BPC2) 
681640 $129.99

 ▶ Switches up to 8 AC track power blocks and is configured as 8 normally open 
relays, split into two banks of four. Each of these two banks has a common 
terminal feed. This allows for two power districts and 8 blocks. Each individual 
relay is rated for 20 amps.

 ▶ The BPC2 may be configured as either a Track or Accessory device with IDs 
from 1 to 91 

 ▶ Can be operated from Lionel CAB remotes and/or the LCS® App+LCS® Wi-Fi

LCS SERIAL CONVERTER 2 (SER2) 
681326  $69.99

 ▶ Adding the SER2 gives you a new DB9 port to reconnect your old devices
 ▶ The SER2 also boosts the available serial data drive current, so you can 

connect all your wired serial devices without the need for a separate serial 
booster

 ▶ Can be operated from Lionel CAB remotes and/or the LCS® App+LCS®

LCS SWITCH THROW MONITOR (STM2) 
682728  $109.99

 ▶ Provides accurate information about the position of all connected switches, 
even if they have been thrown manually or by non-derailing activation.

 ▶ Monitors up to 16 track switches and instantly transmits any change in switch 
points to all connected LCS®-aware Apps

 ▶ Every command to throw switch positions— from a smart device or a Lionel 
CAB® Remote—also updates the switch position on your LCS® App screen

LCS ACCESSORY SWITCH CONTROLLER 2 (ASC2) 
681639 $129.99

 ▶ Can be configured into “Switch mode” or “Accessory mode” operation.
 ▶ When configured in accessory mode, up to eight lights, uncoupling tracks or 

basic ON/OFF accessories can be controlled  
 ▶ Accessory mode is configured as 8 normally open relays, split into two banks 

of four
 ▶ Can be operated from Lionel CAB remotes and/or the LCS® App+LCS® Wi-Fi



BAG OF COAL 
612732 $7.99

 ▶ Simulated coal in small-size pieces
 ▶ Perfect load for hoppers, gondolas, 

and coal dump cars
 ▶ Approx. 4 oz.

ICE BLOCKS 10-PACK 
614240 $6.99

 ▶ For use with the Icing Station and Ice Car
 ▶ Set of 10

UNSCENTED SMOKE FLUID 
683280  $8.99

LOG CABIN SCENTED SMOKE FLUID (not shown) 
2130110  $8.99

HOT CHOCOLATE SCENTED SMOKE FLUID (not shown) 
683278  $8.99

PINE SCENTED SMOKE FLUID (not shown) 
683277  $8.99

PEPPERMINT SCENTED SMOKE FLUID (not shown) 
683276  $8.99

SUGAR COOKIES SCENTED SMOKE FLUID (not shown) 
683275  $8.99

WOOD STOVE SCENTED SMOKE FLUID (not shown) 
683279  $8.99 SMOKE FLUID DROPPER 2-PACK 

2230100 $4.59

 ▶ Easily dispense smoke fluid 
into your engine or smoking 
accessory with this Smoke Fluid 
Dropper!

SMOKE FLUID
 ▶ Replace your traditional smoke fluid with a 

variety of new, aromatic options! 
 ▶ A choice of holiday and non-holiday scents 

are now available from Lionel.
 ▶ For use in all Lionel locomotives, rolling stock, 

and accessories
 ▶ 2 oz. plastic bottle
 ▶ A variety of scents available

EXTRAS

O-GAUGE
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DIE CAST SCALE TRUCKS 2-PACK 
614251  $39.99

 ▶ Rotating bearing caps
 ▶ Metal coupler armature
 ▶ Quick and easy to install
 ▶ Adds weight and improves tracking
 ▶ Box of two

2-RAIL CONVERSION KIT - 50 TON TRUCKS 
684462  $19.99

 ▶ Contains components to convert 1 
LionScale car to 2-Rail

 ▶ 2-Rail Bolster
 ▶ Axle Contacts for Electrical Pick-Up
 ▶ Axle Contact Mounting Screws
 ▶ Four 2-Rail Wheel & Axles for 50T Side 

Frames

DIE CAST SPRUNG TRUCKS 2-PACK 
614078  $34.99

 ▶ Metal coupler armature
 ▶ Quick and easy to install
 ▶ Adds weight and improves tracking
 ▶ Box of two

2-RAIL CONVERSION KIT FOR 70 TON TRUCKS 
684463  $19.99

 ▶ Contains components to convert 1 LionScale 
car to 2-Rail

 ▶ 2-Rail Bolster
 ▶ Axle Contacts for Electrical Pick-Up
 ▶ Axle Contact Mounting Screws
 ▶ Four 2-Rail Wheel & Axles for 70T Rotating 

Bearing 
 ▶ Side Frames
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Lionel o�ers custom run opportunities 

for train enthusiasts everywhere.

Projects starting at on
ly 100 pieces!

LOW MOQ Requirements for Made in USA 6464 Boxcars • Endless Order Opportunities

NOW ACCEPTING ORDERS FOR 2022!

2201090 2022 TCA 
Mountain Moonshine 

Custom Boxcar

Your One Stop Shop To Order Unique Products 
for Your Customers TODAY!

For more information, contact us at Customproduct@lionel.com.

Did you know? 

 ê SPECIAL EVENTS ê ANNIVERSARIES ê 

 ê CLUB CONVENTIONS ê COMMEMORATIVE OCCASIONS ê 

CUSTOM RUN OPTIONS 

 ê MADE IN USA 6464 BOXCAR ê LC 2.0 LOCOMOTIVES ê READY-TO-RUN SETS ê 

 ê SCALE O-GAUGE ROLLING STOCK ê AMERICAN FLYER ROLLING STOCK ê  

 ê READY-TO-PLAY SETS ê TRADITIONAL O-GAUGE ROLLING STOCK ê LEGACY LOCOMOTIVES ê   



2022
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All NEW!
LEGACY 
ENGINES 

& SETS
FLYERCHIEF 

SETS



LIONEL, LLC

DIGITAL CATALOG

2022

TO VIEW THE 
DIGITAL CATALOG 

VISIT WWW.LIONEL.COM

and More!

PASSENGER 
CARS

FREIGHT 
CARS



LIONEL
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Lionel offers a variety of products
to expand your HO Scale Empire!

LIONCHIEF® SETS • LOCOMOTIVES • ROLLING STOCK

ACCESSORIES • TRACK & MORE!

THE POLAR EXPRESS and all related characters and elements © & ™ Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. (s22)



LOOK FOR NEW HO PRODUCT RELEASES
THROUGHOUT THE YEAR!

For more information, visit www.lionel.com



WIZARDING WORLD characters, names and related indicia are 
© & ™ Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. WB SHIELD: © & ™ WBEI.
Publishing Rights © JKR. (s22)

THE POL AR E XPRESS and all related characters and 
elements © & ™ Warner Bros. Enter tainment Inc. (s22)
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For more information and to see all our 
Ready-To-Play offerings, visit www.lionel.com

 LIONEL TRAIN SETS



LIONEL'S READY-TO-PLAY 
TRAIN SETS COME WITH TONS 

OF GREAT FEATURES!

Battery Powered Engine 
No wires or cords!

Perfect for kids!

Working headlight & train sounds!

Great for around the Christmas tree!

Remote and loop of plastic track 
included in each set!

USE THE INCLUDED TRACK TO CREATE DIFFERENT STYLE LOOPS!

WIZARDING WORLD characters, names and related indicia are 
© & ™ Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. WB SHIELD: © & ™ WBEI.
Publishing Rights © JKR. (s22)

© Disney/Pixar



THE POLAR EXPRESS and all related characters and elements © & ™ Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. (s21)

No wires or cords! 
Just turn it on and watch it run!

The perfect gift for your little one!

Great for around the Christmas tree!

ALL ABOARD READY-TO-PLAY

EASY OPERATION WITH A  
3-POSITION SWITCH 

ON ENGINE:

SIZE COMPARISON
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©Disney

WIZARDING WORLD characters, names and related indicia are 
© & ™ Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. WB SHIELD: © & ™ WBEI.
Publishing Rights © JKR. (s22)

THE POLAR EXPRESS and all related characters and elements © & ™ Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. (s21)

Great for around the Christmas tree!

PLASTIC BATTERY
POWERED ENGINE

65" x 41" LOOP OFPLASTIC TRACK INCLUDEDIN EACH SET!

EASY OPERATION WITH A  
3-POSITION SWITCH 

ON ENGINE:

For more information, visit www.lionel.com

• STOP 

• FORWARD WITH SOUND 

• FORWARD WITHOUT SOUND



The Best Toy Train Club on the Planet!™
lionelcollectors.org

L AIONEL     AMERICCOLLECTORS
C L U B of

EST 1970

“The” Train Club 
for Serious Lionel Enthusiasts 

for over 50 Years. 
he Lionel Collectors Club of America (aka the 
LCCA) was founded in 1970 in Iowa, and today the 
club’s membership includes thousands of Lionel 

train enthusiasts across the country and around the world.  
	 The	benefits	LCCA	members	enjoy	fuel	their	interest	
in Lionel and the model train hobby. They include: 

11. The Lion Roars – a members-only full-color magazine 
mailed to their homes five times a year or sent electronically, 
with back issues accessible on the LCCA website. The Lion 
Roars is filled with model train history, technical articles, 
layout ideas and industry news – all written by LCCA members.

22. Interchange Track – also a members-only magazine 
featuring members’ trains and accessories for sale. Listings 
are free to members. The buy/sell/swap magazine mails to all 
members and can be accessed electronically on the club 
website area called e-track. 

66. The LCCA Junior 
Members Club – 
available to younger 
model train enthu-
siasts and includes 
access to The Lion 
Cub magazine 
and special 
programming 
at the annual 
convention.  

77. Special Collectibles –
Lionel/LCCA branded products available in limited 
numbers only to members. Products have included freight 
cars, tinplate train sets, engines, vehicles, Christmas 
boxcars and lots more.  

88. Members receive FREE 
Lionel product catalogs and 
ten percent off most products 
at the lionelstore.com.*
*Catalog mailings will begin 
the next catalog cycle after 
signing up for membership.

T 33.. Lionelcollectors.org 
– an extensive website
with a members-only 
section to keep 
members posted on club 
activities, product 
offers, history, special 
events, conventions, 
Lionel news, access 
to club members 
and much, much more. 
Take a look.

44.. Lionel Catalog HSL 
Electronic Archive – 
a rare members-only 
free access to 
historic Lionel 
product catalogs, 
magazines, ads and 
special fliers dating 

from 1900. American Flyer 
S gauge catalogs have been 

             recently added. 

55.. Annual National Conventions – LCCA’s annual national 
conventions held in railroad-centric towns across the U.S. 
and feature a week of tours, meetings and swap meets 
for both the real train and model train enthusiasts. 
The 2022 convention will be held July 24 through 30 in 
Nashville, Tennessee.

99. LCCA Fastrack® Modular System – access to the 
LCCA module standards so you can build your own 
modules to create portable layout sections of your own 
or connect with other LCCA module owners for train 
shows and club get-togethers.

1100. Camaraderie with train lovers everywhere. 
The LCCA Club gives model train lovers an 
opportunity to meet other like-minded enthusiasts. 
Isn’t that what it is all about?  

There is no better time than NOW to join “The Best Toy Train Club on the Planet!™” 
Go to lionelcollectors.org or call the LCCA business office during normal business 

hours at 815-223-0115 and join The Lionel Collectors Club of America. 
It’ll be your best investment in your model train hobby!
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opportunity to meet other like-minded enthusiasts. 
Isn’t that what it is all about?  

There is no better time than NOW to join “The Best Toy Train Club on the Planet!™” 
Go to lionelcollectors.org or call the LCCA business office during normal business 

hours at 815-223-0115 and join The Lionel Collectors Club of America. 
It’ll be your best investment in your model train hobby!



Contact us at 1-800-4LIONEL (1-800-454-6635) Ext. 2 or email us at TalkToUs@lionel.com

LIONEL 
WORLD CLASS 

CUSTOMER SERVICE

PROVIDING THE HELP 

AND SERVICE YOU NEED 

TO MAINTAIN YOUR 

LIONEL TRAIN EMPIRE! 

256256



Show Us Your Lionel Moment using
on social media

A moment that lasts a lifetime



“The delivery of great products that make a lasting impact is our passion. Our trains 
are developed by train fans, for train fans.” – Lionel CEO, Howard Hitchcock

“A great American pastime!” – Drew C.

“Quality built…lasts a lifetime.” – Bill D.

“A classic Christmas memory shared by literally millions of children, 
whether young in age or young at heart.” – Tim B.

“My son lost his mind when he got his first Lionel train!” – Jeff F.

“Iconic and innovative! Been a tradition in my family since 
I was a child and is already being passed to my own.” – Chris R.

“Timeless and fun!” – Jane L.

“I’ve loved trains my whole life, both toy and the real things; and without Lionel Trains, 
it’s likely that an entire industry dedicated to the enjoyment of
trains wouldn’t even exist.”  – Tim B.

“I bought my first ever Lionel Product this year. It is everything I expected and more. 
Look forward to many years of enjoyment from this train.”  – Dennis D.

“Lionel is as American as apple pie and no Christmas
 tree should be without one!” – Sean V.

“They’re the best in the world!” – Juan B.

“I started with Lionel; they are part of home!” – John M.

The BNSF Railway; Santa Fe; Burlington Northern; Frisco; Spokane, Portland and Seattle Ry.; Denver Road; Northern 
Pacific Railway; Colorado and Southern; Great Northern Railway; Burlington Route; and Burlington Northern Santa Fe 
Railway marks are licensed marks owned by BNSF Railway Company.
Conrail, Central Railroad Company of NJ, Erie Lackawanna Railway Company, Lehigh and Hudson River Railway 
Company, Lehigh Valley Railroad Company, New York Central Railroad, Pennsylvania Railroad, Reading Company 
and other are trademarks owned by Consolidated Rail Corporation and are used here with permission.
Atlantic Coast Line, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, B&O, Chesapeake and Ohio Railway, C and O, Chessie System, 
Clinchfield Railroad, Louisville and Nashville Railroad, Seaboard Coast Line Railroad, Seaboard Railroad Air Line, 
Seaboard System Railroad, and Western Maryland Fast Freight Line and others are trademarks owned by CSXT 
Intellectual Properties Corporation and are used with permission.
Official licensee of Amtrak. Amtrak is a registered service mark of the National Railroad Passenger Corporation. 
Amtrak and Acela are registered service marks of the National Railroad Passenger Corporation.
The Milwaukee Road, The Chicago Milwaukee St. Paul & Pacific and/or Hiawatha Emblem are used with permission of 
the Milwaukee Road Historical Association. 
“Long Island Rail Road,” “LIRR” and “Dashing Dan” (R) Metropolitan Transportation Authority
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